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The concept of bridge blogs and their function to foster awareness and public 

discourse across the world was examined by content analysis and network 

analysis of 426 blog posts and 1026 links in 11 bridge blogs about China from 

2009 to 2010. This study proposes a theoretical framework to examine how 

bridge blogs‘ network characteristics are related to their communicative practices.  

Three variables were examined with respect to the network characteristics of 

bridge blogs. First, this study identifies different types of bridge blogs according 

to the distinctive sites with which they choose to link. Second, bridge blogs‘ role 

as bridges is directly tested by the extent to which they connect between online 

information sources that are otherwise separated from one another. Third, this 

study examines bridge blogs‘ level of centrality, which is based on the number 
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links they receive from others in the network. For communicative practices, this 

study measures the type of links bridge blogs use as sources in their posts and the 

communicative frames used to structure the blog posts. 

Bridge blogs exhibit internal diversity in terms of what distinctive sites they 

linked to, level of betweenness and centrality. The finding supports the theoretical 

framework proposed in the study that bridge blogs‘ three network characteristics 

are associated with their practices of communication as reflected in their use of 

links and content structure. Bridge blogs that play a crucial interconnecting role 

and are central points of reference in the network are more likely to bring Chinese 

content (as oppose to Western media coverage) and citizen voice (as oppose to 

professional media content) to English speaking readers. In addition, the 

translation of Chinese content, which contributes more to the flow of information 

and views from China to the outside world, is valued more by bridge blogs (than 

others?) that are important interconnecting actors in the network and positioned 

as central points of attention in the network. 

Further, a textual analysis further enriches the understanding of how the 

communicative frames are practiced by the bridge blogs, as illustrated in their 

references to four high profile news stories about China. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

The arrival of an age of globalization can be seen in events and phenomena 

that involve the interlocking relations and interdependency among distant parts of the 

world. Some high-profile global events and trends in recent years include the growth 

of global terrorism networks and international coalitions to curb terrorist activities, the 

global economic downturn, and the annual World Climate Summit held to collectively 

address the environmental issues in the world. These are just a few examples of 

sociopolitical issues and problems with origins and influences that go beyond single 

nations and even bilateral coalitions between nations. In today‘s world, the nation is 

no longer a primary category to understand the global phenomenon that takes place 

and exerts influence across national boundaries.  

Accordingly, in the field of journalism, these global events and trends have 

pushed journalists and mass communication researchers to think outside of the 

existing paradigms of domestic and foreign news, which is defined by news 

production and consumption taking place within national boundaries. In a world of 

increasing interconnectedness, domestic news stories with global consequences (e.g., 

Japan‘s nuclear leak after the March 2011 earthquake) are made accessible and 

relevant for global audiences, while news with a global scale of influence (e.g., the 

global financial downturn) is often reported for its direct impact on the lives of 
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domestic audiences. If the dichotomy of domestic/foreign is no longer the adequate 

framework to describe news gathering, distribution, and consumption in an age of 

globalization, then, a compelling question to ask is: What is the mark of the ―global‖ 

in journalism? In other words, since the national origin of news that once separated a 

domestic story from a foreign one has become blurred, a new concept is necessary to 

define characteristics of journalism in a globalized time. 

Since the national framework of reference is no longer useful to understand 

the increasing interconnectedness in the world, a concept focusing on connections 

between countries rather than boundaries separating them is more appropriate in 

defining the globalization and the media system facilitating its existence. Following a 

network way of thinking, Castells (2000) defined the globalization process as 

intensified connections formed worldwide in the realm of politics, economy, and 

culture. Accordingly, what characterizes the globalization-era media system is a 

global network of communication formed across national or local spaces of news 

communication. Therefore, the globalization of journalism can be conceived as 

happening in a ―global news arena supported by an interlocking cross-national 

awareness of events, in a world further connected by networks of transnational elites, 

media professionals among them, who engage each other through mutually shared 

understandings‖ (Reese, 2010, p. 5). According to this network conceptualization, the 

essence of the global journalism is the mechanisms of connection, which facilitate a 

growing awareness of news and perspectives among distant places in the world. 
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As a citizen-based online medium, blogs have the potential to contribute to 

the interconnectivity in the news arena. Although it is still debatable whether current 

events blogging is a form of journalism, there is no doubt that blogs‘ ability to 

facilitate public discourse on current events can extend the reach and impact of 

professional news media content. Starting as an online publishing form for personal 

journals, blogs entered the realm of news communication by reporting and discussing 

high-profile news events such as terrorist attacks, the Iraq War, political campaigns 

and natural disasters (Herring, Scheidt, Kouper & Wright, 2004). Nowadays, the blog 

has become a widely used platform for ordinary citizens to share news and exchange 

opinions about current events on the Web. Compared with professional news media, 

blogs allows for a higher level of interconnectivity in their content. In the online news 

environment, blogs build their content mainly through forming hyperlink connections 

to professional media content, online information resources, and other forms of 

citizen-based media (e.g., discussion boards, social media sites). In addition, blogs 

provide instant responses to others‘ opinions and engage in conversations with 

like-minded or differing people. Thus, it is through cross-referencing and commenting 

that blogs help to facilitate the circulation of news information and stir up public 

dialogue around it.  

Since blogs have been adopted worldwide, their ability to spread news 

information and generate conversations has transcended national boundaries. 

Anecdotal examples can be seen in blogs based in nations under the scrutiny of 
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international news coverage. Before and after the start of the Iraq War in 2003, the 

29-year-old Iraqi architect Salam Pax blogged his account of the bombings of 

Baghdad and the Iraqi citizens‘ reactions to U.S. military attacks. His blog attracted 

ample attention from the outside world for adding local perspectives to the war 

coverage done mostly by international media outlets. Similarly, English-language 

Iranian blogs, used by young people in Iran to discuss politics and religion, have 

served as a window for the overseas readers to get authentic public opinions in a 

nation with a censored national media system and limited access to the international 

press (Heller, 2005). The emergence of blogs reaching readers outside their national 

boundaries hint at a wider phenomenon: There are increasing needs of news and 

opinions across the gaps of languages, cultures, and nationalities in an era of 

globalization.  

However, studies of international news content in different nations suggest a 

lack of cross-national references and awareness of other countries‘ perspectives of 

world events. International news coverage was found to be an echo chamber of 

national interests, in which the unilateral perspective of the media‘s home country was 

often presented without the context of countering views from the international 

community (e.g. Zaller & Chiu, 1996; Chang, 1999; Lee, et al. 2001). National media 

outlets still largely localize their coverage of world events as a strategy to keep a 

competitive edge among the national audience (Clausen, 2004). Thus, despite the rise 

of a few transnational news channels, most international news coverage has still been 
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presented in national segmentations. 

To fulfill the increasing demands for news from distant places and overcome 

the limitations in international news coverage in national media, a specific type of 

blog has started to serve as bridges between the blogs‘ local communities and the rest 

of the world. Zukerman (2008) defined this type of blog as a ―bridge blog.‖ For 

Zukerman, bridge blogs stand out from other types of blogs in that they write about 

local issues and news for overseas audiences. Here, the concept of ―bridge‖ is not 

equivalent to a two-way exchange between one nation and the outside world, but a 

process to communicate the local news to foreign readers and to bring the local 

perspective to contrast or reconcile with foreign perceptions on local issues. In short, 

bridge blogs are bridges built for outside viewers to access information and opinions 

inside one nation.  

Bridge blogs vary in their choices of languages and the nations or world 

regions they blog about. However, a characteristic they share is an international 

aspiration to reach an audience across national borders. Most bridge blogs are kept by 

individual bloggers who are dedicated to writing about news and issues in one nation. 

Since they are geographically based, the popularity of the bridge blogs mainly 

depends on whether the location they blog from attracts overseas attention (Zukerman, 

2008). For instance, there is increasing international attention paid to English blogs 

from Middle East countries because of the U.S. military presence, terrorist attacks, 

and the uprising social movements in the area. In addition, blogging about a nation 
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with a censored media system and limited access by the international media makes the 

information from bridge blogs more valuable for the international community. It is not 

surprising to find the most widely read and influential bridge blogs are often from 

authoritarian nations such as Iran and China.  

China is one of the nations that provide fertile soil for the growth of bridge 

blogs. One of the first bridge bloggers in China, Roland Soong (2006), has been 

publishing the English translation of Chinese media content in his blog since 2003. 

For Soong, the manpower and content space (e.g., column length, program time) that 

Western media devote to cover China is far less than enough to cover such a large and 

rapidly developing country. Furthermore, since foreign media outlets‘ resources are 

spread thin in China, so that it is difficult for them to track the longitudinal 

development of or provide in-depth reporting of complex social issues, Soong sees 

bridge blogs about China as a value-added service to the English media coverage of 

China by providing a wider range of news stories and extended coverage on issues 

only briefly mentioned by foreign media. Bridge blogs are also praised for providing 

English translations of the dynamic public opinions emerging in China‘s Internet (e.g., 

online forums, blogs), which are hardly available elsewhere (The Independent, 2010). 

Conducting a survey of foreign correspondents in China, former CNN Beijing and 

Tokyo Bureau Chief Rebecca MacKinnon (2008) found that bridge blogs are 

commonly used as information sources by foreign correspondents in China to identify 

story ideas. 
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Although the emergence of bridge blogs in China is a phenomenon being 

recognized and discussed by the international media and media scholars, bridge blogs‘ 

primary function as bridges between China and the English-speaking world still lacks 

theoretical grounding and empirical examination. The fundamental question spurring 

this study is how, if at all, do bridge blogs help to foster global awareness of and 

public discourse about China in the world? The answer to this question requires a 

theoretical understanding on how the bridge blogs add to the global news arena and an 

empirical investigation of the characteristics and practices of bridge blogs that enable 

them to make the multitudes of information and perspectives about China available to 

the outside world.  

Overview of Study 

The metaphor of ―bridge‖ used to describe bridge blogs marks their main 

function as forming connections in the communication process. Particularly, bridge 

blogs form connections to break the language, cultural, and geographical limitations 

on access to news and perspectives across the world. To address the theoretical 

importance of bridge blogs, this study applies a network perspective to understand 

bridge blogs as a medium that contributes to the mutual awareness and public 

discourses in the global news arena, thus, eventually helping to facilitate a healthy 

public sphere with broad-based conversations between distant parts of the world. The 

network perspective also informs the empirical analysis of this study to examine the 

relationships bridge blogs form with others on the Web. On the one hand, bridge blogs 
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use hyperlinks to interconnect voices and information from both inside and outside a 

nation or world region under their scrutiny. On the other hand, online information 

resources (e.g., professional news sites, blogs) link to bridge blogs for the information 

or opinions they provide on a particular nation or locality. Given the nature of bridge 

blogs to connect separate national realms of news communication, these 

interconnected bridge blogs and online information resources construct a hyperlinked 

network that cuts across national boundaries. This study defines the hyperlinked 

network as a bridge blogosphere, which contains not only the bridge blogs but also 

information resources that are interlinked with them.  

Specifically, this study selected 11 bridge blogs with established reputations 

in the community of bridge blogs, which serve as a gateway to the larger bridge 

blogosphere about China. By tracing the hyperlinks in blog posts sampled from the 11 

selected bridge blogs, this study constructs a network that contains bridge blogs about 

China and online information resources that have interlinks with them. This network 

illustrates the area surrounding the 11 bridge blogs about China, which includes 

various types of information resources (e.g. professional media sties, blogs, online 

forum) originating from both inside and outside of China. In this networked 

neighborhood, this study examines three network characteristics of bridge blogs based 

on links pointing to and coming from them. First, this study examines to what extent 

bridge blogs share a common list of sites they connect to in the network. This analysis 

identifies clusters of bridge blogs not based on their direct connections with one 
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another but through their common points of reference. The purpose here is to find 

different types of bridge blogs according to the distinctive sites that they choose to 

link. Second, bridge blogs‘ role as bridges in the network is directly tested by the 

measure of betweenness, which shows the extent to which they connect between 

online information sources that are otherwise separated from one another. Third, this 

study examines bridge blogs‘ level of centrality, which is based on the number links 

they receive from others in the network. The centrality level of a bridge blog reflects 

its importance as an information source or opinion leader in the network.   

Furthermore, simply occupying interconnecting positions in a hyperlinked 

online network does not make bridge blogs crucial components in the global news 

arena. It is the actual communication practices associated with such network positions 

that characterize bridge blogs‘ importance in cross-national communication. To 

investigate what the bridge blogs do to make Chinese media content accessible to the 

English-speaking audience, this study analyzes the types of links and the content 

structures that bridge blogs use in their daily practice. This study examined the 

national origins (China, Western countries) as well as professional affiliations (i.e., 

professional news organization, citizen media) of the sites that bridge blogs link to 

directly. Bridge blogs‘ linking preferences offer evidence on the nature of the content 

that they bring to the attention of overseas readers. For content structures, this study 

adopts the communicative frames that Cottle and Rai (2006) developed to study the 

news content for their democratic potential to expand and deepen the public 
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understanding and discourse on current events. This study use the communicative 

frames to study the bridge blogs for the extent to which they construct the content for 

deliberations of contentious viewpoints (contrast/contention frame), the thick 

description of social reality in China (reportage frame), the recognition of the Chinese 

cultural and social values (cultural recognition), and the investigation on the complex 

news stories or issues about China (investigative frame). 

This study proposes a theoretical framework to examine how bridge blogs‘ 

network characteristics are related to their communicative practices (See Figure 1). 

The rationale of relating bridge blogs‘ characteristics to their communication practices 

is similar to the designs of survey studies that correlate the demographic information 

of the human subjects to their social behaviors. As an individual‘s age and income 

level can be used to predict his or her consumption behavior, the network 

characteristics of a bridge blog may inform its practices of what sources to rely on and 

in what structure it presents its content. However, what separates this network-based 

study from survey studies is the focus on the properties of subjects‘ relations with 

others, instead of the attributes (e.g., age, gender) of subjects. Since the concept of 

bridge blogs is defined by their positions as ―bridges‖ in a cross-national network, it is 

important to examine how their network characteristics affect their blogging practices.  

Finally, this study provides a qualitative textual analysis of how bridge blogs 

construct their content when covering and discussing four specific news stories about 

China. Since bridge blogs are designed to communicate China to the outside world, 
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this study picks news stories ranging from domestic incidents to social issues and 

problems taking place in China but with varying levels of relevance to the 

international community. Adding to the quantitative analysis of content structures, the 

purpose of this section is to offer concrete description of how exactly bridge blog 

utilize communicative frames to contrast, investigate, explain, and report media 

content about China. Further, this analysis help to illustrate the potential for what 

bridge blogs can add to the English-language media‘s coverage of China and extend 

the overseas audience‘s understanding and knowledge of China.
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Figure 1 Theoritical Framework  
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Chapter 2 Theory Overview and Literature Review 

In the first chapter, this study laid out a theoretical framework and some key 

concepts for understanding the phenomenon of bridge blogs. This study sees the value 

of bridge blogs in their ability to facilitate awareness across distant parts of the world 

and transnational public deliberation on domestic issues pertaining to international 

interests. Specifically, the bridging goal of bridge blogs is to fill the communication 

gap between world regions that were separated by language barriers and cultural 

differences. For example, when bridge blogs translate the widely debated issues in 

Chinese media into English or explain the Arabic world‘s perspective on the Iraq War 

to U.S. readers, they help to provide information and deepen the understanding of 

regions that have limited accessibility to the outside world. 

Bridge blogs‘ goal to increase the mutual awareness and deliberative 

communication across nations hints at their democratic potential in facilitating public 

spheres beyond national boundaries. Therefore, this chapter starts by reviewing the 

concept of public spheres, and specifically how the normative assumptions of public 

spheres may be extended to theorize a global public sphere. The literature review 

helps to identify the limitations in some theoretical propositions, which failed to 

address the increasing interconnections in the world as the defining characteristics of 

the global public sphere. Then network theory is applied to conceptualize the global 

public sphere and also how the global media system facilitates the public discourse. 
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Subsequently, this chapter introduces a network-based concept of a global news arena 

to understand the globalization process in the field of journalism. This concept 

illustrates a globalized news communication space that helps to nurture the 

phenomenon of bridge blogs. 

In addition to theoretical background, this chapter also illustrates the 

practical importance of bridge blogs. Drawing on previous studies, this chapter points 

out the gaps separating national news environments, which can be seen in the lack of 

hyperlinks between news media sites from different countries and the domination of 

domestic propositions in national media‘s international news coverage. Thus, bridge 

blogs‘ goal to mediate across national borders can help to close the gaps caused by 

national news insularity.  

Furthermore, this chapter provides conceptual understanding of bridge blogs‘ 

communication practices. The concept of ―gatewatcher‖ is used to describe bridge 

blogs‘ nature as an online citizen medium that builds its content on surveying other 

information resources and engaging contending views into broad-based conversation. 

The communicative frames are introduced to categorize different content structures 

that help the bridge blogs to deepen and broaden people‘s understanding of a 

geographically distant place in the world.  

Theory of the Global Public Sphere and Global Media System 

To conceptualize bridge blogs‘ role in a global deliberative democracy, this 

study uses the concept of the public sphere to explore their democratic potential. The 
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public sphere is a space in which informed citizens engage into the rational 

deliberation of public affairs, and form public opinions to influence political actions 

(Habermas, 1989). More importantly, Habermas‘s theory provides normative 

assumptions of the public sphere that are conditions to enhance the access and the 

quality of the public deliberation. In this chapter, two assumptions of the public 

sphere are explored to inform the understanding of journalism in the global age: the 

inclusivity of the public sphere, which ensures citizens‘ equal access and participation 

to the discussion of public affairs (Dean, 2003); and the autonomy of the public 

sphere as a social realm that is distinct from the state and market power (Sinekopova, 

2006).  

When analyzing the media‘s role in facilitating the public sphere, oftentimes 

the question is posed as: Is the Internet a public sphere? or, How can blogs be seen as 

a new public sphere for citizens to discuss public affairs? The assumption behind 

those questions treats each communication medium as a separate space for public 

deliberation. Researchers examine whether the features of a particular medium satisfy 

the norms of the public sphere and whether this medium displays a better quality of 

democratic discourse than others. If this study applies such a medium specific 

approach, the bridge blogs should be evaluated on their ability to include a variety of 

voices in the world and their level of autonomy from the influence of the state and 

media market.  

However, the bridging function of bridge blogs prevents them from being 
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studied as a single medium or platform, but rather as the bonding pieces in an 

evolving global media system, in which the bridge blogs position themselves to 

enhance and extend mutual awareness across different world regions. Thus, in this 

chapter, the public sphere and its normative criteria are used to build theoretical 

understandings of dynamics in global media system. After mapping out the 

characteristics of such global media environment, one can then ask questions 

regarding how the bridge blogs contribute to this larger media system to inform and 

engage public deliberations across national boundaries.  

Inclusivity at multiple levels 

One important component in Habermas‘ formulation of the public sphere is 

that all citizens in the national society should be included in the deliberation of public 

affairs (Habermas, 1989). However, the assumption of inclusivity is the aspect in the 

concept that receives the most criticism. Scholars draw on the historical evidence of 

Enlightenment Europe and point out that besides the bourgeois men who were 

described as the main participants in the public sphere, a large proportion of the 

society—namely working-class men, women, and ethnic groups—were not mentioned 

in Habermas‘ idealized public sphere (Fraser, 1990; Negt, Kluge, & Labanyi, 1993; 

Ryan, 1992). These early critiques of Habermas suggested that the public sphere 

should be re-conceptualized to include the multiple public spheres that often have 

interests competing with one another. However, one thing shared between Habermas 

and his early critics is that the public sphere is defined at the ―intra-national level‘‘ 
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(Lee, 1998, p.372). In other words, whether the public sphere is defined as one 

inclusive space or the interactions among multiple public spheres, such deliberative 

spaces only include the public in one nation. 

In his later reflections on the concept of public sphere, Habermas (Habermas, 

1992; Habermas & Pensky, 2001) extended his concept to address ―post-national 

politics,‖ in which he refers to the contestations of multiple publics such as 

transnational ethnic and religious groups around the world. This extended view of the 

public sphere is rooted in the inclusions of social interests beyond the level of the 

nation-state, thus opening the theorization of the public sphere in a globalized society. 

Although Habermas hinted at the application of the public sphere on the global level, 

he did not use the term ―global public sphere‖ or provide a definition for this concept. 

Despite the lack of theoretical definition of ―global public sphere,‖ the 

concept of global civil society is well developed in the literatures of international 

social movements. Keane (2003) defined the global civil society in its ideal-type as ―a 

dynamic non-governmental system of interconnected socio-economic institutions and 

actors … who organize themselves across borders, with the deliberative aim of 

drawing the world together in new ways‖ (p. 8). Providing more concrete illustrations, 

Kaldor (2003) describe the global civil society as a ―platform inhabited by activists, 

NGOs and neoliberals, as well as national and religious groups, where they argue 

about, campaign for (or against), negotiate about, or lobby for the arrangements that 

shape global developments‖ (p. 590).  
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Civil society and the public sphere are not equivalent concepts. Discussing 

the distinctions between the two, Calhoun (1993) argued that civil society describes 

the political community that is organized independently from state power, while the 

public sphere is a specific space within the civil society, in which citizens participate 

in the rational-critical discussions aimed at resolving political disputes. Accordingly, 

on the global level, the global civil society is the social foundation for the public 

sphere existing across national boundaries. Thus, the public sphere rising from the 

global civil society should facilitate political participation and informed rational 

discourse among people who share concerns and interests on the same social issues 

but live in distant geographical locations.  

When studying the public sphere emerging across national boundaries, 

Olesen (2005) argued that ―transnational public sphere‖ is a concept with more 

practical value than ―global public sphere.‖ The term ―global‖ leads to an assumption 

that the global public sphere should be an autonomous space detached from local and 

national community. What has been obscured by the term ―global‖ is how individuals 

with shared interests or social movements with similar goals have formed ties that cut 

across national borders. According to Olesen, the transnational public sphere is 

structured around national public spheres and international institutions. The 

international institutions organized on issues such as human rights and trade 

regulations have provided opportunities for individuals to voice their opinions on 

transnational politics. However, these international institutions often seek the social 
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and political changes in national or local policy making. Thus, just as the national 

public sphere must be extended to account for the multiple social identities and 

classes in one nation, the transnational public sphere should also be seen in plurality 

because it is made up of multiple local and national public spheres. 

Guidry et al. (2000) define the transnational public sphere as a globalized 

space for the residents of distant places and members of transnational entities to 

engage in political actions that exert influence beyond national boundaries. They 

explained the importance of the transnational public sphere as ―an alternative site not 

only to places that lack or have heavily censored public sphere but also to places that 

have relied on more local or national spaces for the elaboration and contest of 

principles and practices‖ (p. 7). The 1989 demonstrations in Eastern European 

countries and the Tiananmen Square protest in China were cited to illustrate the 

influence of the transnational public sphere on national social movements. In these 

cases, it is the values and principles such as human rights and democracy emerging in 

the transnational public sphere that evoke the local social movements, while these 

local movements also contribute to and eventually become part of the global discourse 

through the transnational public sphere.  

The structural extension of the public sphere on the global level leads to the 

reassessment of the media‘s role to facilitate the deliberation in the globalized space. 

In Habermas‘s original formula of the public sphere, literary journalism and the 

printing press served as mediator and intensifier of national public discussion in 
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18th-century European countries. Now in the globalization era, since transnational 

public spheres are increasingly formed across distant geographical territories and deal 

with issues of global implications (e.g., climate change, global economic crisis), the 

global media system should contribute to the interconnectedness between multiple 

national and local public spheres. In other words, the development of transnational 

public sphere requires a media system to communicate across national boundaries and 

address issues pertinent to more than its home nation. 

Volkmer (1999) is one of the first to directly relate the global public sphere to 

global satellite news. In her study of CNN International, Volkmer argued that CNNI 

gives a homogeneous global shape to news events in different nations around the 

world, and thus represents a global political communication not catering to interest 

from particular nations. In her later work, Volkmer (2002) sees the rise of the 

transnational media outlets from underrepresented world regions (e.g. Al-Jazeera) as 

providing an alternative flow of information and perspectives to that of CNN that 

represents the views of Western countries. In Volkmer‘s view, these transitional news 

organizations not only contribute the unique news angles to the global news flow, they 

create a ―micro-sphere‖ for the distinctive viewpoints in the world to form discourses. 

For example, the news flow between the Arab world and Western countries can be 

seen as a micro-sphere. While Al-Jazeera brings the critical news in the Arab world 

and the Arab view of the world to Western nations, CNN‘s Arabic-language channel 

disseminates Western viewpoints on Arabic politics to Arabic countries.  
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However, Volkmer maintained that since these transnational news channels 

all tend to reach audiences out of their immediate geographical origins, the 

standpoints of local, national and transnational community will be eliminated in the 

news reporting to generate a universal news representation for the overall global 

community. In short, Volkmer equates the global media system with transnational 

media organizations, which create global outlook on local and national news for 

global audiences. 

Also conceptualizing the public sphere in a hierarchical way, Keane (1995) 

sees the public sphere existing on three levels: micro (within a state), meso (parallel 

with states) and macro (beyond states). However, Keane assumed no complete 

separation among three levels of public sphere and argued that they exist in a 

overlapping network. He suggested that international news media are one of the actors 

that help to connect across different levels of the public sphere. As an example, he 

pointed to the Tiananmen Square protests in 1989 and illustrated how the political 

controversies emerging on China‘s national level can be brought to the attention of the 

international community by being broadcast on satellite TV channels such as CNN to 

a worldwide audience, which generates the global public sentiment against the 

repression of free speech in China. For Keane, the multiple public spheres are 

interconnected, and they do not have a rigid order in terms of getting influence from 

one another. On the one hand, the national public spheres constantly receive pressures 

from the actors in transnational public spheres including international organizations, 
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social movements across borders, and mass media with global reach. On the other 

hand, the issues and concerns emerging from local and national public spheres all 

have potential to enter the global public discourse when they are brought under global 

scrutiny. 

Along the same lines, Hjarvard (2001) argued that ―globalization may not 

result in an expansion of the public sphere from a national to a global level, but rather 

in an increased openness and dependency between different national public spheres 

and between the general public sphere of any national society and different 

specialized and professionalized public fora that have transnational connections‖ (p. 

32). For Hjarvard, the globalization of the public sphere is a process rather than a 

singular entity. Through this process, national public spheres are becoming less 

confined within national territories or associated with specific national institution, and 

have more connections to distant places and international institutions. Hjarvard 

further termed the process ―global reflexivity in the public sphere.‖ In this process of 

globalization, fewer national political and social issues are free from the influence of 

information and discourses originating outside the national borders, while more 

national policies are developed to deal with regional and global issues.  

The global media system mediates the increased flows of media messages 

from outside national boundaries and can help people to create the ―awareness of 

other societies and cultures that exist simultaneously with one‘s own‖ (Hjarvard, 2003, 

p. 43). Through satellite and Internet technologies, the foreign/international media 
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content becomes increasingly available to national newsrooms and ordinary people 

around the world. However, Hjarvard (2003) suggested that increased 

interconnections and mutual awareness can result in two competing scenarios in the 

democratic process on a global scale. On the one hand, having instant access to the 

news coverage around the world, journalists and editors in distant geographical places 

are more likely to cover a similar list of stories when they closely monitor the 

editorial decisions of one another and of transnational media outlets. Therefore, the 

audiences around the world are informed and may take action on public affairs not 

taking place in their physical location. On the other hand, as news media continue to 

differentiate their service to cater to the needs of international audiences that share 

interest in specific public issues (e.g., economics, the environment, human rights), 

they may create fragmentations in the public spheres.  

In sum, interconnectivity across national public spheres in an age of 

globalization requires cross-border publicizing of national and local public affairs. 

Therefore, the global media system must operate to increase information exchanges 

and mutual awareness among local and national as well as transnational public 

spheres. The challenge in the formation of such a global media system, as Hjarvard 

(2001) pointed out, ―is to make transnational news media more orientated toward and 

accountable to national and local public spheres, while keeping national and local 

media orientated toward and responsible to the agenda of the outside world‖ (p. 39). 

In short, Hjarvard advocates a global media system that brings local happenings to the 
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world audience and also brings world events back to the home audience.  

The bridge blogs can contribute to the global process suggested by Hjarvard. 

The cross-national communication carried by bridge blogs has a clear outward 

orientation. For bridge blogs, to bridge is to write about the local information and 

public debates for foreign audiences. This targeted foreign audience could be people 

who live outside the nation covered by bridge blogs or visitors who come from distant 

places but live in the nation being blogged about. What they share are genuine 

interests in knowing the public affairs and understanding the culture of a foreign 

country. Thus, to serve a transnational public, bridge blogs have the potential to bring 

national public affairs and political actors accountable to global scrutiny.  

Autonomy from the state and economic power 

Another main assumption in Habermas‘ (1989) formula is that the public 

sphere is a separate social realm from state and economic power. The distinctions 

between state apparatuses, economic markets, and democratic associations are 

essential to democratic theory (Fraser, 1990). However, news media‘s ability to 

facilitate the public sphere is constantly under attack because of the structural 

influences that the state and market exert on news production. The following section 

reviews a few theoretical approaches that explain how state and economic forces 

affect news media‘s ability to better inform the public. More importantly, this section 

discusses how those theoretical approaches that are used to examine the structural 

influence within one nation can be extended to explain the forces shaping the global 
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media system. 

From a political economy perspective, state control and media market 

constraints have a deterministic effect on the news coverage. Herman and Chomsky‘s 

Manufacturing Consent (1988) provides the most comprehensive argument from this 

theoretical approach. This book examines how news content can be shaped by a series 

of political and economic filters and therefore carry systematic ―bias‖ that only 

benefits the interests of powerful elites. According to Herman and Chomsky, news 

content is subject to the influence from five filters, which include media ownership, 

funding generated through advertising, dependency on government and corporate 

sources for information, media criticism, and the dominant ideological belief in a 

country. A main criticism of this political economy model is that the theory 

overemphasizes the connections between key social institutions and their homogenous 

effect on news production but fails to describe the discrepancies and inconsistencies 

between these structural filters, which can provide room for news organizations to 

exert editorial independence (Schudson, 1989).   

Unlike the top-down deterministic model used in the political economy 

perspective, sociologists study the external influence on news production with an 

internal approach by looking at journalists‘ occupational routines and organizational 

structures of news media (Schudson, 1989). The state influence on news production 

can be mediated through the newsgathering routines. For example, media 

organizations have positioned reporters at important political institutions (e.g., 
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Congress, city hall, police departments) (Tuchman, 1978). When analyzing the effect 

of market and ownership on news production, sociologists do not assume a 

homogenous outcome in all media organizations but investigate how the effects of 

market conditions yield different results in different news organization settings. For 

instance, a survey of newspaper editors found that concerns about advertising income 

and profit making ranked higher among editors at small weekly newspapers than 

among editors at metro daily newspapers (Donohue, Olien, & Tichenor, 1989). 

Researchers attributed this finding to the fact that business operation is often part of 

the responsibilities of editors at smaller newspapers, while the advertising and profit 

values are handled outside the newsroom at metro newspapers. Overall, instead of 

assuming that state and economic forces can have a direct and deterministic effect on 

media production, sociological studies introduce more conditional factors such as the 

routines of the journalism profession and characteristics of news organizations, 

through which the structural power can shape the outcome of news production. 

Also taking a sociological approach, scholars integrate the theoretical 

traditions of new institutionalism and field theory to suggest that the journalistic field 

or institutions possess certain autonomy from the political and economic pressures 

(Benson, 2006; Sparrow, 2006). The journalistic field or institutions refers to the 

professional environment of journalism, which operates with internal homogeneity 

under the rules and principles of professional practices. According to Bourdieu (1998), 

the journalistic field is a contested space along the axes of economic and cultural 
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powers. In capsule form, the journalistic field must answer to oppositional demands 

from economic capital such as circulation, audience rating, or advertising revenue, 

and cultural capital in the evidence of professional excellence recognized by the press 

reviews and awards. Similarly, new institutionalism theory views news organizations 

as institutions that possess a certain level of autonomy from external forces, and 

further suggests that news organization are intermediary institutions that helps to 

channel the political power in society (Cook, 1998). From the viewpoint of 

institutionalism, the state offers policy and financial support for journalistic 

organizations to perform civic duties, while regulating the media market in areas of 

privatization, taxes and other monetary affairs (Benson, 2006). However, the 

journalistic field or institution does not simply reflect the play of the external forces 

but mediates them through the characteristics of the field such as the historical 

formation of professional traditions and interorganizational competitions (Hallin & 

Mancini, 2004). Therefore, to examine how the characteristics of the national 

journalistic field can affect news production, the national comparative approach is the 

ideal research design, to relate the differences observed in national media content to 

the varying national journalistic cultures, media market environments, and political 

systems (Benson, 2006).  

When the above three theoretical approaches are used to examine media 

production in a globalization era, different assumptions are raised regarding the key 

characteristics of the global media system. The important standard to examine their 
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usefulness is to what extent these theoretical approaches can help to explain the newly 

emerged phenomenon in a global media system. 

Political economy theorists see media globalization as the worldwide 

expansion of a few Western media conglomerates and the commercial media models 

adopted by media organizations around the globe (e.g. Schiller, 1993, Sparks, 1998). 

From a political economy view, media globalization can only help to advance the 

commercial interest of transnational media corporations in a global market 

(McChesney, 2000, Schiller, 2001). Accordingly, the production patterns appearing in 

national commercial media in Western countries are going to be repeated in 

transnational media production. Transnational news media‘s coverage of international 

warfare, for example, was dominated by the infotainment style originating with 

Western mainstream TV networks, which inhabited the public deliberation on the real 

economic and political factors behind the conflicts (Thussu, 2003). In short, media 

globalization is defined as market domination by Western media organizations and the 

world expansion of their media production values. Thus, media globalization does not 

open a global public sphere that is independent from political and economic forces, 

but rather creates a private sphere that is marked by the market interests in capitalist 

societies. 

In contrast to the homogeneous commercialization effect suggested by 

political economy scholars, sociological studies still find enduring national 

differences in journalistic practices. Survey studies of journalists from a variety of 
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countries and regions have revealed distinctions in journalistic ethical standards and 

professional roles (Weaver, 1998). However, Weaver‘s study, which applied the 

normative standard of the American journalism model to other parts of the world, 

found national differences but not on a valid comparable basis (Josephi, 2005). For 

example, a higher percentage of Chinese journalists were found to perceive their role 

as watchdogs than journalists in France and Germany. Furthermore, these comparative 

studies can only reveal how journalistic practices in one nation differ from those from 

another nation; they cannot be used to identify a single global type of journalistic 

practices other than the national types being compared. 

Similar to sociological studies emphasizing national differences, the field and 

institutionalism theory also suggests that the difference between national journalistic 

fields can persist in the globalization era. For example, a comparative analysis of U.S. 

and French newspaper content has attributed the differences found in the content to 

the structural differences of national journalistic fields (Benson & Hallin, 2007). 

French newspapers‘ critical coverage of the political arena, dramatic illustrations on 

political scandals, and wider representation of political pluralism are associated with 

the multiparty political environment and competitive media market in France. In the 

U.S., the high level of ownership concentration and two-party political system have 

led American newspapers to closely index the limited political elites‘ views and 

provide a narrower range of view. Furthermore, to examine whether the globalization 

force can diminish the differences between national journalistic fields, this study also 
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conducted a longitudinal analysis of U.S. and French newspaper content from the 

1960s to the 1990s, which the researchers defined as the time period for accelerated 

globalization development. However, the differences between the U.S. and French 

national press were found to have remained the same over the globalization period. 

Thus, the researchers argued that journalistic practices were limited by the national 

political culture and system, and once established as principals of the profession, these 

practices will tend to remain unchanged regardless of external changes. 

The reality of the world media landscape has shown a less clear-cut picture 

compared with the global dominance of media commercialization suggested by 

political economy theorists and national differences in journalistic practices found by 

sociological studies and institutionalism theorists. Taking the satellite news channels 

as an example, Rai and Cottle (2007) surveyed a wide range of empirical findings and 

identified that beneath the pervasiveness of a few global media channels (e.g., CNNI, 

BBC), there are regional and cross-national TV markets characterized by a diversity 

of commercial ownership structures and a substantial presence of nonprofit 

broadcasters; the emergence of regional channels serving particular geolinguistic 

areas (e.g., Al-Jazeera); and even the large transnational media brand adapting its 

content to serve regional interests (CNN Asia). In addition to the professional media, 

scholars studying various forms of citizen-based media are pointing to flows of 

information and perspectives across nations such as Iraqi citizen blogs adding 

firsthand reporting from the war zone (Wall, 2005), the Iranian blogosphere 
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communicating the local issues of Iran to the outside world (Heller, 2005), and a 

Chinese online forum acting as the watchdog of Western news coverage on Tibet and 

the Olympic Torch relay (Reese & Dai, 2009). These citizen voices on the Internet are 

broadening the existing range of deliberation existed in the mass media system. 

The evidence from global market analysis of mass media and citizen-media 

development helps to illustrate the complexity omitted by theoretical approaches that 

assume either global dominance or national segmentations in the global media system. 

It is clear that the political economy approach does not account for the structural 

stratifications and cooperation between the regional, national, and sub-national spaces 

that coexist with the large transnational media organizations. Merely addressing the 

national differences in journalistic practices and fields, the sociological studies and 

the institutionalism research miss the content flows across national boundaries and the 

emergence of news organizations that serve multiple countries in one cultural or 

linguistic region. In addition, omitted in the above discussions of global media system 

is the role of citizen media, which participate in reporting and discussing the public 

affairs across national borders (e.g. Iraq War blogs).  

In sum, to better understand global media system and its ability to facilitate 

the global public sphere, one must break away from the political economy view that 

assumes a homogeneous global outlook of news production and the studies of 

journalistic practices and journalistic fields that focus on national differences. Instead, 

it must addresses the dynamic media formations underneath the global media 
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ownership of a few transnational media and media flows that come across national 

borders. To study such global media system, one should focus on the relations formed 

across regional, national, local media system and a globalized public sphere organized 

around these relations. 

Bridge blogs are one of the media platforms that emerge from building 

interconnections across national communication space. Therefore, compared to the 

traditional transnational media corporations and national media, bridge blogs enjoys 

relatively more autonomy from the political and economic influence from one 

ownership structure or one single nation‘s interest and journalistic culture. However, it 

is not to argue that bridge blogs are completely independent from any structural 

influences. For bridge blogs, their content choice and perspectives are subjected to the 

cross-national media environment. To communicate news from one nation to distant 

readers, the availability of information and perspectives largely depends on the 

content of local and international media sources, the political culture and media 

system in the nation under bridge blogs‘ coverage, as well as the financial interest and 

business model of bridge blogs. Still, as bridge blogs do not operate directly under the 

national constrains and transnational brand names, they have the potential to serve as 

an alternative source of information and perspectives to add to the existing media 

landscape.   

Network Theory of Global Public Sphere  

So far, two primary assumptions of the public sphere have been re-examined 
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in the context of globalization. First, the global public sphere is characterized by 

interconnectivity between multiple public spheres in the world. Accordingly, a global 

media system must be able to increase the global awareness of public issues emerging 

at local, national, and transnational levels, rather than being narrowly defined as a few 

transnational media organizations with global reach. Second, this study explored 

different theoretical approaches to understand the political and economic influence on 

the global media system and their ability to facilitate the public sphere. The analysis 

suggests that an appropriate theoretical approach to understanding a global media 

system must be able to account for the dynamic media flows and cooperation among 

news content providers across national borders. Overall, when theorizing the global 

public sphere and a corresponding global media system, the focal point of analysis is 

the interconnections between nations.  

Since the interconnectivity is the essential ingredient in the global public 

sphere and global media system, this study chooses to theorize them by using a 

network way of thinking. Following the network logic, Castells (2008) indicated that 

the global public sphere is built upon the increased interconnections in a global 

network, in which social and political actors from all over the world (i.e., states, 

association of states, NGOs, and world public opinions) engage in the deliberation of 

issues with global influence and seek policy solutions on a global scale. The global 

media system can be conceptualized as a ―battleground‖ for various social and 

political actors to compete for an interpretation of global issues such as climate 
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change or to mobilize people from different nations around global causes such as 

peace demonstrations against the Iraq War. When national or local issues are 

publicized in this global system to reach across national borders, the national 

governments are held accountable under global scrutiny and are also given pressure to 

react to an international public‘s demand. 

For Castells, the global media system includes the traditional mass media 

forms (e.g. television, radio, print press) and also ―mass self-communication,‖ which 

he defined as ―networks of communication that relate many-to-many in the sending 

and receiving of messages in a multimodal form of communication that bypasses 

mass media and often escapes government control‖ (p. 90). This mass 

self-communication often takes place on the Internet (e.g., email, Facebook, Twitter) 

or through other forms of mobile communication (e.g., text message); therefore, it is 

difficult for governments or corporations to censor this large amount of content 

generated mainly by ordinary users of these communication platforms. In a global 

communication environment, mass self-communication becomes the ideal delivery 

channel for the national or local media content that is censored by the national 

government, therefore, cannot be covered by national media organizations. In addition, 

Castells (2007) indicated that traditional mass communication and mass 

self-communication are coming into convergence by constantly depending on each 

other for content and opinions. In the production process of international news, such 

convergence can be seen in scenarios such as foreign correspondents looking into 
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local social media for story ideas or local social media publicizing stories or issues 

omitted by national media but captured by the international media organizations. 

In sum, network theory emphasizes the interconnectedness as the key feature 

of the media system to support a global public sphere. It does not conceptualize the 

global media system as a single entity but rather as the multitudes of media 

organizations around the world, which mediate the news flows across nations and 

facilitate deliberations among non-government organizations and citizens in different 

parts of the world. Also, network theory has specified the role of citizen-based media 

in the global media system. Whether it is to provide alternative information on 

domestic issues for a global audience or to bring international portrayals of local 

happenings to domestic viewers, what citizen media contribute to the global media 

system is simply increased information flows and broader access across national 

borders.    

Global News Arena 

Applying the network perspective to theorize global journalism, Reese (2008) 

proposed the concept of the global news arena to describe the discursive space 

existing in global news communication. The global news arena is mediated through 

the increasing mutual awareness and interactions among regional, national, and local 

media outlets as well as user-generated content on the Internet (e.g., blogs, online 

discussion forums). Such mutual awareness and interactions are accomplished when 

news events and public opinions in local settings are repackaged to reach audiences in 
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distant places, and also when international media coverage and perspectives on local 

issues are informed by local views. As a result of those local engagements taking 

place all over the world, one can expect to see a global news environment, in which 

―people know how they are portrayed, and others know that they know (or soon will)‖ 

(Reese & Dai, 2009). 

Over the years, researchers have been searching for global journalism in 

tangible forms, mainly by looking for the global outlook in news content. In a study 

of national newspapers‘ coverage of terrorism attacks, researchers argued that a local 

terrorism attack can be given a globalized twist by using more international sources 

and making reference to other, similar attacks around the world (Ruigrok & Atteveldt, 

2007). Berglez (2008) also proposed a formula for a global news style which refers to 

news stories taking place simultaneously in different parts of the world, involving the 

mixture of domestic, foreign, and global powers, and covering issues related to 

transnational concerns and universal values. However, both studies argued that what 

they described as global news, namely news stories presented with references to 

global context, are rarely seen in today‘s international news coverage, because 

domestication in the coverage of world events is still predominant. 

Rather than focusing on the global attributes in news content, this study 

chooses to look for the essence of ―global‖ in a particular kind of social media: bridge 

blogs. Bridge blogs fit the theoretical description of global journalism, in which the 

creators, subjects, and consumers of the media content do not have the same 
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nation-state frame of reference (Reese, 2010). Since global journalism should not be 

equated with a single media platform, this study does not conceptualize bridge blogs 

like global media channels (e.g., CNN, BBC) to exist above the level of national 

media space or positioned within a single national realm of communication. Instead, 

bridge blogs are considered global in nature because of their entrenched connections 

with multiple national domains of news communication. Bridge blogs are named after 

their function as bridges between one nation and another, distant part of the world. In 

practice, bridge blogs link, translate, and explain the public affairs and perspectives 

emerging within a nation, while presenting and discussing how this nation is reported 

and viewed in the world. All of these practices are aimed at communicating the nation 

of focus to the distant audience, and these relational patterns created by bridge blogs 

enable them to perform the information-broker role among different national news 

domains. 

Understanding Bridge Blogs from a Network Perspective 

In network terms, bridge blogs resemble what Granovetter (1982) noted as 

the strength of the weak tie. According to Granovetter, weak ties are social relations 

people form with others who do not belong to their intimate social circles, which 

consist of close friends and family members. Compared with strong ties, weak ties are 

shorter in duration and have less emotional intensity and fewer reciprocal bonds. 

However, weak ties are not merely the trivial acquaintance ties in one‘s social 

network. The value of weak ties resides in their ability to grant individuals access to 
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resources from other social groups that are separated from their close social circle due 

to barriers such as different ethnic identities, social class, divisions of labor, as well as 

geographical distance. Therefore, it is through weak ties that information and ideas 

can travel across different social groups which are otherwise not in touch with one 

another. Bridge blogs play the same bridging role in the global news communication 

as weak ties play in an individual‘s social network. By disseminating news and 

perspectives about distant parts of the world from audiences‘ home country, bridge 

blogs have the potential to facilitate mutual awareness across nations and broaden 

readers‘ understanding of foreign nations. 

Furthermore, network theory suggests that bridging actors that help to close 

structural holes have information advantages in the network (Burt, 1992, 2004). 

Structural holes are the disconnections within the network that emerge because of the 

absence of links between actors. As the information brokers located at the structural 

hole, bridging actors gain legitimacy based on their access to the information and 

perspectives that are not otherwise available to the separated actors in the network 

(Burt, 1992). Also, bridging actors have advantages in creating alternative 

perspectives and fresh ideas by contrasting or synthesizing dissimilar ways of 

thinking between different social groups (Burt, 2004). In sum, bridging actors serving 

to close the structural holes in the network are not only brokers of new information 

but also creators of novel perspectives.  

In the global news arena, the structural holes not only exist as the lack of 
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hyperlinks among national news organizations but also are mediated by the 

predominance of insulated national views in the international news coverage and the 

absence of dialogues between national coverage of world events. 

Hyperlinks in online news media and blogs serve as pathways for 

information to spread on Web and also as references made during discussions of 

public issues. However, empirical findings suggest that news websites and blogs are 

not taking full advantage of hyperlinks to form connections across national 

boundaries. A study of 28 online news media in 15 countries found that 91% of stories 

covering foreign countries did not contain links to news resources other than those in 

the news site‘s home country (Chang, Himelboim, & Dong, 2009). Even reporting a 

major international conflict such as the start of the Iraq War, a total of 75% of the 

links in 246 websites from all over the world simply connected to the sites‘ own 

archives, as opposed to referring readers to news coverage of the Iraq War from other 

nations (Dimitrova et al., 2003). The national-centric linking pattern is also seen in the 

top U.S. political blogs, which linked mainly to the U.S. media and content created by 

U.S. authors (Reese et al., 2007). In sum, regardless of the Internet‘s potential to 

support a global news network, the online news environment still consists of closed 

national news circles with rare connections in between. 

The cross-national disconnections are reflected not only in the absence of 

hyperlinks across national media outlets but also in the lack of cross references to 

other nations‘ perspectives in foreign news coverage. Empirical studies have shown 
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that national news organizations are oriented toward the domestic interest in their 

international news reporting, thus creating unilateral national views of world events. 

For example, Nossek (2004) argued that journalists and editors wear ―a pair of 

domestic glasses‖ in the selection and presentation of foreign news events, which 

results in the drastically distinctive coverage on the same event in media organizations 

in different countries. Similarly, when media outlets from China, Britain, and the U.S. 

were examined for their coverage on the transfer of Hong Kong‘s sovereignty, 

researchers found that national media become a site for nations to ―express, thus, 

reinforce their enduring values and ideologies‖ without addressing other political 

positions (Lee, et al, 2002). The national-centric coverage becomes the most salient in 

stories of international conflicts involving the media‘s home country, in which 

national policy propositions are closely followed and national interests are supported 

(Zaller & Chiu, 1996; Chang, 1999; Kim, 2003).  

In practice, to bridge the holes across national news communications is to 1) 

increase the flow of information and visibility of perspectives across national 

boundaries by putting hyperlink connections across national boundaries, and 2) 

synthesize from a wider range of information and viewpoints in the content, thus 

coming up with alternative ways of thinking that are not confined to national interests. 

As for bridge blogs, what characteristics do they possess as blogs as well as a 

platform of cross-national news communication that can qualify them for these 

bridging functions?  
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Gatewatching as Blogging Practices 

As a media format emergent on the Web, blogs resemble a networked form 

of content production, one which depends on hyperlinks to and from other online 

information sources to gather information, construct or contrast arguments, and offer 

distinctive perspectives. The important difference between blogs and traditional media 

is the extent to which content production is a dynamic process that allows a multitude 

of information and perspectives to enter the presentation and discussion of a news 

event. While traditional media produce static accounts of news events with firsthand 

reporting and fact checking, blogs provide readers with references to and 

conversations with a variety of other news stories, commentaries, and perspectives. 

Thus, the fundamental difference in communicative practices requires distinct 

approaches to conceptualize as well as to empirically study traditional media and 

blogs. 

In studies of traditional media, the news production process has been 

described as gatekeeping, in which the media professionals function as the ―gates‖ 

that controls the selection and presentation of the news (Shoemaker, Vos, & Reese, 

2008). The gatekeeping model has long been used as a conceptual framework to 

understand the practices of traditional media as filters of information that determine 

what news is available to the public. Many gatekeeping studies examine the forces at 

the gate, which include the individual news editor (White, 1950), journalistic routines 

and professional codes (Berkowitz, 1990; Tuchman, 1973), resources constraints of a 
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news organization (Donohue, Olien, & Tichenor, 1989), and information subsidies 

from corporate and government sources (Gandy, 1982; Sigal, 1973). It is clear that 

gatekeeping theory takes the information control mechanism in news making as the 

focal point of analysis. 

In the new online communication environment, professional news media‘s 

gatekeeping power has faced challenges from the abundance of online information 

and audience participation in news making. As early as the Clinton-Lewinsky scandal 

in the late 1990s, researchers found that since the Internet enlarges the pool of news 

channels available, information denied access at one news organization can be 

published by others; thus, mainstream media‘s power to determine what the public 

needs to know is undermined (Williams & Delli Carpini, 2004). Also, comparing the 

coverage of political campaigns and elections in 2000 and 2004 by major U.S. 

newspaper websites, a researcher found that journalists have stepped back from their 

gatekeeper role and started to incorporate citizens‘ participation in the ongoing 

process of news making, which include features such as blogs engaging community 

members into conversations on issues brought up in the campaign and webcasts for 

candidates to take live questions from the audience (Singer, 2006).  

Like many other online news media, bridge blogs don‘t fit the traditional 

gatekeeping model of journalism, which emphasizes media outlets‘ one-directional 

control of information in the news making process. This study argues that the 

communicative practices of bridge blogs are better characterized by the concept of 
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gatewatching (Bruns, 2005), which suggests the embracement of a multitude of 

information and viewpoints and, consequently, contribute to the diversity of global 

communication.  

Different from gatekeeping theory that emphasizes the control and filtration 

of information, the gatewatching model aims to provide a comprehensive index of 

information and perspectives surrounding a news story or topic (Bruns, 2005). Those 

who practice gatewatching intend not to publish complete news articles but to 

publicize news stories from other sources in the form of ―brief summaries or digests 

which combine pointers to a number of such reports and discuss their relevance, 

identify different angles for evaluating the same event, or make connections to other 

related issues‖ (Bruns, 2005, p. 19). Therefore, gatewatching can increase online users‘ 

exposure to a wide variety of information sources, and thus generate more 

comprehensive understanding of the news. 

Gatewatching is commonly adopted in news and public affairs blogs. 

Compared with professional news media, blogs present a different type of 

epistemology, one which treats news production as ―knowledge-as-process‖ rather 

than ―knowledge-as-product‖ (Matheson, 2004, p. 458). In the process of producing 

political knowledge and adding to the deliberation of public affairs, blogs depend 

heavily on professional news media for information (Cornfield, Carson, Kalis, & 

Simon, 2005). Studying the content of political blogs during the 2004 U.S. 

presidential election, Scott (2007) described their performance as ―mediated 
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reporting,‖ since the surveillance and correlation functions carried out in political 

blogs are based on media sources rather than their firsthand reporting. Because of 

their reliance on professional media, blogs should be viewed not as a ―counter-sphere‖ 

but as ―complementary—supplementing and interconnecting the work of professional 

journalists‖ (Reese, Rutigliano, Hyun, & Jeong, 2005). In their daily practices, 

bloggers gain credibility and value mainly from the status of linked sources and 

conversation created among them.  

Besides the recirculation and reconstruction of professional journalistic 

content, the practices of gatewatching can also add a layer of participatory culture to 

professional journalism. With the low barrier to entry, any ordinary citizen can 

become a gatewatcher to discuss and offer additional evidence to the news generated 

by professional media. However, it is important to note that the opportunity for 

participation does not guarantee equal representation of all participants‘ voices, since 

the empirical evidence suggests that the public affairs blogs‘ influence within and 

beyond the blogosphere is still subject to bloggers‘ education level, gender, and 

professional occupations (Harp & Tremayne, 2006; Tremayne, Zheng, Lee, & Jeong, 

2006; Wei, 2009). The embrace of the participatory nature of blogs is not limited to 

ordinary citizens. Professional journalists are using blogs as means to gain public trust 

through providing more transparency of their jobs and engaging more informed 

readers to participate in news production (Grabowicz, 2003; Lennon, 2003). Such 

shifts in the traditional journalism culture to allow room for citizens‘ participation 
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should be viewed as a larger trend that corresponds with journalism‘s migration to an 

online environment characterized with hypertextuality, interactivity, and 

multimediality (Deuze, 2003).  

With the worldwide expansion of blogs, their gatewatcher role has also 

emerged on the stage of international communication. Citizen bloggers who write 

about international events happening at their locale may be seen as amateur foreign 

correspondents (Hamilton & Jenner, 2004). This diverse group of citizen bloggers 

with many languages, backgrounds, and interests can complement, compete with, and 

critique the traditional media‘s coverage of foreign affairs, and thus enrich the 

information and broaden the perspectives the world audience can receive about events 

happening in distant places (Trammel & Perlmutter, 2007). For example, blogs 

written by Iraqi people during the Iraq War in 2003 are described as ―one of the most 

disruptive forms of citizen journalism‖ to war reporting in international media due to 

the alternative perspectives on the war gained from local Iraqi people (Wall, 2005). In 

China, citizen media played a watchdog role by identifying inaccurate information 

used in foreign news coverage of China and criticizing their sensational, negative, and 

conflict-based news approach (Reese and Dai, 2009). 

As gatewatchers, bridge blogs survey the information and opinions about a 

particular nation or world region originating from both inside and outside its 

geographic location. In other words, bridge blogs pay attention not only to how a 

nation‘s public affairs are portrayed domestically, but also how they are viewed by the 
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outside world. By putting a multitude of information and perspectives in relation with 

one another, bridge blogs can provide broader contexts of news than any single 

domestic or foreign media outlet can offer. To function as gatewatchers between a 

variety of online sources, bridge blogs depend on hyperlinks to make reference to 

valuable information and correlate distinctive views. Thus, by tracing the dynamic 

links in bridge blog‘s content, this study can provide evidence on whether the bridge 

blogs indeed serve as bridges across different national circles of news communication.  

Communicative Frames in Global Media Production 

Besides the hyperlink connections, this study also investigates the bridge 

blogs‘ content structures to capture the actual practices used in bridging the 

communication gaps across nations. When it comes to finding an empirical 

framework to examine content structures of bridge blogs, this study chose to use the 

―communicative frames‖ which Cottle and Rai (2008) developed to study the 

structures of global TV news programs. These communicative frames help to identify 

those structures of media content that serve as the better resources for public 

deliberation. Thus, it is useful for the current study to examine bridge blogs as a 

medium with democratic potential in facilitating mutual understanding across national 

realms of news communication. 

Although the name is similar, the communicative frames are different from 

the main theoretical traditions of framing, which put the analytical focus on the 

substance rather than the structure of media content. For example, the commonly 
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employed framing approaches are designed to identify frames through a package of 

symbolic devices in media text (Gamson & Modigliani, 1989), or in the media 

discourses generated by the discursive communities surrounding a social issue (Pan 

and Kosicki, 1993), or under which ideological principles the media choose to 

address issues (Gitlin, 1980). Thus, Cottle (2006) pointed out that the framing 

studies are often ―discourse dependent‖ and ―issue specific,‖ and therefore pay less 

attention to the complexities in the mediating forms of news. 

For Cottle and Rai (2008), however, the goal is not to find out what 

communicated but how the communications are structured with democratic potentials. 

Some communicative frames can manage to expand the public deliberation on current 

events by structuring news content with cultural depth or analytical dissemination. 

The cultural recognition frame, for example, tends to show the cultural interests and 

identities surrounding a news story. In international news, it serves to acknowledge 

the global cultural differences or reassert the local cultural positions to help readers 

better understand public affairs with different cultural contexts. In bridge blogs, for 

instance, the cultural recognition frame can help overseas readers to understand terms 

such as ―harmonious society,‖ which is largely used among Chinese Internet users to 

mock the government‘s authoritarian control or media censorship. Both the 

contest/contention frame and the investigation frame present the content in analytical 

terms. While the contest/contention frame offers a wide array of competing interests 

surrounded an issue to address its complexity, the investigative frame represents an 
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exploratory fact-gathering process that helps the journalists to fulfill their watchdog 

role on public figures and affairs. Communication frames inclined to offer 

information with more depth and width on a news story are also considered as 

providing more resources for public deliberation. The reportage frame offers a thick 

description of a news story through background analysis, journalists‘ firsthand 

observations, or news sources‘ own testimonies. So the reportage frame is regarded as 

able to help the readers generate deeper insights and a more thorough understanding 

of a news event.  

In sum, on a theoretical level, communicative frames are designed to 

evaluate the capacity of news media to facilitate open, equal, and deliberative 

communication. On an analytical level, compared with the aforementioned framing 

approaches, the communicative frames capture the form of representations rather than 

the substance of the communication and thus can reveal the practices that a particular 

media form takes to structure its content.  

In this study, the communicative frames are applied to examine the content 

structures of bridge blogs. All the communicative frames mentioned above are 

regarded as general communication structures used to benefit people‘s understanding, 

critical analysis, and deliberation on public issues. Therefore, these frames can help to 

examine to what extent bridge blogs adopted these practices when communicate news 

and perspectives between national borders. Also, each of the communicative frames 

contributes something different to the deliberative way of communication; therefore, 
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patterns of communicative frames found in bridge blogs‘ content can reveal their 

distinctive practices of blogging and varying communication roles they serve in 

cross-national communication. Furthermore, besides those communicative frames 

derived from traditional media content, bridge blogs also have their unique ways to 

structure content as a online media format intended for cross-national communication. 

This study adds two other communicative frames to address these features of bridge 

blogs: one is a referral frame, in which blog posts simply point links to other 

information sources on the Web; the other is the translation frame, in which blog posts 

publish media content translated from a language other than the one used by the 

blog‘s readers. 

This chapter has laid out the theoretical groundwork to understand bridge 

blogs and an analytical approach to capture their network locations and 

communicative practices. However, to fully understand the practical implications of 

bridge blogs, one cannot ignore the communication environment in which bridge 

blogs serve as the brokers of information to communicate national news and 

perspectives to the outside world, while bringing the global view in the national news 

context. The following chapter provides the background for the emergence of bridge 

blogs as a global communication phenomenon and discuss how it is particularly 

important in the context of China.   
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Chapter 3 Bridge Blogs about China  

and the Transnational Communication Environment 

As one of the first to identify the bridge blogging phenomenon, Zukerman 

(2008) views the emergence of bridge blogs as part of the development of national 

blogospheres around the world. He noted that despite the booming of blogs in nations 

all over the world (e.g., Japan, Iran, Brazil, China), these national blogging 

communities are not connected with one another. The main factors contributing to the 

separations between national blogging communities are the language barriers and the 

locally framed blog content; most blogs in the world are limited to the discussion of 

local issues among local people. For Zukerman, bridge blogs can help to connect the 

national blogging communities and call attention to the information and public 

deliberation emerging from citizen media around the world.  

While serving as bridges between national blogging communities, bridge 

blogs can also help to reduce the information imbalance between media content 

appearing in the local language and what is available in international media coverage. 

Taking China as an example, many English-language bloggers in China started their 

blogs because of the information gap they see between what is available through 

Chinese media (both professional and citizen-based) and coverage of China in 

English-language media. Jeremy Goldenkorn, the founder of a popular bridge blog 

Danwei, dedicated his blog to translating Chinese media content beginning in 2003 
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and has even been archiving the front pages of major Chinese local newspapers since 

2006. Goldenkorn described China‘s professional media scene as a dynamic reflection 

of China‘s modern society. However, Goldenkorn argued that since this content is 

largely unavailable outside China, foreign readers often assume Chinese journalists 

and editors are all brainwashed propagandists. To help foreigners better understand 

online public opinion in China, the bridge blog ChinaSmack has been translating the 

active discussions spreading across China‘s major online forums, social networking 

sites, and email forwards. Under a censored media environment in China, the founder 

of ChinaSmack sees the Internet as the only tool for Chinese people to express their 

true opinions on issues. Therefore, the translation of these vibrant Chinese opinions 

can give outside readers a real glimpse of what is on Chinese people‘s minds. 

As seen in these blogs about China, bridge blogs have grown out of their 

initial role as interconnecting points between linguistic or national blogging 

communities. For an accurate description of bridge blogs and their functions, this 

chapter will identify some of the main characteristics of bridge blogs in order to 

provide an operational definition for a newly emerged media genre. More importantly, 

what mainly concerns this study is the role of bridge blogs in the media environment 

of China. China certainly is a hotspot in media coverage around the world, but the 

coverage of China in the English-language media still leaves a lot of untold stories, 

unexplained issues, and underrepresented geographical areas. This chapter illustrates 

the information gap between China‘s domestic media landscape and what is available 
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to outsiders. Accordingly, the contextual understanding on the media gap across 

China‘s national boundary can further inform this study for the practical importance 

of bridge blogs about China.  

Definition of Bridge Blogs 

Bridge blogs, for Zukerman, are different from the ones that target local 

readers, but ―are intended to be read by an audience from a different nation, religion 

or culture‖ (2008, p. 48). Zukerman names two criteria for identifying bridge blogs‘ 

orientation to reaching out of their geographical location: first, bridge blogs are 

constantly linked to by blogs from other nations; second, bridge blogs use languages 

of their potential readers instead of the dominant language in country they write 

about.  

Rebecca MacKinnon (2008), the former CNN bureau chief in China, defines 

bridge blogs as a type of alternative media that operates to close the gaps left by the 

professional media‘s foreign news coverage and also an important source of 

information for foreign correspondents. Similarly, Roland Soong (2006), the author of 

an influential English blog about China, sees bridge blogs as a ―value added‖ service 

to the professional English-language media‘s coverage of China. According to Soong, 

his blog not only provides extended reading for stories about China appearing in the 

professional English-language news media but also offers translation of Chinese 

media content on the local events, issues, and viewpoints that are not available in 

English. Thus, bridge blogs are supplements to professional foreign news coverage.  
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The main characteristic of bridge blogs, as outlined above, is their intention 

to bring local news and opinions to a broader, global audience. This study shares this 

understanding and defines bridge blogs about China as English-language blogs that 

offer current events and local perspectives emerged within or surrounding China for 

the outside audiences. Furthermore, since the bridge blog is theorized to contribute to 

the interconnectedness in the global news arena, the bridging role should not be 

limited to providing a one-sided flow of information or perspective from local to the 

global but also include facilitating the deliberation between the local and global views. 

Thus, the definition of bridge blogs about China includes two parts. First, the bridge 

blogs bring current events, issues, and opinions emerging in China to the 

English-speaking world. Second, bridge blogs monitor how the world media cover 

and discuss China and bring in the global perception of China to engage in dialogues 

with local views. Still, the intended audiences is English speakers , who can benefit 

from the deliberations between global and local to extend their awareness and 

understanding of China.  

Transnational Communication Environment 

In this study, the bridge blogs are examined under the national context of 

China. China was selected as the site of the study because there is an ample demand 

for news about China in the English-speaking world. In the U.S., for example, a 

survey conducted in 2010 by Pew Research Center found that 34% of Americans say 

they are very interested in news from China, which far exceeds those who say the 
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same about France (6%), Germany (11%), Italy (11%) and even Great Britain (17%). 

On the supply side, there are varying types of media carrying information about China, 

including both professional and citizen-based media providing content in both 

Chinese and English. These media outlets present a multifaceted information 

environment, which the bridge blogs constantly navigate to find raw materials for 

blogging. Thus, it is important to map out the communication environment 

surrounding bridge blogs to better understand their role in communicating China to 

the world. 

Because of the booming economy and rising power in international affairs, 

China is a popular topic for news organizations worldwide. At a time when the major 

news organizations in the U.S. and other Western countries have downsized their 

foreign news bureaus (Hamilton & Jenner, 2003), China, however, is seeing an 

increasing number of foreign correspondents based in the country. By the end of 2006, 

there were 606 resident foreign journalists officially registered in China
1
. This number 

increased about 100 in the following six months. Also, 3,000 to 5,000 foreign 

journalists came to China annually for short-term assignments. Major global news 

organizations have also developed content sections dedicated to covering China both 

online and in traditional media formats (e.g., CNN, The Wall Street Journal, Financial 

Times, BBC). For example, The Wall Street Journal launched China Real Time Report 

in 2009, a full-fledged news site providing current events, analysis, and commentaries 

                                                             
1 See the statistics provided by Xinhua news agency at 

http://news.xinhuanet.com/english/2007-01/01/content_5558422.htm 
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about China available in both English and Chinese. The site‘s content is produced by 

40 Dow Jones reporters and researchers stationed in and around China. Other media 

organizations that do not have the resources to cover China have instead been 

publishing blogs written by their foreign correspondents. The content of journalists‘ 

blogs often consists of personal experiences, perceptive essays, and news 

commentaries to provide first-person accounts of China.  

While China attracts media attention from all over the world, it is also one of 

the most challenging beats to cover for foreign media organizations. The array of 

rules imposed by the Chinese government has limited foreign media‘s access to 

China‘s society. For example, before the Beijing Olympic Games in 2008, foreign 

reporters were required to obtain government permission to travel around China and 

to conduct all forms of interviews, even with ordinary people on the street 

(McLaughlin, 2006). Although these rules of reporting are not enforced tightly and 

journalists often learn to skillfully navigate through them, the media censorship 

system still largely ―suspects and hinders‖ the work of foreign correspondents in 

China (Mirsky, 2000). Another regulation inhibiting foreign media‘s operation in 

China is that Chinese citizens are not allowed to work as officially accredited 

journalists for foreign news organizations, but only as workers who do auxiliary 

tasks
2
. As a result, the correspondents in foreign media are all foreign nationals, who 

have limited Chinese proficiency and rely heavily on Chinese staff for assistance in 

                                                             
2 See the regulation on ―Hiring Chinese Citizens to Do Auxiliary Work‖ at 

http://ipc.fmprc.gov.cn/eng/wgjzzhznx/xwcf2009/t538306.htm 
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research and reporting (MacKinnon, 2008). The Chinese employees who work for 

foreign news organizations are more vulnerable under the Chinese press law, and 

some have been jailed when they helped the foreign media cover politically sensitive 

stories. As the CBS reporter Barry Petersen pointed out in a story about China‘s media 

censorship (CBS News, 2006), "In China, what you see is what you get, and what you 

get is often not the full story." 

In addition to the media regulations imposed by the government, the factors 

contributing to foreign media‘s limitation in coverage also include the geographical 

distance and the expanding citizen media landscape on the Web (e.g., online forums, 

blogs, social networking sites) in China‘s society. The fact that China is a large 

geographical area lead to difficulties in reporting, since many foreign media only have 

one or two correspondents, stationed at major cities in China (Lim, 2007). Although 

the foreign media have increased their efforts to monitor and use online citizen-based 

media for story ideas or sources of information, still many worthwhile stories inside 

China are ignored or untold due to the limited column space or airtime in the foreign 

media (McKinnon, 2008). 

As the world media extended their coverage on China, China‘s state media 

has also been actively seeking to reach the world audience in recent years. In 2003, 

the Chinese government started to implement a project to advance China‘s perspective 

in the world affairs, with a goal of turning the state media‘s foreign-language service 

from providing a ―window on China‖ to a ―window on the world‖ (Jirik, 2010). Under 

http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2006/04/21/notebook/main1526306.shtml
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the guidance of this reform, major Chinese media organizations, such as CCTV‘s 

English-language channel, are encouraged to expand their production of 

English-language news covering world events rather than simply offering domestic 

news about China in English. These initiatives to increase China state media‘s global 

presence are mainly carried out to cope with a global media environment that Chinese 

president Hu Jintao termed ―an increasingly fierce struggle in the domain of news and 

opinion‖ (Banyan, 2010).  

In 2009, the Chinese government was reported to have committed 45 billion 

yuan ($6.6 billion) for its global media expansion (Banyan, 2010). Chinese media‘s 

most recent global expansion can be seen in the launch of a 24/7 English-language 

news channel by the Xinhua state news agency and the addition of an English version 

of the Global Times, a People’s Daily-affiliated newspaper that specializes in 

international news. Despite the Communist party‘s ambition for Chinese state media 

to reach beyond the national boundary, Chinese elites and Western scholars point out 

that although Chinese state media have the technical capacity to reach the global 

audience, it is difficult for them to gain credibility in the world as 

government-controlled news organizations (see Bandurski, 2010). Chinese media‘s 

lack of popularity among global audiences has also been reflected in its performance 

in the overseas media market. In Australia, for example, Cottle (2008) found that 

CCTV-9 (CCTV‘s English channel) ―can only be accessed at substantial costs through 

specialist satellite television providers‖ (p. 62), and is not carried in general service 
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package by local satellite or cable providers.  

Although operating within a media system largely shadowed by government 

censorship, Chinese domestic media should also be valued for their ability to reveal 

social problems, expose governmental scandals, and address public concerns on party 

policies. Since China‘s domestic media system has undergone a commercialization 

reform, the authoritarian government and media‘s financial interest in a market 

environment have competed for control over news coverage, which has opened room 

for news stories addressing social problems and appealing to the public‘s demands 

(Winfield & Peng, 2005). The media commercialization added the audiences and 

economic interest of the media organizations to the equation of structural influence on 

news production, which has pushed journalists to serve three masters: senior officials, 

the masses, and business bosses (Pan & Lu, 2003). After the first wave of media‘s 

commercial reform in early 1990s, investigative journalism arose across China‘s 

media platforms to expose the wrongdoings of local governments and draw attention 

to the failure of specific policies of China‘s economic reform (Zhao, 2001). The 

media commercialization has also opened more room for structural innovation. For 

example, the market competition between the provincial and city-afflicted media have 

led to further diversification in media‘s role: While the provincial press continues to 

serve as the mouthpiece of the authorities, the city media such as Southern Metro 

Daily are allowed to take a more aggressive and critical approach in news reporting to 

cater to audience demand. Thus, even though Chinese media are regarded as only the 
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―watchdogs on the Party‘s leashes‖ (Yuezhi Zhou, 2001), they cannot be dismissed 

because of their vital role to provide useful information and insightful understanding 

in a fast-changing and geographically large country.  

Finally, the Internet is an indispensable component in China‘s media 

environment. In particular, the development of BBS forums and the blogosphere as 

two important platforms for online deliberation provided the opportunities for citizens‘ 

voices to be heard in the authoritarian regime. In the late 1990s, Internet users started 

to form virtual communities on BBS forums, where citizens discuss important 

sociopolitical incidents, articulate social problems, and express their opinions on 

government activities and public life (Yang, 2003; Yuqiong Zhou & Moy, 2007). 

Since blogs were introduced to China in 2002, the Chinese blogosphere reached its 

peak in 2009 with 182 million bloggers and over 300 million blogs (CNNIC, 2009). 

Studies have shown that bloggers in China are actively engaged in the discussion of 

politically sensitive topics (Zhou, 2009), but they have adopted subtle forms of 

political expression to avoid government repression (Esarey & Qiang, 2008). The 

public deliberation in China‘s blogosphere is conceptualized as providing 

opportunities for Chinese citizens‘ to engage in a ―democratic rehearsal‖ process (Dai 

& Reese, 2007).  

In addition to providing a space for the citizen‘s voice, citizen-based media 

are valuable resources for information because of the leading role they play in 

investigating accidents and exposing scandals in a censored media environment. For 
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example, after the Wenchuan earthquake in 2008, people who witnessed the disaster 

were compelled to demand investigations of the deaths of many schoolchildren due to 

the collapse of poorly constructed school buildings (Nip, 2009). During an 

investigation of contaminated baby formula, an internal information leak from the 

manufacturer was published and widely distributed online that revealed that the 

company was paying millions of yuan to Baidu (the largest search engine in China) to 

screen the news of its scandal (Reese & Dai, 2009). 

After surveying all the available media outlets that carry the news about 

China, what concerns this study is to what extent these media messages about China 

can reach the global audience as well as to further their understanding of China. The 

media content coming from China‘s side is largely unpopular or inaccessible to the 

outside audience. On the one hand, the China state media have made their content 

available overseas, but the government control has contaminated their credibility as 

reliable news sources about China. On the other hand, Chinese domestic media and 

citizen media, which publish a broad range of coverage and discussion of issues in 

China, are not available to the outside audience due to the language barrier. It is 

obvious that the work of foreign correspondents is still the most accessible 

information source about China for the world audience. However, as shown above, 

foreign media‘s coverage faces the limitations from government media regulation as 

well as resource constraints in keeping up with a geographically large and internally 

dynamic country. 
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Bridge Blogs about China 

As illustrated above, there are many obstacles inhibited what the world can 

know about China. Compared to the internal complexities of China society, what is 

available to the global audience is just the tip of the iceberg. In this study, bridge 

blogs about China are conceived as having the potential to bridge the gaps left by the 

language barrier and the limited breadth and depth of international media‘s coverage 

of China. To overcome the language barrier, bridge blogs provide English translation 

of Chinese content for the overseas audience. To close the information and knowledge 

gap about China among foreign readers, bridge blogs monitor local media content, 

online forum discussions, Internet activists‘ websites and social networking sites to 

provide a broader range of news stories, issues, and local perspectives that are not 

available from either China‘s state media or mainstream English media outlets.  

To bridge the language and knowledge gap between China and the 

English-speaking world, it takes a group of bridge bloggers who are bilingual, 

familiar with the China‘s media landscape and online culture, and knowledgeable 

about China or have lived in the country. Therefore, bridge blogs about China are 

written by a transnational elite group of people. They vary not only in their nationality 

but also in their professional backgrounds. Some bloggers have considerable 

experience in media: Roland Soong, the blogger behind ESWN, is a trained translator 

and experienced media analyst based in Hong Kong; Jeremy Goldkorn, the chief 

editor of Danwei.org, worked in the media in China for more than 10 years and is a 
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freelance writer whose work appeared in many mainstream global news organizations. 

Scholars of China are motivated by their academic interest and knowledge 

background to start bridge blogs. The China Beat, for example, is run by a group of 

scholars at the University of California, Irvine, who aim to ―examine media coverage 

of China, providing context and criticism from China scholars and writers.‖  

Some bloggers view bridge blogging as a way to fulfill their political 

agendas. For example, the founder of China Digital Times, Xiao Qiang, is a human 

rights activist who participated in the protest at Tiananmen Square in 1989 and then 

became the director of Human Rights in China, a New York-based human rights NGO. 

He launched the China Digital Times at the University of California at Berkeley as 

part of a research project focusing on Internet freedom and cyber activism in China. 

Over the years, Xiao Qiang has been an active participant in many Internet freedom 

initiatives. His most recent research focuses on government censorship of the Internet 

and the blocked content in Chinese blogosphere, which contributed to the Open Net 

Consensus forum, which is supported by Google, Microsoft, Yahoo and other global 

internet companies, as well as several universities and human rights NGOs. Another 

bridge blog with a clear political mission is Global Voices Online. Global Voices 

Online is dedicated to leveraging the citizen‘s voice and advocating the freedom of 

expression from all over the world, especially the citizen journalists who are under the 

pressure of government censorship. The sponsors of Global Voices Online include 

high-profile international foundations such as Knight Center, the Berkman Center for 

http://cyber.law.harvard.edu/home/
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Internet and Society at Harvard Law School, and Ford Foundation. However, these 

political agenda of bridge blogs can only be seen as an attribute of specific bridge 

blogs on the individual level. Structurally, bridge blogs intended to position 

themselves at the cross-national communication space in the network structure, which 

has less direct political affiliation both inside and outside of China. Therefore, 

following the network approach adopted in this study, bridge blogs‘ communicative 

practices are informed by their structural position in the communication network, 

which is of greater interest here than the attribute and agenda of any single blog.  

Finally, there are bridge bloggers with no experience working in media or no 

academic or NGO affiliations. They are mostly foreigners living and working in 

China or Chinese based within or outside China. These bloggers are often 

professionals, who have language proficiency and keen interest in following news 

about China.  

The different backgrounds of bridge bloggers have led them to have distinct 

preferences on issue selection and blogging styles. Regarding issue selection, some 

bridge blogs like to focus on domestic and international political issues surrounding 

China, and others tend to stay in a cultural and social realm of discussion. While 

writing about general public affairs topics in China, each bridge blog tends to have 

some niche interests in particular content topics such as social justice, human rights, 

human-interest tales, and media industry-related affairs. Blogging styles refer to the 

way blogs gather information and structure the content. Some bridge blogs tend to 
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focus on selecting and translating Chinese news content into English. Others tend to 

monitor a variety of English and Chinese sources and provide aggregations of the 

daily news about China. Some also tend to reconcile distinct viewpoints on the same 

story or provide commentaries on current events in China. 

Bridge blogs are distinguished from other personal blogs and political blogs 

because they intend to reach audiences across nations and cultures. In general, the 

audiences of bridge blogs are people who speak English and have interest in learning 

news and perspectives about China. There is little readily available information on the 

Web traffic of bridge blogs about China, except the self-reported numbers some 

bridge blogs provide for advertisers. China Smack, for example, claimed to have more 

than 500,000 visitors in January 2010, of whom a quarter were from the United States 

and more than 10 percent from China. Shanghaiist reported that half of its readers are 

American and 10 percent are Chinese; the rest are from English-speaking countries. 

Also, more than half of the readers live in Shanghai, 25% live in the United States, 7% 

percent live elsewhere in China. A special group of readers following bridge blogs are 

foreign correspondents in China. A survey conducted of foreign correspondents in 

China found that most respondents often use bridge blogs as a general source of 

information or as a place to spot emerging stories (McKinnon, 2008). In that survey, 

ESWN and Danwei.org were the two most read bridge blogs. 

Bridge blogs share the general goal of providing a window onto China‘s 

society, however as shown above, they differ significantly in their backgrounds and 
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approach to content. Under the overarching definition of bridge blog, this study also 

intends to reveal the internal complexity in the bridge blog community. In the process 

of finding bridge blogs about China, this study started with a handful of well-known 

bridge blogs created by bloggers with distinct backgrounds and with varying content 

topics and styles. Then this study identified other bridge blogs that were constantly 

being mentioned or linked to from the first group. As a result, the 11 bridge blogs in 

this study were selected through a network process, which is based on the researcher‘s 

knowledge of bridge blogs and observation of their content. Although it is not a 

representative sample of the overall bridge blogs about China, it can be seen as a 

highly visible community of the bridge blogs among English readers interested in 

China.  

In sum, this chapter defined bridge blogs by their intent to bring local 

happenings and perspectives to an outside audience. By surveying the transnational 

media environment surrounding China, it appears that bridge blogs are much needed 

to fill the gap between China‘s domestic media scene and what outsiders get from 

English-language coverage of China. The goal of bridge blogs to reach across 

linguistic and national lines to bridge the information gap have revealed their essence 

as a medium for connecting distant places around the world, which evokes the 

concept of network as the primary framework of inquiry. The following chapter sets 

up questions regarding bridge blogs‘ role in a online network that consists of bridge 

blogs and also media resources linked frequently to or by the 11 selected blogs. 
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Although this network does not generate a representative list of bridge blogs, this 

study sees it as a gateway to a larger network community of all bridge blogs about 

China and their surrounding information resources. 
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Chapter 4 Research Questions 

Bridge blogs are conceptualized as an online medium that helps to break the 

cultural, language, and geographic limitations on information access. With hyperlink 

connections, bridge blogs build a networked community that transcends national 

boundaries. It is in drawing on this networked community of information resources 

that bridge blogs have managed to serve a transnational group of readers who seek 

perspectives about China beyond a specific locality or nation. In the present study, the 

networked community of information sources surrounding bridge blogs is defined as 

the bridge blogosphere, which is generated by tracing the links in a sample of blog 

posts published in 11 bridge blogs selected for this study.  

The main goal of this study is to examine bridge blogs‘ network 

characteristics in the bridge blogosphere, and then to explore how their network 

characteristics are related to the communication practices they adopt to communicate 

China to the outside world. This rationale follows the logic of network analysis, 

which focuses on relations as the defining characteristics for the nature of 

communication (Monge & Contractor, 2003). In this study, bridge blogs‘ network 

relations with information sources across national boundaries are treated as the 

characteristics that can shape their communication practices.  

Specifically, this study examines two aspects of bridge blogs: network 

characteristics and communicative practices. For network characteristics, this study 
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traces the links bridge blogs use in their posts to form dynamic relations with other 

online information resources. Through this network analysis, this study identifies 

clusters of bridge blogs based on the sites they choose to link to (attentive cluster); 

examines the extent to which bridge blogs function as bridges between the 

information resources that are otherwise not linked to one another (betweenness); and 

to what extent they receive links from others in the bridge blogosphere (in-degree 

centrality). The communicative practices are analyzed through identifying the patterns 

of links and content structure in a sample of blog posts selected from the blogs.  

Network Characteristics 

The exploration of bridge blogs begins with identifying their network 

characteristics in the bridge blogosphere. Network characteristics of bridge blogs are 

measured not as attributes of individual blogs but through the hyperlink connections 

one blog can form with the others and other online information resources. In the 

present study, bridge blogs‘ outgoing and incoming links are examined to reveal their 

different characteristics. 

The links going out from bridge blogs are used to find similarities between 

the blogs based on their common points of reference. In other words, bridge blogs 

attending to a similar list of online sources can be seen as belonging to a subgroup 

based on their shared interests. In the opposite direction, the number of inbound links 

received by bridge blogs illustrates to what extent they are recognized by their peers 

and other information sources in the bridge blogosphere. The more links one bridge 
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blog receives, the more influence it will have in the bridge blogosphere as an 

important source of information or opinion. Both the outbound and inbound links of 

bridge blogs are used to measure to what extent bridge blogs locate between 

otherwise disconnected online resources. It is a direct measure of their function as 

bridges to fill gaps in the worldwide communication network.  

Attentive cluster 

The concept of attentive cluster was proposed by John Kelly in a network 

analysis of the Iranian blogosphere to identify clusters of blogs according to their 

links to other online resources (Kelly and Etling, 2008). Attentive cluster is different 

from the intuitive understanding of network cluster that consists of actors connected 

with a high density of links with one another. The rationale behind attentive cluster is 

that blogs linking to a similar group of sources share the same areas of interest, thus in 

turn should be seen as belonging to the same subgroup in a network. Therefore, 

attentive cluster is used to find blogs who are not necessarily linked directly with one 

another but have similar choices of links to others in the network. The practical 

function of attentive cluster analysis is to identify different types of blogs based on the 

nature of information resources they link to.  

In their study of Iranian blogs, Kelly and Etling (2008) generated a network 

map that shows different clusters of blogs. For example, a group of blogs mainly 

writing about poetry and literature sites is shown as clustering together on the network 

map, while blogs with a secular/reformist view or conservative/religious view are 
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located in separate clusters. However, Kelly‘s empirical analysis is ambiguous on 

whether the clusters of blogs are formed solely on the sites they commonly link to or 

also the direct links between the blogs. This study sees the attentive cluster as 

originating from the concept of structural equivalence, which indicates to what extent 

actors are ―identical with one another as regards their relations with others in the 

network‖ (Scott, 2000, p. 128). In other words, the commonality of two actors in a 

network should be determined by their relations with similar others. Therefore, in the 

present study, the attentive clusters are analyzed only based on bridge blogs‘ common 

points of references on the Web, instead of links to each other. 

As shown in the previous chapter, bridge blogs about China may differ in 

their choices of topics, bloggers‘ backgrounds, and blogging styles. In this study, the 

attentive cluster analysis offers a way to go beyond such sheer observation made on 

the attributes of bridge blogospheres and provides quantitative evidence to define 

different types of bridge blogs based on how they relate to other information 

resources on the Web. Although all bridge blogs share the same goal, to communicate 

China to the world audience, they vary in which online resources they link to for 

information and opinion. Only those bridge blogs having overlaps in their linking 

choices are put into the same attentive cluster. 

After identifying the network clusters among bridge blogs, the qualitative 

description of each cluster will be given based on the profile of information resources 

they link to and other common characteristics such as bloggers‘ background or 
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content style. As found in Kelly and Etling‘s (2008) study, the blogs belonging to the 

same attentive cluster share some common characteristics (e.g., a cluster of Iranian 

blogs linking extensively to a bundle of Western news and online information shares 

the reformist point of view toward the Iranian political system). Similarly, this study 

assumes consistency between bridge blogs‘ choices of information resources to link to 

and the blogs‘ characteristics such as the blogger‘s background or topic preferences. 

For example, if a cluster of bridge blogs mainly links to online discussion forums in 

China, they may also share a common interest in bringing China‘s online culture and 

online public opinion to foreign audiences. The information resources commonly 

linked to by bridge blogs include sites such as other bridge blogs that are not in the 

sample of this study, Chinese professional media outlets (e.g., newspapers, Xinhua), 

Western professional media outlets (e.g., New York Times, Guardian), Chinese citizen 

media (e.g., blogs, discussion forums), and personal blogs written by foreigners living 

in China. By investigating the nature of those information resources and other shared 

characteristics of bridge blogs in each cluster, this cluster will be used to find different 

types of bridge blogs and illustrate the internal diversity of the bridge blogosphere. 

Therefore, this study intends to find out: 

RQ1: What attentive clusters emerge in the bridge blogosphere? 

Betweenness 

One main characteristic that defines bridge blogs is their ability to fill the gap 

between information resources across national boundaries. When this characteristic is 
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examined in a network analysis, it is tested with the measure of betweenness. 

Betweenness is the extent to which an actor mediates between other actors that are not 

directly tied to one another in a network (Monge & Contractor, 2003). Actors with 

high betweenness scores are those that act as brokers and interpreters of information 

between disconnected social groups (Monge & Contractor, 2003). Therefore, the 

betweenness measure can be used to examine to what extent bridge blogs fill the 

projected role as bridges in a cross-national communication network. Thus, this study 

is interested in learning: 

RQ2 To what extent do bridge blogs connect the separated information 

resources in the bridge blogosphere? 

Centrality 

 This study also looks into the links pointing to bridge blogs as a way to find 

out bridge blogs‘ role as sources of information. In network terms, the number of links 

directed to an actor is defined as its in-degree, which shows to what extent an actor is 

connected by others in a network (Scott, 2000). An actor‘s in-degree in a network can 

be interpreted in different ways according to the nature of the network. For example, a 

person who is well known and respected by others in a social network can be seen as 

being ―popular,‖ while a corporate executive with many people (directly or indirectly) 

reporting to him or her is regarded as ―powerful‖ in an organizational network. In this 

study, the links received by a bridge blog reveal to what extent it stands at the center 

of attention in the bridge blogosphere. This study uses in-degree centrality to examine 
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bridge blogs‘ level of centrality, which is a centrality measure based on the number of 

incoming links one actor receives in a given network (Monge & Contractor, 2003).  

The concept of in-degree centrality has long been used to examine a blog‘s 

level of ―authority‖ in the blogging community. According to the blog ranking site 

Technorati, the extent to which a blog is recognized as having an authoritative status 

depends on how often it produces content referenced by others on the Web. Several 

bridge blogs in this study score relatively high on Technorati‘s authority measure, 

while others remain invisible on its radar (see Table 1 in Chapter 5). In 2009, 

Technorati started to offer blogs‘ authority scores in different content categories, in 

which a score can rise or fall depending on the number of references received in a 

particular content genre (e.g., technology, politics, science). The authority scores of 

bridge blogs are based on their influence among all blogs indexed by Technorati. 

However, those authority scores measuring bridge blogs‘ influence in the overall 

blogosphere Technorati surveys cannot reflect their level of authority among the sites 

that only focus on providing content about China. Therefore, to estimate the influence 

of bridge blogs, it is necessary to count bridge blogs‘ incoming links within the bridge 

blogosphere constructed in this study. Therefore, this study asks: 

RQ3: What are bridge blogs‘ in-degree centrality in the bridge blogosphere? 

Communicative Practices 

Besides network characteristics of bridge blogs, this study investigates how 

these structural natures of bridge blogs are associated with their communication 
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practices. Just as the attributes of individuals such as age and gender are used to 

correlates their behaviors in survey studies, this study relates bridge blogs‘ network 

characteristics with how they behave in cross-cultural communication. In other words, 

this study is interested in finding out whether the way bridge blogs are positioned in 

the network might lead them to link to different types of information resources and 

adopt different content structures. 

Geographical Origins of Links 

What sets bridge blogs apart from other current event blogs and traditional 

media outlets is that they aim to bring information and perspectives originating within 

one nation to people from distant places and distinct cultural backgrounds. Since 

bridge blogs in the present study all write in English, it is clear that they aim to 

communicate China to English speakers. In order to communicate between China and 

the English-speaking world, bridge blogs link to sites in China and to 

English-language sites from Western countries that they intend to reach.  

This study focuses on Chinese and Western sources as the key categories for 

the geographic origins of sources being used by bridge blogs. The preferences for 

Chinese or Western sources suggest different approaches bridge blogs take to 

communicate about China. On the one hand, through direct links to Chinese media 

content, bridge blogs bring China‘s domestic information and perspectives to the 

attention of outside readers. On the other hand, when bridge blogs refer to news 

reported by Western media, they act as aggregators or commentators on Western 
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views of China. Therefore, the volume of links to Western and Chinese media content 

reveals bridge blogs‘ different bridging practices: whether to present the local 

perspective to the outside world or discuss outside coverage of local issues. When 

considering how the bridge blogs with different structural characteristics may vary in 

terms of what type of resources they link to, this study asks: 

RQ4a: What is the relationship between which attentive cluster a bridge blog 

belongs to and the extent to which it depends on Chinese or Western news sources? 

RQ4b: What is the relationship between a bridge blog‘s in-degree centrality 

and the extent to which it depends on Chinese and Western news sources? 

RQ4c: What is the relationship between a bridge blog‘s betweenness and the 

extent to which it depends on Chinese and Western news sources? 

Organizational Affiliations  

This study also examines to what extent bridge blogs attend to citizen-based 

media and professional media as their information resources. Although bridge blogs‘ 

bridging function is mainly considered as its ability to reach across geographical 

boundaries, this study argues that making the distinctions between their links to 

professional and citizen-based media is also important. One reason to examine the 

professional and citizen sources of blogs is that the blogosphere is a space for citizen 

and professional voices to engage with each other. This argument is based on a study 

of linking patterns in the top U.S. political blogs, which found that not only did nearly 

half of blogs‘ links point to professional media, the bloggers also helped to 
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disseminate the professional news content by building their own analysis and 

argument on them (Reese et al., 2007). For bridge blogs as a special type of current 

event blog, monitoring and translating professional media‘s coverage of China are 

important practices to fulfill their bridging goal. But what remains unknown is 

whether the links to professional media content dominate bridge blogs‘ content. 

Another reason to include the distinction between professional and citizen media is 

that the citizen media in China is largely inaccessible to the outside world due to the 

language barrier as discussed above. Thus, it provides opportunities for bridge blogs 

to bring underrepresented citizens‘ voices to the global stage.  

Bridge blogs‘ links to citizen-based and professional media will reveal to 

what extent the cross-national communication is carried out within the professional 

news arena or expanded to include citizens‘ voices. Again, bridge blogs‘ structural 

characteristics are examined for their relationship to the extent of bridge blogs‘ links 

to professional and citizen-based media sites. So this study asks: 

RQ5a: What is the relationship between which attentive cluster a bridge blog 

belongs to and the extent to which it depends on citizen-based media and professional 

news media? 

RQ5b: What is the relationship between a bridge blog‘s in-degree centrality 

and the extent to which it depends on citizen-based media and professional news 

media? 

RQ5c: What is the relationship between a bridge blog‘s betweenness and the 
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extent to which it depends on citizen-based media and professional news media? 

Communicative Frames 

Beyond the linking preferences, bridge blogs‘ communication practices are 

also examined through the communicative frames bridge blogs use to structure a blog 

post. This study uses the communicative frames that Cottle and Rai (2008) developed, 

to assess the democratic potential of TV news stories, as the measuring framework for 

posts in bridge blogs. On a theoretical level, communicative frames are designed to 

evaluate the capacity of news media to facilitate open, equal, and deliberative 

communication in the world, which is in accordance with bridge blogs‘ potential to 

increase mutual awareness and understanding in cross-cultural communication. On an 

analytical level, compared with the abovementioned framing approaches, the 

communicative frames are the generic frames that can be used to study different 

content topics rather than the issue frames that are identified through the content 

patterns in one particular issue. Thus, the communicative frames, which are developed 

to examine the democratic potential of TV content, can also be applied to study 

whether the structure of blog posts can benefit the public deliberation.  

This study has a similar goal to Cottle and Rai‘s (2008), which is to examine 

to what extent the media content can facilitate deeper understanding and broad-based 

public discourse on current events. The following communicative frames are selected 

for the analysis of this study due to their potential to benefit the public deliberation. 

The contest and contention frame communicates disagreements and 
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contending views in the deliberation of public issues. This form of communication is 

intended to triangulate and contrast distinct opinions, thus to generate meaningful 

conversations among them. 

The culture recognition frame describes a communication structure that ―not 

only represents but also symbolizes and/or affirms cultural values and community 

ideals‖ (Cottle and Rai, 2008, p. 171). The cultural recognition frame is often used by 

bridge blogs to introduce the perspectives or values from China to the global audience. 

The recognition of the indigenous views from a culture that is different from the 

readers‘ home culture can facilitate awareness and understanding between cultures 

and nations. For instance, to help overseas readers to understand the recurring use of 

the word ―river crab‖ (having similar pronunciation to the word ―harmony‖ in 

Chinese) by Chinese Internet users to bypass the government censorship on the word 

―harmony,‖ bridge blogs provide the contextual explanation on Chinese government‘s 

policies to build a ―harmonious society,‖ which aims to ease public sentiment against 

social inequality and the Communist Party‘s authoritarian rule. 

The investigative frame refers to the practices of traditional investigative 

journalism that aim to reveal uncovered information and practices. In bridge blogs, 

this frame is applied when bloggers link to or translate investigative reporting from 

other media outlets, or directly engage in investigative reporting. 

The reportage frame is used to provide thick descriptions of reality with 

analysis, background, and firsthand experience. In the traditional media format, the 
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reportage frame often appears as the documentary program on TV or feature stories in 

newspapers. In bridge blogs, the reportage frame describes the content featuring 

in-depth reporting or eyewitness accounts on local communities and people. Such 

content can be based on a bridge blogger‘s firsthand experience or third-party sources. 

In addition to communicative frames developed to assess the content 

structure of traditional media, this study introduces two other practices that capture 

the features of bridge blogging. Translation refers to the practice of translating 

content from Chinese sources without offering extensive comments or analysis based 

on the translated pieces. Referral is the practice of simply referring to content from 

other information sources on the Web. The referral frame often contains a short 

description or comment on the information or opinion being referred to and a direct 

link to its original source. In comparison with the communicative frames developed 

by Cottle and Rai (2008), these two practices do not provide analytical structures of a 

news event as seen in the contrast/contention or investigative frames, and they also do 

not help to provide deep illustration of culture values or social reality as seen in the 

cultural recognition or reportage frames. However, the practices of referral and 

translation have value in performing the information surveillance function. It is 

through the simple practices of hyperlink reference and translation that bridge blogs 

can monitor the cross-national information environment and provide timely reports on 

emerging news and opinions about China. Throughout the empirical analysis of 

bridge blog posts, all communicative frames and practices are treated as mutually 
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exclusive categories.  

Following the analytical framework of this study, the communicative frames 

employed by bridge blogs are examined in relation to their network structural 

characteristics in the bridge blogosphere. Therefore, this study asks: 

RQ6a: What is the relationship between which attentive cluster a bridge blog 

belongs to and how often different types of communicative frames appear in its 

content? 

RQ6b: What is the relationship between a bridge blog‘s centrality and how 

often different types of communicative frames appear in its content? 

RQ6c: What is the relationship between a bridge blog‘s betweenness and 

how often different types of communicative frames appear in its content? 

Finally, this study conducts a qualitative examination of how bridge blogs 

use communicative frames to cover and discuss four news events about China. The 

main goal here is to use four news events as the examples to illustrate the actual 

practices bridge blogs use to construct communication frames, and examine how these 

practices can help to overcome the information, cultural, and language barriers in the 

cross-national communication process. The textual analysis is conducted on a 

purposive sample of bridge blogs‘ content, which contains blog posts devoted to 

covering and discussing four high-profile news stories about China within the time 

frame of this study. Since the focus of the analysis is bridge blogs‘ actual practices 

associated with each communicative frame, the textual analysis is organized around 
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communicative frames instead of news stories. The four news stories about China are 

selected to provide contextual understanding of communicative frames in actual 

scenarios of cross-national communication. Thus, to help illustrate how bridge blogs 

communicate news about China to global audience, this study chooses four news 

stories with varying level of relevance to the international community (see details in 

Chapter 6).  
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Chapter 5 Method 

In an effort to answer the research questions about bridge blogs‘ network 

characteristics and communication practices, this study uses two primary 

methodologies: network analysis and content analysis. The network analysis is based 

on the hyperlinks among the sample of 11 bridge blogs and the other online 

information resources that have cross-references with the bridge blogs. For content 

analysis, a sample of blog posts in the 11 bridge blogs are examined for the types of 

links and communicative frames. Finally, to provide contextual understanding on 

communicative frames of bridge blogs, a textual analysis on four selected news 

stories are conducted to illustrate concrete practices adopted by bridge blogs to 

construct each communicative frame. Overall, this chapter is devoted to illustrating 

the sampling process of bridge blogs and their content, the procedures in conducting 

the network analysis, how network and content measures are operationalized in data 

collection and analysis, and how the news stories for textual analysis are selected.  

Blogs and Blog Post Sampling 

In this study, bridge blogs about China are defined according to their role of 

bridging, which is to communicate China‘s current events and perspectives to a global 

audience as well as to monitor and discuss the coverage and viewpoints about China 

from the outside world. This definition has provided the general description of bridge 

blogs‘ function; however, in reality, not all of these functions may be observed in one 
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bridge blog. Although to bridge is to generate a communication space where domestic 

communication about China meets foreign perspectives, individual bridge blogs often 

set their primary focus on the flow of information and opinions either inside or 

outside of China. For example, some bridge blogs specialize in translating Chinese 

content, while others monitor how China is covered or viewed by Western media. And 

even bridge blogs that choose sources from the same geographical areas tend to differ 

in many aspects such as the topics of interest and blogging styles (e.g., 

information-based, opinion-based). Thus, the definition provides a series of sufficient 

conditions to identify a bridge blog, but they cannot be used all together as necessary 

conditions.  

To select a sample of bridge blogs, this study employs the following criteria 

derived from the definition and developed from practical considerations to separate 

bridge blogs from other similar genres. First, this study examines blogs that write 

about issues surrounding China in English. The primary focus on China and the 

language choice of English are the basic conditions for a blog that intends to 

communicate China to the outside world. Second, bridge blogs are those that cover 

general public affairs categories such as social, political, and cultural issues about 

China. This criterion helps to exclude the blogs that intend to reach not the general 

public but special-interest readers. For example, personal blogs documenting bloggers‘ 

daily life in China for family and friends, or blogs writing about a special topic in 

China (e.g., technology, business law, fashion) targeting a particular professional 
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group. Finally, this study investigates bridge blogs as a citizen-based online medium, 

thus it does not include blogs affiliated with professional media outlets. Blogs written 

by foreign correspondents in China are subject to editorial guidance from the 

professional news organization. Therefore, the professional media-affiliated blogs can 

be seen as a type of editorial content from professional news organization. 

Starting with a handful of well-known bridge blogs (e.g. Danwei.org, China 

Digital Times, ESWN), the researcher searched their blogrolls and content to find 

more blogs that fit the above criteria. Eventually, this study identified 11 bridge blogs 

that are frequently mentioned by the well-known bridge blogs and also exhibit some 

variety in bloggers‘ background, preference in news topics and writing style as 

discussed in the previous chapter (see a list of bridge blogs in Table 1). Although this 

sample includes the most commonly read bridge blogs about China with varying 

backgrounds and content preferences, it is not a true representative sample of the 

overall bridge blogging community in China. Also, since there is no comprehensive 

index of the overall population of bridge blogs in China, it is practically impossible to 

come up with a representative sample of bridge blogs. In this study, the 11 selected 

blogs are seen as a gateway to the larger bridge blog community.  
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Table 1 Bridge Blogs about China 

 

Blogs Blogger‘s background 
Starting 

Time 

Technorati 

Ranking 

Percent of site 

traffic from 

outside of China3 

Peking Duck Public relation professional 2002 409 n/a 

China Digital Times 

Students and faculty members at 

the University of California at 

Berkeley 

2003 621 76% 

Danwei 
A group of contributors 

including former media workers 
2003 619 79% 

EastSouthWestNorth Media researcher and translator 2003 113 58% 

Imagethief Public relations professional 2004 1 84% 

Shanghaiist 

 

Former media professionals and 

Chinese Americans 
2005 626 73% 

Global Voice Online Citizen bloggers in China 2005 711 n/a 

The China Beat 
Contributors at the University of 

California, Irvine 
2008 1 78% 

ChinaSmack 
A group of Chinese and foreign 

contributors 
2008 580 87% 

ChinaGeeks Americans who live in China 2009 n/a 100% 

China Hush 
Artist, blogger, and English 

teacher 
2009 n/a 70% 

                                                             
3 Alexa, an Internet research company, provides traffic data of websites based on 

usage information collected from a group of users who agree to install software that 

tracks their Internet browsing behaviors. The percentages of visitors from different 

countries are projected numbers based on usage information obtained from Alexa‘s 

participant pool. 
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To obtain a sample that can represent one year of bridge blogs‘ content, this 

study searches within each of the 11 selected blogs for posts published in two 

constructed weeks in the most recent year at the time the study is conducted 

(November 2009 to November 2010). Blogs in this study vary in the number of posts 

they publish on the selected dates, and this study assumes that such variation reflects 

the actual number of posts each blog contributes to the bridge blogosphere. Thus, the 

more frequently updated blogs are better represented in this sample. 

Unit of analysis and level of analysis 

The network nature of this study presents challenges in defining the unit and 

level of analysis. First and foremost, the blog post as a basic content unit in a blog is 

the unit of analysis. Moreover, the characteristics of bridge blogs are also examined 

on two other units: blogs and linking units. A bridge blog becomes the unit of analysis 

when it is studied for its structural position in a communication network. This 

communication network consists of bridge blogs and the information sources that 

have hyperlinks going to or coming from bridge blogs. In this study, a linking unit 

refers to the piece of content linked to by a blog post such as a news article, an 

editorial piece, a thread in a discussion forum, one Twitter message, etc. The linking 

unit is treated as a unit of analysis when this study examines the nature of the content 

linked to by bridge blogs.  

Accordingly, the variables measuring the characteristics of different content 

units are on different levels of analysis. On the blog level, network characteristics of a 
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blog are used to describe its structural position (attentive cluster, betweenness, and 

centrality). On the level of blog posts, each blog post is examined for its format of 

communication (communicative frames). On the level of linking units, the content 

linked to by blog posts are analyzed for their geographical locations (Western, 

Chinese) and institutional affiliation (professional, citizen-based).  

Network Analysis 

The network analysis focuses on the relationships between people, groups or 

organizations, and the implication of their relationships (Scott, 2000). In this study, 

network analysis is used to examine bridge blogs‘ hyperlink connections with other 

information sources about China, and at what positions the bridge blogs are located in 

an international communication network. In order to systematically document the 

network on the Internet, many studies have use Web crawls to trace the hyperlinks and 

locate the sites connected through them (e.g. Kumar, et al, 1999; Barabasi, Albert and 

Jeong, 2000; Broder, et al., 2000). This study employs a publicly available online 

crawling tool, IssueCrawler4, to trace the hyperlinks in the selected blog posts.  

IssueCrawler begins with a list of URLs identified by a researcher as starting 

points, and then it fetches the Web pages that are linked to by these starting points. 

These obtained Web pages can be used as starting points in the next crawling cycle. In 

IssueCrawler, the setting of crawl depth determines the number of times this crawling 

                                                             
4 A brief introduction of IssueCrawler outlining its operation and explaining the 

functions of its different settings can be found at 

http://www.govcom.org/Issuecrawler_instructions.htm 
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cycle is performed. The increase in the crawl depth means that IssueCrawler will 

explore a larger area on the Web surrounded the starting points. To narrow down the 

crawl result, IssueCrawler can be set to perform co-link analysis after a crawling cycle. 

The co-link analysis removes Web pages that are not linked to by at least two others 

in the network. Only those Web pages surviving the co-link analysis can continue to 

the next crawling cycle or be retained as the crawl result. Therefore, the co-link 

analysis makes sure that the IssueCrawler draws the network based on Web pages that 

are common points of references.  

When the setting of privilege starting point is turned on, the starting points 

are included to begin the second crawling cycle no matter whether they pass the 

co-link analysis after the first crawling cycle or not. This setting makes starting points 

immune to the first co-link analysis, but not any subsequent ones. Thus, this setting 

increases the chance for starting points to appear in the later crawl result but does not 

guarantee their presence. It is because IssueCrawler has a default setting to exclude 

the site in the crawl result that it may receive no link from any other sites in the 

network. The rationale behind this setting is that one should not be considered a 

member of a network, if no other members in the network recognize its existence. 

Therefore, even though starting points can survive the first co-link analysis, they can 

still be removed in the crawl result for receiving no links from other actors in the 

network.  

Another important setting in IssueCrawler is the choice between link analysis 
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―by site‖ or ―by page.‖ The ―by page‖ setting conducts the co-link analysis on the 

URLs to specific pages as opposed to the URL of a site such as whitehouse.gov. In the 

studies of blogs, this setting is useful to keep the analysis solely based on links to and 

from a particular blog post or Web page during the dynamic information exchanges, 

and to rule out static links making general reference to a blog or website such as the 

links in the blogrolls (Bruns, 2007).  

As shown above, the different crawl settings will lead the IssueCrawler to 

draw different networks. For example, IssueCrawler can be used to generate a 

network of key players around a particular issue or network of organizers and 

attendees of an event. This study chooses to use crawl settings designed to generate a 

―social network‖ surrounding one or a group of organizations (e.g., NGOs, media, 

governments, donors, corporations) and to examine whether the organization(s) under 

investigation belong to an association, caucus, campaign, etc
5
. In this study, the social 

network setting is applied to discover a community of information sources from inside 

and outside China that bridge blogs constantly connected with. Blog posts published 

in the two constructed weeks are put into the IssueCrawler as the starting points of 

crawl. According to the instructions on IssueCrawler‘s website, the crawler is given 

the following settings to compose a social network (see the illustration of the crawl 

process in Appendix I): 

Iterations of method (co-link analysis): 1  

                                                             
5
 See the scenarios of use at IssueCrawler‘s official website at 

http://www.govcom.org/scenarios_use.html 
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Crawl depth: 2 

Privilege starting points (on) 

Link analysis ―by page‖ (based on blog posts) 

With these settings, IssueCrawler first goes to the 310 blog posts in the 

current sample and retrieves the Web pages that these blog posts link to. Then the 

co-link analysis is performed on the Web pages linked to by the blog posts, and only 

those pages linked by at least two blog posts will be retained. The retained Web pages 

represent a group of information resources that are common points of references for at 

least two blog posts in the sample. These information resources can be other bridge 

blogs that are not in the sample, or other sites (e.g. professional news sites, 

citizen-based media sites) that bridge blogs depends on for information and opinion 

about China. In the next step, IssueCrawler traces the links in these retained Web 

pages and the original sample of blog posts (with privileged starting point setting on) 

to fetch another layer of Web pages. The second crawling cycle further broadens the 

network surrounded the sample bridge blogs. This network includes not only the 

sample bridge blogs and the community of information resources they refer to but 

also the Web pages linked to by the community of information resources surrounding 

bridge blogs. Finally, this network constructed based on the result from the second 

round of crawling consist is used as the bridge blogosphere in current study. In the 

crawl result, the URLs of individual Web pages are counted aggregately toward their 

containing sites, therefore, all the nodes presented in the network are sites (or blogs) 
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but not pages.  

The crawl result collected through IssueCrawler is defined as the bridge 

blogosphere in this study. According to the crawling process described above, the 

bridge blogosphere is a network that contains the bridge blogs (also in the original 

starting sample and the ones identified through the crawling process) and the 

information resources surrounding them. However, it must be kept in mind that the 

bridge blogosphere generated by IssueCrawler is not guaranteed to include all the 11 

bridge blogs in this sample. Since IssueCrawler has a default setting to exclude any 

sites in the result that does not receive a link from others in the network, a bridge blog 

in the original sample may be absent from the final bridge blogosphere because it 

received no hyperlink reference from other bridge blogs or information resources 

interlinked with them. This setting is used as a test to the initial selection of bridge 

blogs about China in this study. If a bridge blog does not receive a single reference 

from the bridge blogosphere, it shows that this bridge blog is not recognized by its 

peers and the community of information resources surrounding them as a member of 

the community of bridge blogs about China. 

IssueCrawler generates data from its crawl results in various formats. This 

study uses three types: a list of sites ranked by the number of incoming links, graphics 

visualizing the overall structure of the network, and a data matrix that shows the 

interconnections among the sites in the network. In the data analysis, while the site list 

and network graphics are used to provide a descriptive account of the network, the 
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two-dimensional data matrix is used to conduct quantitative analysis on the network 

characteristics of bridge blogs. In the two-dimensional data matrix, the column and 

the row are identical lists of actors in the network, which include the bridge blogs and 

information sources associated with them. This matrix data also recorded the direction 

of the links between actors: the cell entries in the column shows the number of links 

received by each actor, the numbers in the rows indicates the links each actor point to 

others in the network. The data matrix generated by IssueCrawler will be imported 

into UCINET 6, statistical software for network analysis, to answer the first three 

research questions regarding the network characteristic of bridge blogs. 

RQ1 tries to identify attentive clusters of bridge blogs based on the 

information resources they link to. The attentive cluster analysis in this study is 

conducted by measuring to what extent the outgoing links from one bridge blog are 

similar to another‘s. In the data matrix described above, the outlinks are shown in the 

row entries; therefore, the values contained in the rows should be compared to reveal 

the similarity between any pair of bridge blogs. In UCINET 6, Pearson correlations 

are calculated between all pairs of the row entries that represent the outgoing links in 

the dataset, including the selected 11 bridge blogs and the information resources 

connected with them. Each bridge blog or information resource is correlated with 

respect to its link pattern with every other bridge blog or information resource in the 

matrix dataset. This process to identify clusters of bridge blogs is similar to the 

factorial analysis used in survey research. While factor analysis seeks to cluster 
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multiple variables measuring one underlying factor, the attentive cluster analysis tend 

to cluster the actors in the network that share similar outlink patterns. 

To compare the patterns of outlinks between two actors in a network, Pearson 

correlations coefficient ranges from -1 to 1 (Scott, 2000). When the correlation 

between two actors is close to -1, it indicates that the two often have opposite choices 

in whether to link to another actor in the network. If the Pearson correlation measure 

is found to close to 0, that means the two actors linking patterns have little association 

with each other. Only those closely resembles each others‘ outgoing links will score 

toward 1 on Pearson correlation measure. For the purpose of finding clusters of bridge 

blogs, only those with Pearson correlation coefficient close to 1 are put into one 

attentive cluster. After identifying the attentive clusters of bridge blogs, this study 

takes an inductive approach to describe the theme of each cluster by close inspection 

from the researcher. In the subsequent data analysis, attentive cluster is used as a 

researcher-defined categorical variable to define different types of bridge blogs.  

RQ2 tests bridge blogs‘ assumed intermediary role in the bridge blogosphere. 

Bridge blogs are assessed for betweenness, which examines to what extent one actor 

has connections with other actors that are not directly tied with each other (Monge & 

Contractor, 2003). UCINET calculates the betweenness scores of the bridge blogs 

based on the two-dimensional data matrix. 

RQ3 intends to find out to what extent each bridge blog receives links from 

the bridge blogosphere. Different from the outlink representing the attention bridge 
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blogs paid to others, the inlink reveals the attention received by bridge blogs. The 

number of links received by a bridge blog indicates the extent to which they are 

regarded as the source of reference and exert influence to others in the bridge 

blogosphere. In network terms, one actors‘ number of inlinks can be used to measure 

their level of centrality in the network, which is called the in-degree centrality. 

According to the definition of in-degree centrality, the larger number of incoming 

links one actor received, the more central it is in the network (Monge & Contractor, 

2003). UCINET computes the in-degree centrality of bridge blogs based on the 

number of incoming links obtained in the data matrix. 

Content Analysis 

For RQ4, 5 and 6, content analysis is used to measure to what extent bridge 

blogs link to different types of information sources and use different types of 

communicative frames. For the intercoder reliability check, a sample of posts and 

their links are coded by the author of this study and a second coder; both are fluent in 

English and Chinese. The intercoder reliability is calculated using Cohen‘s Kappa, 

which is a conservative measurement controlling for the agreement achieved by 

chance between two coders (Neuendorf, 2002). The observed reliability coefficient of 

link types (.88) and communicative frames (.73) both reach the acceptable level.  

Different from the network analysis conducted by IssueCrawler tracing two 

levels of links (see Appendix I), links examined for geographical origins are those used 

directly by the bridge blog in their content. In the coding process of link type, coders 
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made two judgments: (1) the linking units are distinguished for their geographic 

origins based on the media organization‘s national origin or the author‘s nationality
6
 

(for citizen media formats); (2) the linking units are examined to see whether they are 

produced by media workers from professional news organizations (e.g., newspapers, 

TV networks, cable news channels) or ordinary citizens with no media affiliations on 

citizen-based media (e.g., blogs, forums). The link type is assessed by classifying all 

the content units directly linked to by bridge blogs into one of the following 

categories: (1) Chinese citizen media; (2) Chinese professional media; (3) Western 

citizen media; (4) Western professional media; (5) Asian professional media 

(including Hong Kong and Taiwan); (6) Asian citizen media; (7) bridge blogs
7
; (8) 

self-linking
8
; (9) others. In the data analysis, the above categories are recoded to 

merge based on their geographic origins for RQ4 and institutional affiliations for 

RQ5.  

In RQ4 and RQ5, when bridge blogs‘ network characteristics (betweenness, 

centrality) are examined in relation to their link types, this study encounters a problem 

of conducting data analysis between variables with different levels of analysis. In the 

dataset of the present study, the network characteristics are measured at the blog level, 

                                                             
6
 If a bridge blog links to a post written by a Chinese blogger but published on a 

U.S.-based blog serving site (e.g. Blogger), the link type is coded as ―Chinese citizen 

media‖ instead of ―Western citizen media‖.  
7
 This category includes those 11 bridge blogs in the sample and other English blogs 

that write about current events in China. 
8
 This category describes the cases when bridge blogs in the sample link to 

themselves. 
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while the type of linking unit is measured at the link level, which is nested within 

blogs. Thus, a special type of statistical procedure is required to conduct cross-level 

data analysis. 

This study employs a special type of logistic regression: probit regression. 

Like simple logistic regression, probit regression is used to predict binary outcomes. 

However, instead of outcomes in individual cases, probit regression predicts the 

probability for an outcome to occur in a group of cases nested within one level of 

independent variable (Garson, 2006). In this study, the links are nested within blogs, 

and each blog is measured for its level of betweenness and centrality. Thus, applying 

probit regression in this cross-level analysis, a bridge blog‘s level of betweenness and 

centrality are used to predict the percentage of a certain type of linking units to appear 

in its content.  

To prepare the dependent variable for probit regression, the variable link type 

is dummy-coded into four separate variables representing the four link types that are 

at the primary interest of this study: Western media, Chinese media, professional 

media, and citizen-based media. In each of the dummy-coded variables, the presence 

of one link type (e.g., Western media) is coded as 1 and all the other types of links are 

coded as 0 (treated as the absence of that one particular link type). Then the number of 

times a particular link type is present in each blog is divided by the total number of 

links in that blog, to obtain the percentage for a certain type of link to be used in each 

blog. Finally, a blog‘s level of betweenness or centrality is regressed on the 
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percentage for each type of link in its content. 

To answer RQ6, blog posts are examined for the presence or absence of their 

communicative frames. It was outlined in the previous chapter that bridge blogs adopt 

a gatewatching model of communication; this suggests that bridge blogs construct 

their content by referring to, adding onto, and accumulating from other information 

sources on the Web. Therefore, the content units linked to by bridge blogs must be 

considered part of the message they communicate to the readers. This dynamic nature 

of a blog is different from traditional media, which tend to set the boundary of their 

content within one fixed structure of a news story without reference to other 

information sources. When this study applies the communicative frames for 

examining TV news content (Cottle and Rai, 2008) to the blog posts, the scope of 

analysis must be expanded to include the nature of content they link to. In the coding 

process, each blog post is coded for whether its content structure fits one of the frames 

described below. If the blog post simply refers to other sources or publishes translated 

content, it is then coded based on the communicative frames used in the content being 

linked or translated.  

The contrast and contention frame is used to contrast opposite ideas against 

each other or present a variety of different perspectives surrounding an issue. This 

frame is often used by bridge blogs to point out the fundamental oppositions between 

the Chinese perspective and the global view on China‘s domestic affairs. Bridge blogs 

also apply this frame to capture the nuances and engagement of different interests 
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coming from inside and outside China.  

Culture recognition is mainly used to help outsiders to understand issues in 

China with an insiders‘ perspective. Blog posts using the cultural recognition frame 

often highlight the perspectives or opinions emerging from China‘s society, thus 

providing contextualized interpretations of an issue or news event. 

The investigative frame is found when a bridge blog publishes its 

self-initiated investigation on an issue or provides fact-checking on a news story 

produced by professional media. The investigative frame is also used when bridge 

blogs directly link to or translate pieces of investigative reporting from professional 

media outlets. 

The communicative frame of reportage must involve bloggers‘ firsthand 

reporting or experience. This is different from the cultural recognition frame, which is 

often written with information from third-party resources.  

 In addition to the frames developed by Cottle and Rai (2008) to assess the 

democratic potential of TV programs, this study describes remaining content not 

otherwise classified as frames based on basic blogging practices adopted by bridge 

blogs to monitor the information environment inside and outside of China.  

Translation is used to capture the practice of translating the basic factual 

reporting of news events or information found from other media outlets. If the 

translated content exhibits the features in one of the communicative frames shown 

above, the blog post is coded accordingly instead of coded as a translation frame.  
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Referral describes the cases when a blog post simply make a reference to the 

content at another online source. This type of blog posts does not offer any arguments 

or analysis on the content it refers to. Again, the blog posts are not coded as using a 

referral frame if the content referred to in the fits the description of any 

communicative frames.  

RQ6 examines whether bridge blogs in distinct attentive clusters and having 

varying degrees of centrality and betweenness will also choose different 

communicative frames to structure their content. When assessing the relationship 

between bridge blogs‘ network characteristics (betweenness and centrality) and the 

use of communicative frames, the probit regression is used again for cross-level data 

analysis. In the context of RQ6, a bridge blog‘s level of betweenness and centrality 

are used to predict the probability for a certain type of communicative frame to be 

used in the content. 

Textual analysis 

The textual analysis uses a purposive case-based sample instead of the 

content analysis sample. The blog post sample constructed for the content analysis 

covers a large number of issues emerging over the one-year timeframe of this study, 

which is used to provide a general picture of bridge blogs‘ network characteristics and 

communication practice. However, this sample is too broad for textual analysis that is 

trying to illustrate the concrete examples of bridge blogs‘ practices. Thus, this study 

chooses four high-profile news stories as the actual communication scenarios to 
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examine bridge blogs‘ actual practices associated with communicative frames. For a 

cross-national goal, this study chooses cases varying in their level of relevance to the 

international community (the rationale behind this criteria will be elaborated in 

Chapter 6). The four cases are selected on a spectrum of being local, international, 

transnational and global. The local story is a local car accident that generates 

discussion on social justice in contemporary Chinese society. For an international 

story, Google‘s withdrawal from China is selected for the conflict of interest between 

a foreign company and China‘s authoritarian regime. The story of Chinese workers‘ 

suicides in Foxconn (the world‘s largest manufacturer of electronic goods) is included 

for its transnational influence, since this story involves multiple nations that are 

connected through the production and consumption chain of electronic goods. Finally, 

this study chooses the story of the Chinese political activist Liu Xiaobo wining the 

Nobel Peace Prize. Since Liu is recognized for his advocacy of human rights and 

political reform in China, this story generates discussion on the universal value of 

human rights and peace. 

Blog posts about each case are gathered through relevant key word searches 

in the archive of 11 bridge blogs in this study. This study found a total of 233 blog 

posts for textual analysis within the time frame of this study, November 2009 to 

November 2010 (See Appendix II). 
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Chapter 6 The Social Network of Bridge Blogs:  

Network Characteristics and Communicative Practices 

In this study of bridge blogs, the main goal is to put their expected network 

position and communicative functions under empirical examination, investigating 

links and content features in a sample from the 11 bridge blogs. This chapter follows 

the proposed theoretical framework (see Figure 1 in Chapter 1) in this study to 

provide quantitative evidence regarding the bridge blogs‘ network characteristics and 

the communicative practices within the networked community of information sources 

in which bridge blogs reside. Using the network data collected from the Web crawl, 

bridge blogs are examined for their outlink choices (attentive cluster), varying ability 

to connect between others (betweenness), and the in-links they received in the 

network community surrounded them (centrality). Furthermore, this chapter 

investigates to what extent bridge blogs‘ network characteristics are related to their 

actual communicative practices as shown in their content. In sum, the overarching 

questions addressed in this chapter are: what is each bridge blog‘s ―position‖ in the 

hyperlinked network of international media resources that are connected through 

bridge blogs? Will bridge blogs‘ ―positions‖ lead them to communicate in differently 

styles? 

Network Overview 
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This study obtained a total of 310 posts published in the two constructed 

weeks from the 11 blogs, which are used as the starting points in the Web crawling 

tool IssueCrawler to map out the hyperlinked network surrounding the bridge blogs. 

The two most productive bridge blogs were China Digital Time, which  published 

104 posts in the two constructed weeks, and Shanghaiist, which published 90 posts 

(See Table 2). Imagethief and Global Voice Online produced the fewest blog posts. 

This study assumes that the number of blog posts found on the selected dates reflects 

each bridge blog‘s actual contribution to the overall network. Therefore, all 310 posts 

were entered in IssueCrawler to generate the network surrounding bridge blogs. 

 

Table 2 Number of Posts Entered into IssueCrawler 

Bridge Blogs Frequency Percent 

CDT 104 33.5 

China Beat 8 2.6 

China Geeks 5 1.6 

China Hush 12 3.9 

China Smack 16 5.2 

Danwei 24 7.7 

ESWN 37 11.9 

GVO 5 1.6 

Imagethief 1 .3 

Peking Duck 8 2.6 

Shanghaiist 90 29.0 

Total 310 100.0 

 

The network obtained through the Web crawl has 87 nodes, which include 

bridge blogs and the neighborhood of media resources in which these bridge blogs 

position themselves (see Appendix III). As shown in the previous chapter, the crawl 

setting used in this study generates a network by tracing two levels of links from the 
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originally selected bridge blogs. Using the co-link analysis, the crawl result excludes 

bridge blogs or sites they link to that do not receive more than one link from others in 

the network. In other words, the crawl result only includes bridge blogs and sites that 

have been linked to by at least two other bridge blogs or sites. This network generated 

based on this crawl result should be seen as a network of bridge blogs and online 

information resources which have served as the common points of references for each 

other. Thus, it represents a network neighborhood of interlinked bridge blogs and the 

information resources surrounding them. 

Among the 11 bridge blogs initially selected in this study, Global Voice 

Online and Imagethief are excluded from the analysis in this chapter. Global Voice 

Online is the only bridge blog absent from the network. None of its blog posts entered 

into IssueCrawler received links from any other bridge blogs or sites in the network. A 

possible reason for its absence is that Global Voice Online is known for its broad 

coverage on places from all over the world but not as a specific source for news about 

China. Therefore, for other bridge blogs devoted to covering China, Global Voice 

Online may not be considered as one member in the bridge blog community about 

China. Although Imagethief is well-connected in the network, it is also dropped from 

the following network analysis mainly for insufficient content units (blog posts) found 

during the selected time period for this study, to ensure the reliability in the content 

analysis part of this study.  

Based on the network drawn from IssueCrawler, this study adjusts its 
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sample by excluding Global Voice Online and Imagethief and including two 

additional bridge blogs identified in the network. Apart from the 11 bridge blogs 

selected to start with, the network analysis has helped to identify 14 more bridge 

blogs that fit the definition of writing about public issues about China in English. 

Since some of these 14 bridge blogs are not actively in use or have not existed long 

enough to cover the chosen time period of this study, only two, CNReviews and 

Shanghaiscrap, have been added to the current sample for their ability to generate 

enough blog posts for the following analysis. Moreover, in order to improve the 

representativeness of the sample for content analysis, this study also adds one 

constructed week of posts to the original two-week sample. Overall, the following 

analysis is based on a sample of 11 bridge blogs and 446 blog posts published during 

the three constructed weeks (see Table 3). 

 

Table 3 Number of Posts Obtained from Bridge Blogs for Content Analysis 

Bridge Blogs Frequency Percent 

CDT 152 34.1 

China Beat 14 3.1 

China Geeks 11 2.5 

China Hush 18 4.0 

China Smack 21 4.7 

CNReviews 5 1.1 

Danwei 31 7.0 

ESWN 45 10.1 

Peking Duck 12 2.7 

Shanghaiist 127 28.5 

Shanghaiscrap 10 2.2 

Total 446 100.0 
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Aside from the bridge blogs, the network contains various types of media 

formats (see a full list of 87 sites in the network in Appendix III). Through the initial 

Web crawl, IssueCrawler identified 12 Western professional media sites and 10 

Chinese professional media sites in the network, suggesting bridge blogs depend on 

the professional media both inside and outside of China for information and opinions. 

Another notable component of the network is 12 English blogs not focusing on 

general public affairs but devoted to special topics of China (e.g., law, fashion, 

information technology). There are nine blogs written by foreigners about their 

personal lives in China. Other smaller categories of sites in the network include social 

media (i.e. Twitter, Vimeo, Youku), Chinese public affairs blogs, Chinese online 

forums, and academic blogs about China (e.g., history, anthropology). 

In a graphical representation of this network, the nodes are plotted based on 

their relative positioning with one another based on the links between them (see 

Figure 2). Figure 2 is generated to only include the top 50 actors receiving the most 

incoming links in the network. The size of a node in the graph is determined by the 

number of incoming links they received in the network (the same measure used in the 

actor ranking list in Appendix III). The arrows attached to the links drawn between 

nodes are the indications for the directional patterns, showing which sites are 

predominantly origins and which sites are mostly destinations for Web traffic. The 

relative position of a node in the network is determined by both the links received and 
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links made to others. The nodes that have more frequent link exchanges with one 

another are located closer on the network map.
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Figure 2 Social Network of Bridge Blogs (Top 50 sites)
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Research Questions 

To answer the first three research questions, this study uses the social 

network data gathered through IssueCrawler. The dataset consists of matrices of 

interlinks among all nodes in the network. Using this data matrix, the 11 selected 

bridge blogs are put through the analysis of attentive clusters, betweenness and 

centrality in UCINET. 

Attentive clusters 

RQ1: What attentive clusters emerge in the bridge blogosphere? 

To discern different types of bridge blogs, this study identifies the similarity 

between bridge blogs by examining their choices of outbound links in the network. 

Network analysis software UCINET conducted the pairwise comparisons between the 

rows in the data matrix, which represents bridge blogs‘ outgoing links to others in the 

network. Attentive clusters of bridge blogs are determined by the values of Pearson 

correlation coefficients shown in Table 4.  

The values of Pearson correlation among all bridge blogs are shown in 

Table 4. Possible Pearson correlation values between bridge blogs‘ outgoing links 

range from -1 to 1. Values closer to 1 indicate similarities between two bridge blogs‘ 

outgoing links, whereas the negative values indicate some opposite linking choices. 

Also, values closer to zero indicates lack of association in the linking patterns 

between two bridge blogs. For example, China Digital Times scores high positive 

correlation value (r = .61) with Shanghaiist, which shows that these two bridge blogs 
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share some information resources that they link to or choose not to link to. By contrast, 

China Digital Times yields negative correlation with ESWN (r = -.22). It indicates 

that China Digital Times tend to link to media resources that ESWN does not link to. 

With the correlation value closer to zero with Danwei (r = .02), the linking pattern of 

China Digital Times shows little association with patterns seen in Danwei. Therefore, 

according to these correlation values, China Digital Times is more similar to 

Shanghaiist than ESWN or Danwei, in terms of what information resources they pay 

attention to. In the following analysis, the relatively high positive correlation values 

will be used to identify the attentive clusters among bridge blogs. 

As seen in Table 4, no two bridge blogs yield very high positive correlation 

values with one another. Previous studies show that it is hard to find two actors with 

identical social relations in real social networks; therefore, it is up to the researchers 

to decide on a cutoff threshold correlation value, above which actors are regarded as 

sufficiently similar to each other (Scott, 2000). In this study, bridge blogs that exceed 

the correlation value of .3 are put into the same attentive cluster.  

Accordingly, this study identifies the following five attentive clusters. 

China Digital Times (CDT) and Shanghaiist have the highest value of correlation (r 

= .61) and belong to the same attentive cluster. Shanghaiscrap has a moderate 

correlation with both the Peking Duck (r = .51) and the China Beat (r = .42). These 

three bridge blogs form another attentive cluster. EastSouthWestNorth (ESWN) is 

correlated positively with Danwei (r = .34) and Peking Duck (r = .33). Since Peking 
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Duck has a relatively stronger correlation with Shanghaiscrap than ESWN, thus, only 

ESWN and Danwei are put into this cluster. Finally, two pairs of bridge blogs reach 

the cut-off threshold to form attentive clusters: China Geeks and CNReviews (r = .32), 

and China Smack and China Hush (r = .31).  

In sum, the five attentive clusters are: 1) China Digital Times (CDT), 

Shanghaiist; 2) Shanghaiscrap, Peking Duck, China Beat; 3) ESWN, Danwei; 4) 

China Geeks, CNReviews; and 5) ChinaSmack, China Hush.
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Table 4 Correlation of Bridge Blog‘s Outgoing Links 

 Danwei ESWN 
China 

Smack 
CDT Shanghaiist 

Shanghai

scrap 

Peking 

Duck 

China 

Geeks 

CN 

Reviews 

China 

Beat 

China 

Hush 

Danwei 1     
 

  
 

  

ESWN .34* 1    
 

  
 

  

ChinaSmack -.04 .01 1   
 

  
 

  

CDT .02 -.22 -.05 1  
 

  
 

  

Shanghaiist -.03 -.24 -.00 .61** 1 
 

  
 

  

Shanghaiscrap .21 .10 -.04 .03 .05 1   
 

  

Peking Duck .16 .33* .18 -.08 -.02 .51** 1  
 

  

China Geeks .02 -.09 .09 .11 .05 .08 .16 1 
 

  

CNReviews .13 .08 -.02 .02 .03 .11 .06 .32* 1   

China Beat -.10 .10 -.08 .26 .23 .42** .29 .03 .05 1  

China Hush -.12 -.20 .31* -.08 -.03 -.10 -.05 .24 .06 -.15 1 

    N = 86 

    *significant at .01 level 

    **significant at .001 level 
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Here, this study takes an inductive approach to look for the common thread 

holding bridge blogs together in each cluster. Since the attentive cluster were formed 

based on bridge blogs‘ common point of references as well as shared omissions with 

others in the network, their profiles of linking destinations are examined to find the 

nature of the cluster. In addition, this study also looked into the background of bridge 

blogs in one cluster and searched for their shared goals and values which may lead to 

the commonalities in their linking preferences. 

Aggregators: China Digital Times (CDT), Shanghaiist 

The two bridge blogs in this cluster share the function of aggregator of 

news and information about China for English speaking readers. China Digital 

Times‘s ―about‖ page says it aims to ―aggregate the most up-to-the-minute news and 

analysis about China from around the Web.‖ In addition to filtering the abundance of 

English-language news about China, China Digital Times also occasionally translates 

content from Chinese media, blogs, or government documents. The content sections 

of China Digital Times include a wide variety of general news topics such as politics, 

economy, culture, and law. Shanghaiist is part of a group of urban city blogs run by 

gothamist.com, which has a network of 14 sites in major cities in five countries (e.g., 

London, Seattle, Paris, Los Angeles). Shanghaiist targeted the English-speaking 

audience in Shanghai and people who are interested in knowing Shanghai and China 

from all over the world. According to its self-reported audience demographics, the 

readers of Shanghaiist are from 40 different nationalities, and half of them live in 
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Shanghai. Like a local newspaper, Shanghaiist covers a wide spectrum of local life in 

Shanghai. It also provides readers with general news about China in various areas 

including politics, culture, religion, and economy. Both China Digital Times and 

Shanghaiist are maintained by multiple contributors, thus are the most prolifically 

updated websites compared with other bridge blogs in this sample.  

As found in the network drawn in this study, the bridge blogs in this cluster 

have a short list of connections, which mainly contains the Western mainstream media 

(e.g., cnn.com, online.wsj.com) and a few English blogs about China. The 

commonality between them is that they both have few connections to the Chinese side 

of the Internet. China Digital Times was only found to connect to one China-based 

media outlet: anti-CNN, a media watch website dedicated to gathering and exhibiting 

misconduct in Western media. Shanghaiist has connections with two social media in 

China: the online forum mop.com and the online video streaming site youku.com. No 

Chinese professional media or other Asian news media are seen in the network 

neighborhood where they position themselves.  

Commentators: China Beat, Peking Duck, Shanghaiscrap 

Bridge blogs in this attentive cluster are written by bloggers who have 

professional experience in China or academic backgrounds in China studies. The 

blogger of Peking Duck has worked for an U.S. public relations company in China. 

The blogger behind Shanghaiscrap is a freelance writer who covers topics 

surrounding China such as the environment, religion, trade, and cross-cultural issues 
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for a variety of U.S. media outlets including The Atlantic, Slate, The Wall Street 

Journal, and The Los Angeles Times. The China Beat publishes writings from history 

and journalism scholars who have research interests in China. All three bridge blogs 

in this attentive cluster mainly offer commentaries on current events in China. While 

the Peking Duck and Shanghaiscrap tend to base their opinions and analysis on their 

experience of working and living in China, the scholarly essays and opinion pieces in 

China Beat draw on empirical research or analysis of social phenomena in China. 

In this attentive cluster, bridge blogs form their connections predominately 

with other English blogs written by foreigners who draw on their firsthand experience 

in China. Some of these blogs are dedicated to shedding light on remote regions. For 

example, a blog titled In the Footsteps of Joseph Rock is written by an Australian 

journalist to document his travel in Tibet. The blogger posts photos and travel diaries 

about his trip and compares his experience with that of the American anthropologist 

Joseph Rock, who studied Tibet from 1920 to 1949. Similarly, the blog Far West 

China features an American English teacher‘s daily experience and cultural awareness 

in Xiniiang province, which is the home to China‘s largest ethnic group, the Muslim, 

Turkic-speaking Uighurs.  

Other blogs connected to this attentive cluster are written to offer content of 

a particular aspect of China‘s society. For example, China Law Blog is written by two 

lawyers to discuss the practical aspects of law in China and its impact on doing 

business there. Another law blog, Chinahearsay, is written by a Beijing lawyer who 
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provides commentaries on copyright law, the economy, and Internet-related issues in 

China. Written by a graduate student of Chinese history from a U.S. university, 

Jottings from the Granite Studio is a blog that draws on historical knowledge to 

understand social problems and international relations in China‘s contemporary 

society. 

Chinese media watchers: ESWN, Danwei 

What shapes the outlook of Danwei and EastSouthWestNorth (ESWN)‘s 

linking preferences are their extensive knowledge and interest in Chinese media 

content. Danwei routinely surveys the front page of Chinese local newspapers and 

publishes translations of headlines, while ESWN monitors the major 

Chinese-language media in the greater China area (including Hong Kong and Taiwan). 

As shown in their linking profiles, Danwei and ESWN both prefer to translate media 

content from news publications that have a critical edge to expose the social problems 

in China. They both link to three Chinese-language news publications: Southern 

Weekly (a weekly newspaper), Southern Metropolitan Daily (a daily newspaper), and 

Southern Window (a weekly news magazine), which are known for their investigative 

journalism style and provocative editorial pieces advocating democracy, freedom of 

speech, and the development of civil society in China. 

Both ESWN and Danwei have set the goal to bring Chinese media content 

to English readers. As a trained media researcher and translator, Roland Soong of 

ESWN specializes in providing timely translation of media content from the greater 
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China area. Soong sees his work as a supplement to the mainstream English-language 

media, and set his goal of bridge blogging as ‗‗(1) to make a difference in specific 

cases and (2) to create an awareness that things may be more complex than it seems.‘. 

Danwei is run by a group of contributors who are foreign and Chinese nationals. Like 

Jeremy Goldkorn, who is a veteran media worker and regular contributor to 

international news organizations, most of the Danwei contributors have experience in 

professional news media. Danwei plays an important surveillance role of the Chinese 

media and blogosphere to identify information and perspectives not available from 

Western sources. In addition, Danwei often conducts interviews with Chinese 

bloggers, leaders of NGOs and social activists, bringing its readers local perspectives 

and insights on China. 

In addition to what is reported in Chinese media, Danwei and ESWN also 

share an interest in media issues in China. Danwei developed special categories on the 

blog that provide regular updates on the development of media business and media 

regulation in China. Danwei also has a section called China Media Guide, which 

offers introduction to a list of Chinese media outlets that contributors at Danwei use 

regularly in the blog and regard as worthwhile to read. Moreover, both Danwei and 

ESWN serve a watchdog role on both Chinese and foreign media covering China. A 

common practice in Danwei and ESWN is to triangulate a wide variety of coverage 

on the same news story from both Western and Chinese media. It is through the 

comparisons and correlations among different media sources that they identify caveats 
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in the media reports and spot misconduct of journalists.  

Citizen media translators: ChinaSmack, China Hush 

ChinaSmack and China Hush share an interest in the citizen‘s voice in China. 

ChinaSmack regularly monitors and translates content in online forums such as Tianya, 

Mop, and NetEase. Unlike some of the bridge blogs described above, ChinaSmack do 

not have an interest in covering the politically sensitive issues in China but chooses to 

focus on social and cultural topics. ChinaSmack specializes in translations of readers‘ 

comments on popular stories on the Web, which are viewed as a weather vane of 

public opinion in China‘s society (The Independent, 2010). According to the founder 

of ChinaSmack, part of its goal is to help foreigners understand the internal 

complexities of China‘s society by showing drastically different opinions expressed 

online. Following the same formula as ChinaSmack, China Hush extended 

ChinaSmack‘s focus on online forums to all types of citizen-based media in China, 

including the recently flourishing social media sites. China Hush shares the editorial 

orientation of ChinaSmack to focus on the popular social and cultural stories on the 

Internet.  

The contributor teams at ChinaSmack and China Hush also share some 

common characteristics. Both teams consist of a group of young people who do not 

claim any media experience or institutional affiliations. Most of the contributors in 

these two blogs have experience living in both China and an English-speaking country. 

Many have been following China‘s online citizen media for a long time and have a 
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deep understanding of China‘s online culture. The team at China Smack even 

developed a glossary to define the commonly used catch phrases, memes, and 

expressions in online forums, which serves as the encyclopedia for the outsiders who 

wish to know China‘s online world.  

Community builders: China Geeks, CNReviews 

The common points of references between China Geeks and CNReviews are 

their peer group: other bridge blogs, especially the well-established ones such as China 

Digital Times, ESWN, Shanghaiist, and Danwei. Founded in 2009, China Geeks was a 

newcomer to the bridge blogosphere. The founder of China Geeks, Charles Custer, 

explained that linking to other bridge blogs is partially a newcomer‘s strategy to drive 

attention and traffic to his blog
9
. For CNReviews, one of their major blogging interests 

is to introduce other English blogs about China to its readers. Under the content 

category ―bloggers,‖ CNReviews publishes directories to special genres of English 

blogs (e.g., women‘s English language blogs) and conducts interviews with popular 

English bloggers in China. 

China Geeks is one of the bridge blogs that have made efforts to 

communicate directly to the Chinese blogging community and Chinese readers. In 

2010, Danwei praised China Geeks as the most productive English-language blog in 

China, saying its ―prolific output of … translations of other Chinese writers cover a 

                                                             
9
 See Charles Custer‘s interview with CNreviews: 

http://cnreviews.com/people/bloggers/charles-custer-chinageeks_20090417.html 
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wide range of China-related subjects.‖
10

 China Geeks‘ translation works have lead it to 

engage in direct linking and comment exchanges with Chinese blogs, especially when 

controversial topics in China‘s society such as racism and patriotism were at discussion. 

To expand its reach to the Chinese side of the Internet, China Geeks started a Chinese 

edition of the blog in 2010 dedicated to gathering and translating English-language 

media and blogs‘ coverage of China for Chinese readers.  

CNReviews sets as its goal to help foreigners who live in China and those 

planning to visit China to understand the people, society, and culture in China. 

Therefore, to serve the needs of foreign residents or travelers to China, it translates 

Chinese media content featuring general social and cultural trends, provides practical 

information regarding the needs of everyday life, and publishes its own bloggers‘ 

cultural experiences in China. For example, CNReviews has covered topics including 

the housing crisis in China, the transportation guide for subway system, and the cultural 

differences between Beijing and Shanghai. If China Geeks keeps its connection to the 

Chinese society by providing the most up-to-date news flows about China, CNReviews‘ 

tie to the local community lies in its ability to provide the overview, basic knowledge, 

and interpretive analysis of everyday life in China. 

Betweenness 

RQ2: What are bridge blogs‘ degree of betweenness? 

                                                             
10

 See the original post on Daiwei at 

http://www.danwei.org/blogs/the_hydra-like_blogger_c_custe.php 
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This study measures the betweenness of bridge blogs to test the extent to 

which they fill the role of brokers between information resources that have no direct 

links to one another. The Freeman betweenness of each bridge blog is calculated in 

UCINET, which represents the sum of possibilities
11

 for a bridge blog to go between 

any pair of information sources in the network. As shown in Table 5, all the 11 bridge 

blogs‘ betweenness scores largely exceed the network average (M = 60.7). In addition, 

the standard deviation of betweenness is large, indicating the level of betweenness is 

concentrated on the bridge blogs that have high betweenness scores in the network. 

Given their high level of betweenness in the overall network, the 11 selected bridge 

blogs are the ones that other information resources depend on to make connections with 

one another in the bridge blogosphere. 

CNReviews has the highest levels of betweenness among bridge blogs. It 

suggests that CNReviews connects to a wide variety of unrelated information resources 

in the network, which is consistent with its nature of being community builder. 

Following are the Chinese media watchers, Danwei and ESWN. Their liaisons role is 

accomplished by surveying and translating Chinese media content while being used as 

sources by English blogs and sometimes professional English-language media for 

                                                             
11

 Freeman betweenness is the sum of probabilities for an actor to fall between all the 

pairs of actors in the network (Scott, 2000). For example, the freeman betweenness of 

an actor A is calculated as follows in the network analysis software UCINET: first, 

UCINET counts the paths between any two actors in a network. Second, among all 

these paths, it identifies the number that go through actor A. Third, the possibility for 

actor A to go between any two actors can be calculated by dividing the number of 

paths going through A by the total number of paths. Finally, the Freeman betweenness 

of actor A is the sum of possibilities for A to go between any pair of actors in a 

network. 
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reporting on China. Like the Chinese media watchers, ChinaSmack‘s betweenness 

level is built upon its role of providing translations of Chinese citizen media for 

English-language media and blogs.  

On the lower end of the betweenness measure, China Hush scores lowest. 

Since it was founded a year later than ChinaSmack, it has not reached that blog‘s 

popularity level as a main source for China news. The lower level of betweenness found 

in aggregator sites, Shanghaiist and China Digital Times, is mainly caused by their 

predominant connections with Western media sites and limited connections to the 

Chinese sites in the network.  

 

Table 5 Betweenness of Bridge Blogs 

Ranking  Bridge blogs Betweenness 

1.  CNReviews 695.846 

2.  Danwei 651.027 

3.  ESWN    581.838 

4.  China Geeks  319.592 

5.  China Smack 279.425 

6.  Peking Duck        259.253 

7.  China Beat 198.049 

8.  Shanghaiist        182.828 

9.  Shanghaiscrap        130.560 

10.  China Digital Times         94.778 

11.  China Hush         74.391 

M = 60.701, SD = 145.818 

 

Centrality 

RQ3: What are bridge blogs‘ in-degree centrality? 

The in-degree centrality is measured by the number of links bridge blogs 

receive from others in the network. While the betweenness level reveals to what 
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extent bridge blogs connect between disconnected information resources in the 

network, in-degree centrality shows the volume of links pointing to bridge blogs in 

the network (see Table 6). Since the betweenness is a direct measure of bridge blogs‘ 

bridging function and in-degree centrality reveals their level of authority as a central 

point of reference in the network, bridge blogs‘ scores on these two measures are not 

necessarily consistent.  

Some bridge blogs have similar ranking on in-degree centrality and 

betweenness. Danwei and ESWN are ranked at the top in in-degree centrality, which 

shows that Chinese media watchers receive more hyperlinks in the network than other 

bridge blogs. ChinaSmack and China Hush maintained the same gap as seen on 

betweenness measure in their level of in-degree centrality. This result reflects the 

network law, which suggests that actors existing longer in the network are likely to 

receive more incoming links than the newcomers. Blogs belonging to the 

commentator cluster—China Beat, Peking Duck, and Shanghaiscrap—have relatively 

lower rankings on both betweenness and in-degree centrality. It is because their 

commentary style of blogging has led them to have fewer references to and from other 

media sources compared with bridge blogs with information-based blogging styles 

provide translations of Chinese news and opinions. 

Other bridge blogs show drastic differences in their rankings between the 

two measures. CNReviews drops from first place on betweenness to ninth on 

in-degree centrality. China Geeks, in the same cluster as CNReviews, is also ranked 
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much lower on in-degree centrality than betweenness. The decreased ranking from 

betweenness to centrality indicates that while community builders tend to maintain 

connections with a broad range of information resources, they are not recognized by 

others as the important sources of information in the network. By contrast, the two 

aggregator blogs (Shanghaiist, China Digital Times) both move up on the ranking of 

in-degree centrality. China Digital Times goes from the ninth position in betweenness 

to fourth in centrality. The incoming links that the aggregator blogs attracted can be 

explained by their role as one-stop destinations for the English-language media 

reporting on China.  

 

 

 

Table 6 In-degree Centrality of Bridge Blogs 

Ranking  Bridge blogs Centrality 

1.  Danwei      3117 

2.  ESWN    2650 

3.  China Smack 2618 

4.  China Digital Times 2171 

5.  Shanghaiist 1958 

6.  Peking Duck  1591 

7.  Shanghaiscrap 1566 

8.  China Geeks  1454 

9.  CNReviews 1137 

10.  China Beat 914 

11.  China Hush  791 

M = 484.012, SD = 718.880 

 

In the above analysis, the characteristics of bridge blogs are revealed with a 

network of information resources surrounding them. According to their common 
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points of references, bridge blogs form five distinctive clusters that are labeled for 

their unique way of blogging: aggregators, community builders, Chinese media 

watchers, commentators, and Chinese citizen media translators. Moreover, bridge 

blogs‘ betweenness and in-degree centrality illustrates their different status as liaisons 

and sources of reference in the network. The Chinese media watchers and citizen 

media translators are both important interconnecting points as well as central 

referencing points in the network. Aggregators play a lesser role as intermediaries but 

a more important role as information sources for Western media‘s coverage of China 

in the network. Community builders manage to connect many unrelated information 

resources but fail to attract many incoming links. Finally, commentators, mainly 

providing opinions rather than information, are not well-connected to or from the rest 

of the network. Overall, the network analysis has revealed the diversity among the 11 

bridge blogs, which provides insights to understand and conceptualize the bridge 

blogs as a new online communication phenomenon.  

So far, the network analysis has illustrated the characteristics of bridge 

blogs in a hyperlinked network. The research questions below examine the way 

bridge blogs‘ positions in a network of international media resources can inform the 

practices they adopt to communicate China to the world audience. Bridge blogs‘ 

communication practices are found in the blog posts collected during three 

constructed weeks. A total of 446 blog posts and 1,026 links are content analyzed for 

1) the geographical origin and professional affiliation of sources they link to, and 2) 
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the structures used in the blog content. Then these content analysis results are put in 

context with the bridge blogs‘ attentive cluster, betweenness and in-degree centrality 

to find out how these network natures are related to bridge blogs‘ actual 

communicative practices.  

Geographical origins of linking preferences 

RQ4a: What is the relationship between which attentive cluster a bridge blog belongs 

to and the extent to which it depends on Chinese and Western media sources? 

Table 7 shows the breakdowns of bridge blogs‘ sources on the geographic 

origins. The categories of main interest, Western (33.1%) and Chinese (24.8%) media 

outlets, have relatively equal proportions among the overall blog posts analyzed. 

Besides these two main regions that the bridge blogs tend to communicate across, 

they also went to their peer group (bridge blogs about China) (8.6%) and Asian media 

outlets (6.7%) for coverage and discussion of China.  

Bridge blogs in different attentive clusters show distinct patterns in the 

geographic origins of their linking destinations. Aggregators have more links to 

Western media (43.3%) than Chinese media (13.1%). Similarly, commentators have 

about four times more links to Western media (30.6%) than Chinese media (6%). 

Conversely, citizen media translators link primarily to Chinese sources (74.3%), with 

little attention paid to Western sources (2%). Chinese media watchers exhibit similar 

linking preferences, with more than half of the links pointing to Chinese sources 

(55.3%). However, they link more often to Western sources (15.8%) than citizen 
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media translators. Community builders have relatively equal amount of links to both 

Western (32.5%) and Chinese sources (23.5%). Among the bridge blogs in the sample, 

ESWN made the most references to Asian media. 

In sum, bridge blogs‘ relatively equal attention to Chinese and Western media 

sources have confirmed their function as information brokers across national 

boundaries. However, each cluster of bridge blogs exhibits clear preference for either 

Chinese or Western information sources. Aggregators and commentators rely mostly 

on the Western side, while the citizen voice translators and Chinese media watchers 

connect more often to Chinese media sources. The distinct patterns have suggested 

that even though all bridge blogs write about current events about China in English, 

they make different choices in terms of whether to focus on how China is covered and 

discussed by the world or on understanding China through the lens of Chinese media 

content and public opinions.  
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Table 7 Geographic Origins of Links in Bridge Blogs 
 Aggregators  Commentators  Citizen media 

translators 
 Chinese media 

watchers 
 Community Builders  Total 

 CDT Shanghaiist Total China 

Beat 

Peking 

Duck 

Shanghai 

scrap 

Total China 

Hush 

China 

Smack 

Total Danwei ESWN Total China 

Geeks 

CN 

Reviews 

Total 

Chinese 

media 
8.6 15.6 13.1 7.1 7.1 4 6 68.9 78.6 74.3 61.5 48.6 55.3 28 11.1 23.5 24.8 

Western 

media 
62.3 32.5 43.3 10.7 39.3 48 30.6 4.4 0 2 16.7 14.9 15.8 32 33.3 32.4 33.1 

Bridge 

blogs 
6.4 11.4 9.6 1.8 28.6 6 9 6.7 0 3 12.8 2.7 7.9 4 22.2 8.8 8.6 

Self-

linking 
7.3 30.9 22.3 8.9 10.7 20 13.4 8.9 12.5 10.9 7.7 1.4 4.6 28 22.2 26.5 17.5 

Asian 

media 
3.6 8.1 6.4 16.1 0 0 6.7 0 0 0 1.3 27 13.8 0 0 0 6.7 

Others 11.8 1.6 5.3 55.4 4.3 22 34.3 11.1 8.9 9.9 0 5.4 2.6 8 11.1 8.8 9.3 

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

N 220 385 605 56 28 50 134 45 56 101 78 74 152 25 9 34 1026 
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RQ4b: What is the relationship between a bridge blog‘s betweenness and the 

extent to which it depends on Chinese and Western media sources? 

Probit regression analysis was applied to examine the relationship between a 

bridge blog‘s betweenness and the proportion of Chinese and Western sources in its 

content. Since the goal of bridge blogs is to communicate China to English-speaking 

countries, the Chinese and Western sources are the primary categories under 

investigation in this study. In the process of analysis, each category is treated as a 

single variable through dummy coding. Then, the proportion of Chinese and Western 

links in each bridge blog is calculated by dividing the number of Chinese/Western 

links by the total number of links found in each bridge blog. The bridge blogs‘ 

betweenness was found to be positively related to the proportion of Chinese sources 

in its content (b = .004, t(10) = 11.055, p < .001). By contrast, betweenness yields a 

significant negative relationship with the proportion of Western sources (b = .-.001, 

t(10) = -4.159, p < .001). It indicates that bridge blogs playing a more important 

intermediary role in the network are more likely to go to Chinese sources for 

information and opinion, whereas bridge blogs that are less likely to mediate between 

other sites in the network depend more on Western sources (see Figure 3).  

RQ4c: What is the relationship between a bridge blog‘s centrality and the 

extent to which it depends on Chinese and Western news sources? 

The centrality of bridge blogs is a significant predictor of bridge blogs‘ 

probability to link to Chinese sources and Western sources. Bridge blogs that attract 
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more links from other information resources in the network have higher proportion of 

links pointing to Chinese sources (b = .001, t(10) = .8.520, p < .001) and Western 

sources (b = .001, t(10) = 3.232, p < .01). In other words, the bridge blogs that are the 

central point of reference in the bridge blogosphere also have more connections to 

both Chinese and Western media sources (See Figure 3).  

 

Figure 3 Relationship Among Betweenness, In-degree Centrality, and Geographical 

Origins of Links 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Institutional Affiliations of Linking Preferences  

RQ5a: What is the relationship between which attentive cluster a bridge blog 

belongs to and the extent to which it depends on citizen-based and professional media 

sources? 

Table 8 shows the distribution of professional and citizen-based media links 

in bridge blogs‘ content. When bridge blogs are examined all together, about half of 

    Betweenness  Western Sources 

Chinese Sources In-degree Centrality 

+ 

 

_ 

+ 

+ 
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the links (47.9%) are going to professional media sites, while only about one-fourth 

(25.3%) point to citizen-based media.  

Among the five attentive clusters, four show more reliance on professional 

media than citizen media. Chinese media watchers have about twice as many links to 

professional media outlets (63.8%) than citizen-based media (28.9%). Aggregators 

also prefer to link to professional sites (50.2%) far more than citizen media (22.1%). 

In the commentators cluster, the proportion of links to professional sites (36.6%) 

exceeds citizen media (15.7%) in large amount, which repeats the pattern in the above 

two clusters. The cluster of community builders pay slightly more attention to 

professional media outlets (35.3%) than citizen media (29.4%), with a narrower gap 

than the other clusters. 

By contrast, citizen voice translators link more frequently to citizen-based 

media (50.5%) than professional media (28.7%). The links to professional and citizen 

links in this cluster reverses the patterns seen in other clusters of bridge blogs.  

Overall, bridge blogs show a clear preference for professional media sources 

over the citizen media content. Although the aggregators, commentators, and Chinese 

media watchers differ in their blogging style, they all rely significantly more on 

professional media than citizen media for information and opinions about China. 

Community builders, which specialize in making connections with a broad range of 

sources, have a relatively balanced number of links to professional and citizen-based 

media. Finally, ChinaSmack and China Hush focus on the citizen‘s voice on current 
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events and cultural phenomena emerging on China‘s Internet, which are often scarce 

and underrepresented in the professional media.  
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Table 8 Institutional Affiliation of Links in Bridge Blogs 

 Aggregators  Commentators  Citizen voice 
translators 

 Chinese media 
watchers 

 Community 
Builders 

 Total 

 CDT Shanghaiist Total China 

Beat 

Peking 

Duck 

Shanghai 

scrap 

Total China 

Hush 

China 

Smack 

Total Danwei ESWN Total China 

Geeks 

CN 

Reviews 

Total 

Professional 

media 
70 39 50.2 30.4 39.3 42 36.6 48.9 12.5 28.7 62.8 64.9 63.8 40 22.2 35.3 47.9 

Citizen 

media 
10.9 28.6 22.1 5.4 35.7 16 15.7 31.1 66.1 50.5 29.5 28.4 28.9 24 44.4 29.4 25.3 

Self-linking 7.3 30.9 22.3 8.9 10.7 20 13.4 8.9 12.5 10.9 7.7 1.4 4.6 28 22.2 26.5 17.5 

Others 11.8 1.6 5.3 55.4 14.3 22 24.3 11.1 8.9 9.9 0 5.4 2.6 8 11.1 8.8 9.3 

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

N 220 385 605 56 28 50 134 45 56 101 78 74 152 25 9 34 1026 
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RQ5b: What is the relationship between a bridge blog‘s betweenness and the 

extent to which it depends on citizen-based media and professional news media? 

Bridge blogs‘ betweenness is negatively related to the proportion of links to 

professional media outlets (b = -.004, t(10) = -5.805, p < .001). There is a significant 

positive relationship found between the betweenness and the proportion of links to the 

citizen-based media outlets (b = .002, t = 7.378, p < .001). It shows that bridge blogs 

that are important liaisons in the network have higher proportions of links going to 

citizen media outlets but lower proportion of links to professional media sites (see 

Figure 4).  

RQ5c: What is the relationship between a bridge blog‘s in-degree centrality 

and the extent to which it depends on citizen-based media and professional news 

media? 

Bridge blogs‘ centrality has a positive relationship with the proportion of 

links pointing to professional news media (b = .001, t(10) = 2.885, p < .01). Also, 

bridge blogs that have more incoming links in the network also use more 

citizen-based media as their sources (b = .001, t = 5.39, p < .001). It shows that bridge 

blogs attracting more attention in the network are the ones that have higher proportion 

of links to both professional and citizen based media in the content (See Figure 4).  
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Figure 4 Relationship Among Betweenness, In-degree Centrality, and Institutional 

Affiliation of Links 
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  Citizen Media In-degree Centrality 
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RQ6a: What is the relationship between the attentive cluster a bridge blog 

belongs to and how often different types of communicative frames appear in its 

content? 

Overall, the most commonly used communicative frame among bridge blogs 

is the referral (54.7%), which means more than half of the posts just make reference 

to factual information or quote an opinion from other sources on the Web (see Table 

9). The next most common practice of bridge blogs is to translate Chinese content into 

English (16.8%). In the coding process, this study looks not only for the 

communicative frames directly in each blog post but also the content linked to by the 

blog post under examination. Therefore, the blog posts coded as the referral and 

translation frames are the ones that are mainly referring to factual reports or single 

opinions that do not fit into any of the other communicative frames. In the overall 

blog post sample, bridge blogs rarely present or link to the content in reportage (6.1%), 

cultural recognition (4.5%), contrast/contest (4%), and investigative reporting (2.7%) 

frames. 

Distinct patterns of frames appear in different attentive clusters. The referral 

frame (72%) is used in most of the blog posts in aggregators. Similarly, referral frame 

is also the most widely used (47.2%) by commentators, but it is not as dominant as in 

aggregator blogs. In addition, commentators have proportions of their content 

adopting reportage frame (19.4%), contest/contrast frame (11.1%), and cultural 

recognition frames (5.6%). In citizen voice translators, the translation frame (43.6%) 
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is the most common communicative frame. The contest/contention frame (17.9%) and 

cultural recognition frame (17.9%) are the next most common content formats in this 

cluster. Chinese media watchers have more than half of their blog posts devoted to 

translation (64.5%). The rest of the posts in this cluster primarily use referral frames 

(22.4%). 

Taking all 11 bridge blogs together, the most frequent content frame is 

referring readers to other sources on the Web. When choices of content frames are 

examined within each cluster of blogs, the patterns reflect the distinctive nature of 

each cluster. Aggregators are dominated by the referral frame, which they use to 

perform the information surveillance role. While the referral frame is the most 

frequently used by the commentators, the reportage frame, contest/contrast frame and 

cultural recognition frame surfaced more often in commentator blogs compared with 

aggregators. Most posts in citizen media translators are devoted to translating news 

and opinions on China‘s Internet. In addition, they tend to bring competitive views 

among Chinese netizens using the contest/contrast frame or to explain Chinese 

perspectives using the cultural recognition frame. Similar to the citizen media 

translators, Chinese media watchers put their main focus on translating Chinese media 

content. However, they do not put much effort into presenting the contrast view or 

recognizing the Chinese cultural background. Instead, one-fourth of Chinese media 

watchers‘ blog posts perform the information surveillance function by referring 

directly to Chinese content. 
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Table 9 Communicative Frames in Bridge Blogs 

 Aggregators  Commentators  Citizen voice 
translators 

 Chinese media 
watchers 

 Community 
Builders 

 Total 

 CDT Shanghaiist Total China 

Beat 

Peking 

Duck 

Shanghai 

scrap 

Total China 

Hush 

China 

Smack 

Total Danwei ESWN Total China 

Geeks 

CN 

Revie

ws 

Total 

Contest/ 

Contrast 
1.3 1.6 1.4 0 16.7 20 11.1 11.1 23.8 17.9 6.5 2.2 3.9 0 0 0 4 

Cultural 

Recognition 
2 3.1 2.5 7.1 8.3 0 5.6 22.2 14.3 17.9 3.2 0 1.3 9.1 40 18.8 4.5 

Reportage 2.6 10.2 6.1 21.4 0 40 19.4 0 4.8 2.6 0 0 0 9.1 20 12.5 6.1 

Investigative 2 3.1 2.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.2 4.4 3.9 18.2 0 12.5 2.7 

Referral 88.2 52.8 72 57.1 58.3 20 47.2 11.1 19 15.4 38.7 11.1 22.4 18.2 20 18.8 54.7 

Translation 2 .8 1.4 0 0 0 0 50 38.1 43.6 41.9 80 64.5 36.4 20 31.3 16.8 

Others 2 28.3 14 14.3 16.7 20 16.7 5.6 0 2.6 6.5 2.2 3.9 9.1 0 6.3 11.2 

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 

N 152 127 279 14 12 10 36 18 21 39 31 45 76 11 5 16 446 
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RQ6b: What is the relationship between a bridge blog‘s betweenness and the 

proportion of different types of communicative frames in its content? 

As in RQ4 and RQ5, probit regression is employed to examine the 

relationship between the betweenness level of a bridge blog and the proportion of 

each communicative frame and practice in its content. Bridge blogs‘ level of 

betweenness yields a significant positive relationship with the proportion of 

translation practices (b = .004, t = 10.065, p < .001). In contrast, the betweenness is 

found to negatively related to the proportion of referral practices (b = -.003, t = -7.714, 

p < .001). Bridge blogs‘ level of betweenness is not a significant predictor of 

contrast/contest frame (p = .513), cultural recognition frame (p = .768), reportage 

frame (p = .185) and investigative frame (p = .333). These findings show that bridge 

blogs with greater betweenness tend to translate more Chinese content into English 

but are less likely to simply refer readers to other information sources.  

RQ6c: What is the relationship between a bridge blog‘s centrality and the 

proportion of different types of communicative frames in its content? 

Bridge blogs‘ centrality is positively related to the proportion of translation 

practices (b = .001, t = 5.033, p < .001). Conversely, the degree of centrality is 

negatively related to the probability of the reportage frame (b = -.001, t = -3.099, p 

< .01) and cultural recognition frame (b = -.001, t = -2.868, p < .01) being used in the 

blog content. Bridge blogs‘ centrality is not significantly associated with the 

proportion of contest/contrast frame (p = .834), referral frame (p = .998), or 
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investigative frames (p = .746). The findings indicate that bridge blogs attracting more 

incoming links are more likely to use the translation frame. Bridge blogs receiving 

fewer links use reportage and cultural recognition frames more frequently. 

In sum, bridge blogs‘ characteristics in the network—betweenness and 

in-degree centrality—are related to which frames they choose to structure their 

content (see Figure 5). Bridge blogs that are important interconnecting points and 

central points of references are more likely to have blog posts featuring English 

translation of Chinese content. Bridge blogs playing crucial roles in connecting 

between other media resources are less likely to limit their main practices to simply 

referring readers to other information sources. Bridge blogs located farther from the 

center of references in the network are more likely to use reportage and cultural 

recognition frames in their content. 
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Figure 5 Relationship Among Betweenness, In-degree Centrality, and Communicative 

Frames 

 

 

    Betweenness 

 Referral 

Translation 

In-degree Centrality 

+ 

 

+ 

Contest & Contention 

Cultural Recognition 

Investigative 

Reportage 
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_ 

_ 

 No significant relationship 
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Chapter 7 Textual Analysis of Bridge Blogs’ Communicative Frames 

In the previous chapter, the network analysis mapped out the communication 

network in which bridge blogs resided, and the content analysis has illustrated the 

linking choices and communicative frames of bridge blogs. With the help of these 

quantitative measures, this study has shown how bridge blogs‘ structural positions on 

the Web shape their linking and content patterns.  

When it comes to bridge blogs‘ bridging functions, especially as revealed in 

the communicative frames, showing how frequently each frame is being used by bridge 

blogs still leaves an unclear picture. This chapter goes beyond showing the 

communication process by measuring the frequency of occurrences of the 

communicative frames and will give concrete description as well as analysis of their 

functions of bridging gaps of information and perspectives between the Chinese and 

English-speaking worlds. 

More specifically, the communicative frames defined by Cottle and Rai (2008) 

as having the potential to facilitate democratic communications are employed for 

further illustration. The previous chapter found that bridge blogs, performing their 

bridging functions, can structure the content to incorporate the competitive views 

(contest/contention frame), to recognize the cultural value in China‘s society and 

Western countries (cultural recognition frame), to investigate the complex social issues 
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or reveal the scandals behind a news story (investigative frame), and to offer deep 

understanding to the social/cultural background of a story (reportage frame). Therefore, 

the following analysis is organized around the communicative frames as the 

manifestation of the blogs‘ endeavors of bridging. Here, the goal is to capture which 

ways bridge blogs serve as the resources or platform for cross-cultural communication 

and deliberation in global communication.  

The qualitative textual analysis will be employed to show how bridge blogs 

use the communicative frames in four high-profile news stories taking place in or 

involving China during the time frame of this study. The case selection for textual 

analysis is informed by the theoretical approach adopted by this study, which suggests 

that empirical work on global news communication should seek to understand ―the 

workings of the global in specific local places, where the universal and global becomes 

particularized and local.‖ (Reese, 2010, p. 351) This dual orientation of global 

communication can be seen in bridge blogs‘ content, in which the local events and 

perspectives are constantly brought to the attention of the global audience and the 

global perception of a local place is put in contrast with as well as reconciled with local 

perspectives. Thus, to observe and understand such dual orientation of the bridge blogs‘ 

content, this study identifies four stories about China with variations in their relevance 

to the international community. The four stories selected for textual analysis deal with 

topics ranging from the national to the supra-national level.  
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To obtain a sample of blog posts covering or discussing for each selected story, 

this study first identified a series of keywords associated with each news story. Then, 

these keywords were entered in the search box in the 11 selected bridge blogs to 

retrieve blog posts.  

My Father Is Li Gang 

The national story selected for this analysis is a traffic accident that leads to 

the exposure of a corrupt local government official. Since this accident involves actors 

in China and evokes public discussion mainly in Chinese-language media, it is selected 

as a national story. The evening of October 16, 2010, a 22-year-old drunk driver hit two 

students on the Hebei University campus. After the accident, the driver did not stop to 

offer help to the victims but continued to drive to the dormitory to drop off his girlfriend. 

When stopped by the campus security, the driver shouted, ―Sue me if you dare. My dad 

is Li Gang.‖ Li Gang is the deputy director of the police department in the northern 

district of Baoding city, the capital city of Hebei province. The incident caused one 

death and one injury. The woman who died came from a poor rural family. Photos and 

detailed descriptions of the incident were quickly spread on the Internet. The phrase 

―My dad is Li Gang‖ soon became a popular Internet catchphrase to symbolize the 

abuse of power and corruption of government officials in China. 

Google Withdraws From China 

This study chooses Google‘s withdrawal from China as the international story, 

since the incident represents the clash of interests between a U.S. company and China‘s 
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authoritarian regime. On January 12, 2010, Google announced that the Gmail accounts 

of U.S. corporations and Chinese human right activists were under cyberattacks 

originating from China. In response to the attacks and to China‘s limits on speech 

freedom, Google decided to stop censoring search results on Google.cn. On March 22, 

after negotiations with the Chinese government over the censorship issues, Google 

redirected its service in China to Google.com.hk, which provides users from mainland 

China with uncensored services (including Google Search, News, Maps) from Hong 

Kong. 

Suicide Cluster at Foxconn 

For a transnational story, this study uses the consecutive worker suicides in the 

world‘s largest manufacturer of consumer electronic devices, Foxconn. Compared with 

the Google story, which has two primary camps of interests, the workers‘ suicides at 

Foxconn involve multiple stakeholders who benefit from the transnational production 

chain of electronic devices. In the first five months of 2010, more than 10 workers at 

Foxconn‘s Shenzhen factory committed suicide. The factory, Foxconn‘s southern 

manufacturing plant, has more than 400,000 employees, who live in the factory 

complex and work in shifts on assembly lines. This story about workers‘ deaths in a 

factory in China soon became a high-profile story internationally, since Foxconn makes 

products of many of the world‘s best-known technology brands including Apple, Intel, 

Motorola, and HP. 

Liu Xiaobo Wins the Nobel Peace Prize 
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Liu Xiaobo, a jailed Chinese political activist, was awarded the Nobel Peace 

Prize on October 8, 2010. The global reputation of the Nobel Peace Prize and its 

advocacy of democracy made Liu Xiaobo‘s award a global media event. The Nobel 

committee recognized Liu for ―his long and non-violent struggle for fundamental 

human rights in China.‖ Liu joined the Tiananmen Square protest in 1989 and had 

been jailed four times since then for advocating human rights in China. Liu‘s most 

recent work was drafting and spreading Charter 08, which is a proposal for broad 

democratic political reform and human rights protections in China. As the leading 

author of Charter08, Liu was sentenced to prison for 11 years on the charge of 

subversion of state power.  

These news events were selected for textual analysis to provide examples for 

the application of each communicative frame. The focus of analysis is not on the 

narration and meaning of these news stories. Rather, the goal is to illustrate how bridge 

blogs use communicative frames to bridge news communication between China and the 

outside world, and how the same communicative frames serve different purposes in 

news events with varying levels of international relevance. In sum, the textual analysis 

provides detailed illustrations of the function of each communicative frame in actual 

communication scenarios.  

Contest and Contention Frame 

The contest and contention frame refers to blog posts structured around binary 

opposing views or an array of different perspectives surrounding a social issue. Bridge 
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blogs use this frame to present the conflicts and bring contending voices from inside 

China or across national boundaries.  

In Li Gang‘s case, the contest and contention frame was used to document the 

competing interpretations of the car accident between the Chinese official media and 

online public opinion. The contestation between the traditional media under the 

pressure of Communist Party censorship and citizen media to win public sympathy for 

Li Gang and the victim‘s family started one week after the accident, when CCTV run an 

interview with Li Gang and his son. CCTV‘s interview offered Li Gang and his son a 

chance to publicly apologize to the victim‘s family and show their regrets for the 

wrongdoings. Giving voice to the victim‘s family, Chinese social activist Ai Weiwei 

posted a video interview with the victim‘s father and brother on YouTube,  titled ―This 

Is Reality.‖ Danwei was the first English-language outlet that featured the video in a 

blog post and also published an English translation of the interview transcript. In the 

video, the victim‘s family refused to accept the apology and called for justice in the 

investigation of the car accident.  

ESWN also presented a citizen response to CCTV by translating a Chinese 

blog post, which expressed the ironies and criticism of Li Gang and his son‘s television 

appearance by applying psychological behavioral analysis
12

 to their performance 

                                                             
12

 At the beginning of the blog post ―Cal Lightman On Li Gang And Son's Television 

Appearance‖ on ESWN, Roland Soong, the blogger, provided the following 

introduction to the TV show: ―Lie to Me is an American television series that premiered 

on the Fox network on January 21, 2009. In the show, Dr. Cal Lightman (Tim Roth) 

and his colleagues in The Lightman Group accept assignments from third parties 

(commonly local and federal law enforcement), and assist in investigations, reaching 
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(Soong, 2010). In this translated blog post, the CCTV interview video was edited to 

include commentary text to examine Li Gang and his son‘s facial expressions, body 

language and voice tones. The blogger concluded that CCTV‘s interview, which was 

intended to win public sympathy for Li Gang and his son, failed due to the poorly 

staged performance. Another Chinese blog post translated by ESWN called the 

interview a ―fatal error‖ by CCTV (Hexun Blog, 2010). According to the blogger, when 

CCTV clearly tried to help Li Gang to calm down the public anger, it abandoned the 

news media‘s professional standard to provide a balanced report on a news story and 

eventually lost its legitimacy among the public. 

The contestation between the opposing sides of Li Gang‘s story presented by 

bridge blogs was later picked up by China Real Time Report (an online news channel 

about China owned by the Wall Street Journal). In the news article titled ―Chinese 

Artist to CCTV: Who‘s Your Daddy?‖ China Real Time Report linked to the English 

translation of video transcripts from Danwei and ESWN. This news article highlighted 

Ai Weiwei‘s role in publicizing a news story that the government tried to suppress. As 

an international media outlet, China Real Time Report approached Li Gang‘s story as 

an example of Internet activists‘ role in revealing the human rights issues in China. It is 

through bridge blogs that the divergence between power holders and general public in 

China has been made available to international media coverage, which tied this 

domestic story to a universal value of human rights and freedom of speech. 

                                                                                                                                                                               

the truth through applied psychology: interpreting microexpressions, through the 

Facial Action Coding System, and body language.‖ 
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Compared with the two opposing sides of the story presented in Li Gang‘s 

case, Google‘s withdrawal from China and worker suicides in Foxconn bears more 

complexity and involves multiple stakeholders. Monitoring information coming from 

inside China and around the world, bridge blogs enjoy a natural advantage in providing 

a thorough survey of different perspectives in a story that takes place within China but 

has effects beyond the national boundary. 

In Google‘s case, bridge blogs used the conflict and contention frame to 

identify all contending views surrounding Google‘s withdrawal from China. For 

example, after surveying 27 articles from the Chinese and Western traditional media as 

well as the blogosphere, Imagethief published a chart to summarize a series of facts and 

incidents that evokes heated discussion and debate among different interest groups 

involved in Google‘s case (see Appendix IV). For instance, Google‘s 30% market share 

in China was interpreted drastically differently by Google and by the Chinese 

government and Google‘s business rival. While Google insisted the number showed 

that its business development in China is very promising, the Chinese government and 

its business rivals suggested that Google‘s second-place market share (behind the 

Chinese search engine Baidu) was the true reason behind its decision to leave China. 

Together with the chart, the blogger of Imagethief spoke from his public relations 

background and pointed out that Google‘s withdrawal could be constructed with 

different versions of narratives from the standpoints of different interest groups.  
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For Imagethief, the purpose of creating the summary chart was not to come up 

with a ―canonical version‖ of the story but to illustrate the battle among different 

interest groups to control the story‘s interpretation. Also, he noted that not all the 

perspectives were equal in competition for media attention. The Google story was 

clearly dominated by two primary competing interest groups: Google and the 

free-speech activists that advocate the free flow of information on the Web, and the 

Chinese government that enforces media censorship within China.  

Since the Foxconn workers‘ suicides involved an array of actors in the global 

production chain, much news coverage and discussion of this issue focused on 

assigning responsibility for the workers‘ death. When the Chinese media mostly 

attributed the cause of death to Foxconn‘s harsh working conditions, bridge blogs used 

the contrast and contention frame to aggregate other explanations of workers‘ death 

from Western media outlets. Examples of such practices were commonly seen in the 

aggregator China Digital Times. For instance, China Digital Times composed a blog 

post presenting the cause of workers‘ death from the viewpoint of three mainstream 

Western media outlets. First, the blog post referred to a news article on CNN.com that 

emphasized the hardship rural workers faces adjusting to city life and the lack of social 

support from family and friends. Then, a news article from the Wall Street Journal was 

quoted to downplay the influence of the working environment and focus on clusters of 

suicides as a common phenomenon among young people. What followed was a link to 
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an editorial piece from the Telegraph that attributed suicide motives to the large amount 

of compensation money that workers‘ families were able to receive upon their death.  

The above analysis shows the use of the contest and contention frame as a 

content structure to put the competing perspectives in a public issue in dialogue (as in 

Li Gang‘s case) and also to aggregate the viewpoints from multitude of interests (see 

the Google and Foxconn cases). These practices not only help to illustrate the 

controversy within a particular public issue taking place in China for the outside 

audience, but also exemplify a global way of thinking in an international audience by 

providing contextual views from around the world. 

Instead of showing the contestations of viewpoints, the contrast and 

contending frame can also be used to reveal the underlying relations and connections 

among many interests involved in a news story. As seen in Foxconn‘s case, bridge 

blogs went beyond pitting Foxconn, the Chinese government, and foreign companies 

against each other as the imminent cause of worker suicides. Rather, the three main 

players were seen as collectively responsible for workers‘ death, according to a blog 

post in China Digital Times. Cited a research paper from The Asia-Pacific Journal: 

Japan Focus, which interpreted the suicides as a form of labor protests of the global 

production system, China Digital Times illustrated how Foxconn, China‘s national and 

local governments, and transnational technology firms collude to abuse workers‘ rights 

in China (Beach, 2010). According to this research article, transnational technology 

firms‘ budget cuts lead Foxconn to take extreme management measures and put an 
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excessive workload on the workers to maximize its profit, while the Chinese 

government has been systematically neglecting workers‘ rights in exchange for the jobs 

and tax money Foxconn brings into the local economy. This post shows that the 

contrast and contending frame was suitable to show not only power struggles but also 

the collusion of structural interests in the world. This practice of bridge blogs illustrates 

the interdependency between countries in political and economic realms and thus 

provides audiences with a transnational perspective to understand news in a 

globalization era.  

Besides finding contrast and contending perspectives from other media 

sources, bridge blogs also work to reveal the hidden power struggles in a social issue 

that were underrepresented in media coverage and public discourse. For example, in a 

blog post titled ―Google.cn & Beyond: Politics of Digital Media,‖ China Beat pointed 

out that Google‘s case was largely reported and discussed based on the conflict between 

Google‘s advocacy for the free flow of information around the world and China‘s 

authoritarian control over information access. However, the media have overlooked the 

sites of conflicts involving ordinary Chinese Internet users, who have long been taking 

the initiative to bypass government censorship and adapt to the controlled information 

environment. China Beat suggested that more attention should be paid to Chinese 

Internet users who produce valuable content, create the online culture, and define the 

characteristics of China‘s Internet alongside policy makers and Internet service 

providers in China. 
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Compared with the other three stories discussed above, the one that generates 

the most extreme opposite opinions is that of jailed activist Liu Xiaobo wining the 

Nobel Peace Prize. However, in this controversial story, the contest and contention 

frame was mainly used not to document the disputes between supporters and 

opponents of Liu Xiaobo but to attend to the moderate views toward Liu‘s award from 

Chinese citizens. These moderate views contain reflections on Liu‘s role in China‘s 

democratic process, critical thinking to understand the influence the Peace Prize 

projected on China‘s civil society, and the articulated rationales behind the support or 

opposition to Liu‘s award. Here, the contest and contention frame is used to survey the 

middle ground of the opinions, which provide nuances of what competing thoughts or 

mixed feelings Chinese citizens have toward Liu‘s award. 

One example of such public deliberation can be seen in a blog post published 

by Global Voice Online (GVO), which aggregated and translated several Chinese 

bloggers‘ comments on the implication of Liu‘s award (Kennedy, October 13, 2010). 

In one translated blog post, GVO cited a U.S.-based Chinese blogger who expressed 

disappointment over Western media‘s narrowly framed understanding of the influence 

of the Nobel Peace Prize as giving support to elite human rights activists in China. 

Instead, this blogger pointed out that the most important ramification of the Peace Prize 

is to generate meaningful dialogues between supporters of nationalism and liberal 

democratic ideals. In the same post, GVO also translated words from a young Chinese 

blogger, who claimed to have no knowledge of Liu‘s work but was moved by the 
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incident to reflect on his own political belief. He wrote that ―the Cultural Revolution 

was my parents' generation, June 4th [Tiananmen Square protest] was my sister's.‖ and 

then he posed the question, ―What are the ideals of our generation?‖  

Since the Nobel Prize Committee recognized Liu for his advocacy of human 

rights and democratic political reform, Chinese commentators with nationalist 

sentiments have criticized the committee for imposing a Western value on China‘s 

society. Although bridge blogs referred to many Western commentators who articulated 

their view for supporting Liu‘s award, none of them directly responded to these 

nationalist views from China‘s side. In this case, bridge blogs have taken a step farther 

from mediating the opposing views from supporters and opponents, and directly 

confronting nationalism argument from inside China.  

One such direct encounter with nationalism happened during a discussion of 

whether the criticism of China‘s human rights condition is a Western conspiracy. The 

issue was raised by an editorial piece on Global Times, a Chinese newspaper (with both 

Chinese and English edition) produced with the support of the People's Daily. 

Published right before the Nobel Peace Prize ceremony, the editorial piece started with 

the question, ―Is there a ‗plot‘ among the Western countries against China?‖ Then the 

author provided a sports metaphor to describe China‘s bitter experience in a world 

dominated by the Western value system: 

The modern world is much like a sports arena, in which China has 

passed the first round and qualified for the final. As a newcomer, 

China may not be well prepared, with sloppy technique, lacking 

audience support and seeming like a stranger to the surroundings. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cultural_Revolution
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tiananmen_Square_protests_of_1989
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China has no other choice but to fight on in the competition, strictly 

following the rules set by others. 

 

Suddenly, boos and catcalls resound from the stands, from the 

Westerners in the pricey seats. Worse than this, the referee blows 

the whistle against China, amid jeers from cheerleaders and media, 

relishing exposing China‘s ―scandals.‖ 

 

(―How long will jeers from the West last?‖ Global Times, December 9, 

2010) 

Peking Duck responded with the argument that the collective support from Western 

countries for Liu Xiaobo was based on the universally shared value of human rights 

(Peking Duck, December 10, 2010). It continued by pointing out that the same 

standard on human rights was used to judge other countries‘ misconducts. Further, 

Peking Duck asserted that China should see the criticism not as conspiracy but rather a 

way for international community to hold a member accountable for its behavior. The 

discussion continue in the comment section of the blog post. One comment pointed 

out that Chinese government is allowing more individual freedom and granting more 

power to citizens over the years. Therefore, more tolerance and understanding should 

be given to China as a developing country. Peking Duck replied with a compliment for 

China‘s great achievements but maintained the view that if China wants to be a 

―global player,‖ it must also take the criticism that comes with the global scrutiny.  

Another example of bridge blogs‘ direct encounter with China‘s nationalist 

view was in their responses to the mounting criticism of Liu‘s advocacy on colonialism. 

ESWN translated two Chinese-language opinion pieces representing the argument 
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against Liu. In these pieces, Liu‘s words that China needs 300 years of colonialism to 

match Hong Kong‘s achievement in the 1980s were interpreted as showing his belief in 

Western superiority and used to accuse him as a ―traitor‖ to his country. In response, 

China Geeks argued that although Liu made the colonialism argument in a interview 

about 20 years ago, it did not reflect his general position. According to China Geek‘s 

interpretation, those words served more as a rhetorical tool to push people to think why 

Hong Kong enjoys more freedom than China. To confront the charge of Liu as a traitor, 

China Geeks pointed out that if Liu truly believed China would be better off under 

foreign powers, this viewpoint would be reflected in his large body of written work. 

However, China Geeks observed that no Chinese commentator against Liu quoted 

anything from his recent written work, but just focused on a single quote from an 

interview from over 20 years ago. 

Overall, the contest and contention frame is used by bridge blogs to present the 

competing views or interests involved in a public issue. When bridge blogs applied this 

frame in transnational news stories such as Google‘s withdrawal from China and 

workers‘ suicides at Foxconn, its function went beyond surveying the opposing sides. 

Instead, the frame helped to reveal the multitude of interest groups around the world and 

how their interconnections enable them to have an impact on incidents in distant places. 

Besides monitoring the contest and contentions in a news story, the goal to bridge gaps 

between the disputed sides lead bridge blogs to have direct dialogues with the opinions 

surfacing from China‘s nationalism view. It is through these direct encounters that the 
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outside views on China and the domestic perspectives meet each other and engage for a 

meaningful deliberation.  

Cultural Recognition Frame 

The cultural recognition frame is mainly deployed by bridge blogs to 

acknowledge the perspectives and cultural values of China. Compared with the 

contrast and contention frame, which features a variety of conflicting viewpoints, the 

cultural recognition frame articulates a single perspective or value. The local 

perspective or cultural value can provide context for news events in China. Thus, this 

frame has the potential to generate awareness and deeper understanding among 

outside readers who have limited knowledge of China‘s history and contemporary 

society. 

When reporting Li Gang‘s case, bridge blogs used the cultural recognition 

frame to provide contextualized interpretation to help readers understand why a traffic 

accident generated such heated discussion on the Internet. One way bridge blogs 

provided context to a current social event was to explore its similarity with previous 

local incidents. Surveying the online discussion on Li Gang‘s case, Danwei found 

frequent mentions of a similar car accident in 2009. Like Li Gang‘s case, that car 

accident involved a young driver from a rich family who went over the speed limit and 

killed a pedestrian. The case was coined as ―70 miles‖ because the police 

underestimated the driver‘s speed at 70 miles per hour in order to help the driver avoid 

more severe penalties. Danwei indicated that this high-profile story in 2009 contributed 
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to the popularity of Li Gang‘s case, and the constant occurrences of such injustices 

cases in China evoked the public‘s enduring grievance against the social inequality and 

abuses of power in China. The phrase ―My father is Li Gang‖ was listed in China 

Smack‘s glossary of Chinese Internet language to describe individuals having 

government connections who therefore can be beyond the reach of the law.
13

 The 

popularity of this phrase showed that Li Gang‘s case has become a cultural symbol of 

government corruption and lack of justice in judicial system.  

The cultural recognition frame was also used to illustrate the social 

environment in which a car accident evolves into a major public incident. ESWN 

translated a Chinese blog post that explained how the words ―My father is Li Gang‖ 

created a chain effect in Chinese society. Once the car accident was exposed on the 

Internet, what caught public and media attention was the driver‘s government 

connection. Later, further investigation revealed the great wealth of the driver‘s father 

Li Gang and the unjust treatment the local government imposed on the victim‘s family. 

Then, what started as a car accident developed into a major public trust crisis for the 

Chinese government. Revealing such a chain effect in Li Gang‘s case, ESWN 

concluded that it is inevitable for an incident involving public figures to go through 

close scrutiny in the age of Internet. Similarly, in a blog post discussing the ―spillover 

effect‖ after the car accident, China Geek indicated that the Li Gang case exemplified a 

common social phenomenon in China: when a particular place or person is put under 

                                                             
13

 See the glossary here: 

http://www.chinasmack.com/glossary#%E6%9D%8E%E5%88%9A 
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public and media scrutiny, corruptions surface everywhere (Custer, October 27, 2010). 

As illustrated in these two blog posts, the chain effect following a public incident has 

become an important force for exposing corruptions and scandals in China.  

Covering Google‘s withdrawal from China, the cultural recognition frame was 

mainly used to display local reactions. What first caught bridge bloggers‘ eyes were 

some anecdotal accounts showing Chinese people‘s sympathy to Google‘s leaving. 

Common items in bridge blogs were photos of the flowers people put in front of 

Google‘s Beijing office, cyber protests against government censorship on popular 

online forum, and translations of numerous Twitter messages from Chinese political 

activists supporting Google‘s decision. 

Shortly after Google has announced its decision to leave China, Chinese public 

opinion surveys were cited by bridge blogs to show the collective view toward Google‘s 

withdrawal. Unlike the overwhelming support from Google‘s fans seen in the anecdotal 

accounts, the survey results suggested that Chinese views are divided on Google‘s exit. 

Danwei reported results from an online poll conducted on Global Times' website. 

Among more than 10,000 responses, 70% supported the government‘s decision to not 

allow Google to operate without government regulations. More than half said that 

Google‘s exit would not affect their use of the Internet. In contrast, Global Voice Online 

reported a survey of Chinese Twitter users, in which the majority of the respondents 

chose to circumvent censorship and continue to use Google‘s service based in Hong 

Kong after it was withdrawn from China.  
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The contradictory survey results exemplify the cultural recognition frame by 

revealing the nuances in public opinions. The readers of Global Times, a popular 

Chinese-language newspaper focusing on international events, were indifferent about 

Google‘s withdraw. As reported in the survey, this group of Internet users were largely 

not affected by Google‘s leaving, mainly because they have limited access to and 

experience of using foreign media. By contrast, respondents to the survey conducted on 

Twitter belong to an elite social group who were able to bypass governments‘ online 

censorship on foreign media service such as Twitter. Thus, they were more likely to be 

users of Google, who have stronger reactions to its withdrawal. Those public opinion 

surveys provide contextual information for overseas readers to understand how 

different groups of Chinese people are widely divided in their choice of media use and 

sensitivity toward the online censorship. 

The cultural recognition frame was also used in the discussion of the core 

reason behind Google‘s departure: China‘s Internet censorship. Here, the cultural 

recognition frame was used by bridge blogs to offer insiders‘ views on how much 

average Chinese citizens care about online censorship. Drawing on 10 years of 

experience in China, Peking Duck noted that free access to the information on the Web 

was not seen as an urgent need for the majority of Chinese Internet users. Peking Duck 

pointed out those Westerners who called for help to free Chinese people from the ―Great 

Firewall‖ shared a misunderstanding on how prominent the Internet freedom issue was 

among the general public. The blog suggested that those Western activists generally 
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lack the understanding that the censorship they see as harsh doesn‘t seem nearly so 

unreasonable to Chinese people who are used to limited access to online information.   

A similar observation was made in a blog entry written by Han Han, an 

influential young Chinese blogger who is well known for his commentary on public 

affairs. Danwei published an English translation of part of Han Han‘s blog post, in 

which he provided insights into Chinese people‘s indifference toward Internet 

censorship. Han Han wrote in his blog that 

Google's stated reasons for leaving do not resonate with the 

majority of Chinese citizens—there's nothing there for them to 

identify with. This is a race of people who can eat genetically 

modified grain and oil distilled from recycled food scraps, drink 

melamine-infused milk, and take inferior vaccines. Their 

tolerance is higher than you can imagine. Their needs are lower 

than you can imagine. 

(Han Han on Google leaving China - deleted post, March 30, 

2010) 

The cultural recognition frame draws the symbolic values from cultural 

memories to understand current events. This function of the frame was seen in two 

essays about Foxconn‘s worker suicides published by China Beat. One is based on field 

research in southern China‘s production industry by a scholar of Chinese politics at a 

U.S. university (Gallagher, August 23, 2010). The other was written by a U.S.-based 

Chinese journalist, who published a memoir of her years in a state-owned factory in 

China (Zhang, June 22, 2010). Their writing shared two historical insights to explain 

the workers‘ suicides. First, both essays pointed out that migrant workers have been 

gaining increased bargaining powers since foreign investments started coming and 
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private factories began to be built in coastal regions in the early 1990s. Foxconn‘s 

worker suicides were seen by the authors as part of a long-term labor movement in 

China, which has been gradually taking place in the factories on China‘s east coast. The 

second reference to the history of workers‘ conditions was comparisons made by both 

authors between the employment systems in today‘s private factories and that of 

state-owned factories from decades ago. The authors argued that the state control over 

workers‘ private lives has revived itself in the foreign-invested factories nowadays 

through the harsh management rules applied to workers on assembling lines. However, 

today‘s workers suffer more from the new system, because it inherited only the 

stringent control but not the job security and extensive welfare benefits from the old 

system. In this example, the cultural recognition frame helped to paint the paradoxical 

conditions causing the suicides: the rising consciousness of labor rights among workers 

and the harsher management controls as well as shrinking benefits. Such historical 

context provided valuable knowledge for outside readers to understand contemporary 

Chinese workers‘ experience. 

When covering the Nobel Peace Prize, the bridge blogs used the cultural 

recognition frame to illustrate how the Chinese community interpreted universal values. 

In Liu Xiaobo‘s case, bridge blogs went beyond the words from the Nobel Peace Prize 

awarding committee and re-evaluated Liu‘s work for its meaning to China‘s domestic 

society. For example, the Chinese scholar Wang Chaohua (October 27, 2010), who 

signed Charter 08 (Liu‘s proposal for political reform), wrote a blog post in China Beat 
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to articulate Liu‘s contributions to peace in China. According to Wang, the importance 

of Liu‘s work was to propose a peaceful way of political changes in China which strikes 

a balance between many NGOs in China (e.g., environmental, gender, AIDS) that do 

not have direct demands for policy change and the radical activist groups that ask for 

immediate subversion of the Chinese government. Further, Wang offered an 

explanation of what ―peace‖ means in China‘s context. She argued that the Peace Prize 

―raises the question of whether peace and prosperity must be grounded on equal civil 

participation by members of the society, instead of on the basis of coercive stability 

with the State presiding over an obedient population.‖ In other words, from a local 

perspective, the peace in China should be achieved by resolving social conflicts 

through broad political participation, rather than government suppression of public 

dissent. Here, the bridging role of bridge blogs was shown in a practice to take a social 

value that is used by the international community to judge China and articulate it in the 

context of China‘s society. The goal is still to serve a group of international readers who 

may understand the value of peace and democracy but lack the understanding of the 

way these universal values are relevant to contemporary Chinese politics. 

Investigative Frame 

The investigative frame was used by bridge blogs to expose and uncover 

information that is otherwise not available to the public. This frame was often seen 

when bridge blogs linked to or translated investigative reporting from other media 

outlets. Original investigative reports are also conducted by bridge blogs to verify the 
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information in mainstream media and other information sources.  

One important function of the investigative frame is to reveal what has been 

overlooked by the mainstream media‘s coverage of a local issue. In Li Gang‘s case, one 

such missing component in the story happened on November 4, when the victim‘s 

family suddenly lost touch with their lawyer and the media. Before their abrupt 

disappearance from the public eye, the victim‘s family had refused to accept the 

compensation money from Li Gang and determined to pursue a lawsuit
14

 against Li 

Gang‘s son. On the day after their disappearance, the victim‘s family reached an 

agreement with Li Gang and notified their lawyer to drop the charges from civil court. 

Due to the censorship placed on Li Gang‘s case, there was no media coverage of what 

caused the victim‘s family to change their mind.  

A month later, a Chinese independent investigative reporter, Wang Keqin, 

published a long investigative story on his blog to demystify the process of 

reconciliation between Li Gang and victim‘s family. Three days later, China Geeks 

provided the English translation (Custer, December 28, 2010). The report was based 

on interviews with victim‘s father and brother. It revealed that the agreement with Li 

Gang was signed under the pressure from the Baoding police department (where Li 

Gang works) and the local government in the victim‘s home town. The victim‘s 

family members were warned that if they continued to publicize this case through the 

media, they would be charged with ―anti-Party and anti-government‖ activities. The 

                                                             
14

 Li Gang‘s son, Li Qiming, was prosecuted in criminal court and sentenced to six 

years in prison in January 2011. 
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translation on China Geeks was widely linked to and praised by other bridge blogs for 

providing timely information not readily available to the outside world. 

In Li Gang‘s case, the investigative frame revealed the role of social media in 

covering and spreading the incident in a censored media environment. Reviewing a 

news article about Li Gang‘s case published by The New York Times
15

, China Hush 

found that the article gave credit to many online media such as blogs, discussion forums, 

and political activists‘ websites for exposing the car accident and helping to fight the 

governmental censorship (Liu, November 20, 2010). However, the social network site 

Renren, one of the first to break the story, was not mentioned by The New York Times. 

Renren is the largest social network site in China, which had 160 million registered 

users by the end of 2010
16

. Launched in 2005, Renren was originally known as Xiaonei 

(―on-campus‖ in Chinese) and only served college students until it was opened to the 

general public in 2009. According to screen shots provided by China Hush, witnesses 

from Hebei University posted photos of the accident scene on Renren about an hour 

after it took place. 

In addition to breaking the news of the car incident, China Hush found that 

Renren contributed ample information regarding the car accident. Among the 

eyewitnesses‘ descriptions of the accident on Renren, China Hush identified two 

                                                             
15

 The New York Times article ―China‘s Censors Misfire in Abuse-of-Power Case‖ 

was published on November 17, 2010. See 

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/11/18/world/asia/18li.html?_r=1 
16

 See the Financial Times article ―Renren plans US listing this year‖ at 

http://www.ft.com/cms/s/2/c26ed156-3d23-11e0-bbff-00144feabdc0.html#axzz1KGI

WwFGa 
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competing narratives behind the driver‘s words ―My father is Li Gang‖ that were used 

to brand the accident online. In the first version of the story, the driver mentioned his 

father‘s name to warn the security guard, who tried to stop him from escaping the 

accident scene. In another version, the driver brought up his father‘s name to seek help 

from a security guard who knew his father to avoid being beaten by angry students at 

the scene of the accident. Drawing on the social context of the incident, China Hush 

explained that the first version confirms the typical portrait of a ―second generation 

powerful,‖ a term describing the children of privileged governmental officials; and the 

other version showed the normal reaction of a scared driver after a car accident. 

Although Renren was unable to verify the competing testimonies of the incident, China 

Hush argued that various versions available for the public are better than having only 

one official version approved by the government.  

Bridge blogs also adopted the investigative frame to perform a watchdog role 

on the mainstream media. When Google announced its decision to leave China, the 

cyber attacks traced back to two Chinese schools were given as one of the primary 

reasons (Google blog, January 12, 2010). The New York Times published a story to 

uncover the Chinese schools‘ ties with the attacks on Google (February 18, 2010). In 

this story, one of the schools, Lan Xiang vocational school, was reported to have hired 

a Ukrainian professor to train computer scientists for the military. Also, this New York 

Times story suggested that Lan Xiang School had close ties with search engine 

company Baidu, Google‘s main competitor of Google in China.   
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To verify the facts in New York Time‘s story, ESWN translated an 

investigative report conducted by a Chinese local newspaper (Soong, February 02, 

2010). The Chinese newspaper sent reporters to interview school administrators and 

students, the reporter found that a few students were recruited into the military every 

year through a process open to any local young people. The reporter also found that 

there was no computer class taught by a Ukrainian teacher, since vocational schools in 

China were not qualified to hire foreign teachers. In conclusion, the newspaper 

pointed out that the school‘s ―military background‖ was based on The New York Times’ 

misinterpretation and fabrication of facts. The reporter also checked Lan Xiang‘s 

connection with Baidu by interviewing Baidu‘s representative in Shandong province 

(where the Lan Xiang school is). The representative indicated that the only 

relationship Baidu had with the school was to run the school‘s advertisements for 

student recruitment. He pointed out that the same business relations exist between Lan 

Xiang and Google. The reporter also asked The New York Times’ Shanghai office for 

comments on the counter evidence, but The New York Times declined to respond. 

Since no third-party investigation has been done on this story, there was not 

enough evidence to tell whether The New York Times story was indeed based on 

misinterpretation of the information on military recruiting and an exaggeration of the 

school‘s connection to Baidu. However, this translated investigative report from the 

local Chinese newspaper does bring the newsgathering process of Western 

mainstream media under scrutiny. With the translation of the investigative report from 
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bridge blogs, English-speaking readers were provided with an alternative channel of 

information that can help to hold the mainstream media‘s international reporting 

accountable.  

The investigative frame was also seen in blog posts that linked to or 

translated documents or content that are the focus of news reporting and 

commentaries in China. After Liu Xiaobo was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize, his 

past statement that China must go through 300 years of colonialism was constantly 

used against him as evidence of a belief in Western superiority. However, as ESWN 

pointed out in one blog post, many news stories citing the colonialism argument and 

numerous editorial pieces commented on this opinion did not provide a link to the full 

transcript of his original interview in 1988 (Soong, October 10, 2010). ESWN noted 

in the same post that although Liu is a professional political writer, his work was 

rarely mentioned in news and commentaries about his Nobel Peace Prize. Even his 

most recent work, Charter 08, which led to his 11 years‘ imprisonment, received little 

attention from the media. To provide more context to Liu‘s argument regarding 

colonialism, ESWN published a translation of his full interview transcript from a Hong 

Kong magazine in 1988. ESWN also linked to its own archive, which contains 

translations of a series of Liu‘s writing since 2005. In Liu Xiaobo‘s story, bridge blogs 

were particularly helpful in digging up Liu‘s written work, which was almost 

inaccessible inside China because of censorship and outside of China because of the 

language barrier. 
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Similar use of investigative frame can be found in Danwei, which traced the 

origin of Liu‘s colonialism argument. Danwei pointed to a book titled Liu Xiaobo: The 

Man and His Deeds published by the Chinese government in 1989 describing Liu‘s 

―criminal activities‖ during the Tiananmen Square protest (Martinsen, November 5, 

2010). This book‘s appendix includes the full text of Liu‘s interview with the Hong 

Kong magazine. Giving context to help understand the purpose of such book, Danwei 

showed other books with similar titles printed by the Chinese government to criticize 

high-profile political dissidents such as protesters from the Tiananmen Square incident, 

the Dalai Lama, and the leader of Falun Gong. Danwei pointed out that these books, 

used as propaganda against Liu since the early 1990s, were the only publication of his 

thoughts in China, which explained why they were still used by many Chinese 

commentators as the main resource to criticize Liu after two decades. The investigative 

frame revealed Chinese people‘s fragmented exposure to Liu‘s thoughts and distorted 

interpretations of his political activities under the Communist Party‘s propaganda. Thus, 

it helped outside readers to understand the overwhelmingly negative views on Liu‘s 

award in China. 

Reportage Frame 

The communicative frame of reportage is used for thick description of social 

reality with in-depth analysis, cultural background, and reporters‘ firsthand experience. 

In bridge blogs, the reportage frame helps to elaborate the origins, dynamics, and 

effects of issues emerging from China‘s local community. The reportage frame can be 
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based on the bridge blogger‘s own experience or secondary sources. 

Addressing the cause of the deaths at Foxconn, bridge blogs provide a window 

to the life of manufacturing worker, drawing on local and international media‘s reports 

on the working environment and the social atmosphere in Foxconn‘s factory. This 

media coverage is important, since Foxconn‘s factory was kept inaccessible to the 

media before the series of suicides in 2010. For the English-speaking world, the only 

mainstream media coverage of Foxconn in recent years was a Wall Street Journal 

interview with the owner of the company, Terry Guo, in 2007. In the story, ―The 

Forbidden City of Terry Gou‖ (August 11, 2007), Guo said that he has been keeping a 

low profile to avoid ―risks helping competitors and alienating customers.‖  

China Digital Times pointed to two news articles that feature firsthand 

reporting at the Foxconn factory (May 20, 2010). One of the articles was written by a 

reporter at Southern Weekend, a Chinese newspaper known for its investigative 

reporting. The reporter went undercover and worked in the Foxconn factory for 28 days. 

Although he was sent to cover the story after six worker suicides, his stated purpose 

was to find out not what the workers died for but how they live their lives. Another 

story about workers‘ life at Foxconn cited by China Digital Times was written by the 

French independent journalist Jordan Pouille. He conducted interviews right after the 

suicides and revisited Foxconn six months later. His goal was to see whether the 

working conditions at Foxconn had improved after the suicides. 

Their findings painted the same picture of workers‘ lives in Foxconn: long 
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hours of silent and repetitive work at the assembly line, the lack of social support from 

family and friends, and the far-fetched dream for young workers from rural areas to live 

a prosperous urban life. In Southern Weekend‘s report, more in-depth understandings 

were offered on why workers agreed to waive the legal limit on monthly working hours. 

This story illustrated a vicious circle in worker‘s lives: to cope with the increasing 

living costs, workers must depend on long hours of work to earn a decent salary; 

however, working overtime leaves them no time to receive professional training to 

escape from such low-paid jobs. Pouille‘s report focused on the changes coming after 

workers‘ suicides, such as raised salary, access to psychological assistance, and more 

surveillance and security forces in workers‘ dormitory. However, Pouille pointed out 

that none of these changes had fundamentally improved the reality that workers were 

treated as machines for production, and that they had no hope to improve their situation 

under the current labor system. 

In covering the Nobel Peace Prize, bridge blogs adopted the reportage frame to 

help illuminate Liu Xiaobo, who was known little in China and around the world before 

his award. The content provided by bridge blogs to cover Liu was largely based on 

testimony from Liu‘s friends in academia and other political theorists in China. China 

Beat interviewed the French scholar Jean-Philippe Béja, who has known Liu since the 

early 1990s (October 7, 2010). During the interview, Béja introduced three pieces of 

Liu‘s writing that represent his main political ideas. Also, Béja described him as a 

rational person who never judged the political situation in China based on the treatment 
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he received from the government. Béja noted that even at times when Liu was followed 

by police and under house arrest, he still acknowledged and celebrated the political 

progress made in China.  

Global Voice Online published a blog post titled ―Liu Xiaobo the Intellectual‖ 

that introduced his academic contributions and accomplishment as a political activist 

(Yee, October 9, 2010). This blog post first pointed to an essay from a Chinese scholar 

that explained the transformative point in Liu‘s work in the early 1980s, when he 

shifted away from seeing culture as the source of repression of human nature in China 

and started his critiques on the political system in China. According to this essay, Liu‘s 

work excels in his grasp of all the key issues in culture, politics, and economics, and 

these issues‘ linkages to social realities. Thus, without writing in a narrowly defined 

area, Liu‘s work served as the bridge between academia and ordinary people, while 

providing an overview to the social transformation in China. In the same post, Global 

Voice Online translated commentaries regarding Liu‘s political activist role from an 

article in a Chinese human rights journal. The author pointed out that Liu is the main 

organizer of China‘s political dissent movement. His leading role was accepted by 

Chinese activists mainly because of his reputation and networks across national 

boundaries and fields of expertise.  

Summary of findings 

This chapter focused on illustrating the bridging functions of bridge blogs 

using the four communicative frames. Different from issue-specific frames, the 
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communicative frames examined in this chapter show the actual practices that bridge 

blogs used in covering and discussing four news stories in China. According to Cottle 

and Rai (2008), these four communicative frames have potential to open up democratic 

communication by including contending views and providing deeper understanding of 

cultural values and social reality. In bridge blogs, the communicative frames were found 

to have this democratic value but showed variations in their formats compared with 

Cottle and Rai‘s original formula used to analyze TV news programs. Like other 

traditional media, TV news stories are self-contained news reports constituted by 

factual statements and claims from different propositions surrounding a news story. The 

structure of bridge blog content takes a fluid and open format that include links to other 

sources, dialogues with other bloggers, and translations of Chinese media content. Thus, 

the following summary of findings in this chapter will show the manifestation of 

communicative frames in bridge blogs and suggest democratic potentials in a 

web-based media platform.  

The contrast and contending frame was used to show various viewpoints 

emerging locally in China and across the world. In general, bridge blogs tend to present 

a variety of views emerging from inside and outside China and simply point out their 

differences with one another. More importantly, bridge blogs did not mainly focus on 

showing the extremely polarized ideas rising within and outside of China; rather, they 

put more effort into articulating the moderate opinions that give reflection and context 

to a controversial issue. Therefore, bridge blogs help to generate deeper understanding 
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on the point of divergence in the issues that separate the local Chinese perspectives from 

the outside world. In addition to being the mediating platform of contending views, 

bridge blogs also act as participants in the discussion across national and cultural values. 

As seen in Liu Xiaobo‘s case, bridge blogs not only bring the Western and Chinese 

views to meet each other but also offer their direct response to Chinese nationalist views. 

Thus, being the bridge between the local and international perspectives on Liu‘s award, 

bridge blogs brought meaningful deliberation on an issue with highly divided opinions.  

When using the cultural recognition frame, bridge blogs tend to rely on social 

activists, bloggers, and other citizen-based media to reveal the nuances and internal 

complexities of Chinese society. For a local story such as the Li Gang case, readers from 

outside China need the knowledge of social inequality and government corruption in 

China to understand the prominence of this story. In cases involving value conflicts 

between China and Western countries, the cultural recognition frame can help to inform 

outside readers on China‘s social reality. As seen in the case of Google‘s withdrawal 

from China, bridge blogs pointed out that the value of information freedom used by 

Western commentators to judge Google‘s decision was not viewed by most Chinese 

people as their urgent demand for political change in China. Another important feature 

of the cultural recognition frame is to make reference to past events in China and 

collective memories among Chinese people. Its purpose is to provide the world 

audience with historical knowledge of China to better understand the prominence or the 

influence of a news event in contemporary China. For instance, in Foxconn‘s case, 
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China‘s labor conditions in the era of state-owned economy and the economic reform 

period were brought up to provide comparisons and context to current workers‘ lives. 

Finally, the cultural recognition frame was used in the Liu Xiaobo story to reinterpret 

the meaning of ―peace‖ in Chinese society. In this case, bridge blogs pointed out the 

universal value of ―peace‖ was seen by the Chinese government as a justification for 

achieving stability through repressive means, which distorted its real importance in 

creating harmony through citizens‘ political participation. Thus, the reinterpretation of a 

universal value in the Chinese context helped to highlight the relevance of a universal 

value to the local society. 

In bridge blogs, investigative and reportage frames share the same function: to 

bring exclusive information and unique views in China to the global audience. Whether 

it is to reveal the unjust treatment of the victim‘s family in Li Gang‘s case or the 

undercover report on the harsh working conditions in Foxconn‘s factory, bridge blogs 

have provided news content that foreign media organizations would not have the 

resources to pursue. However, they differ on whether the information or viewpoint is 

provided to expose an untold story or to offer more in-depth understanding of a news 

event. While both frames provide exclusive information, the investigative frame adds a 

function to the bridging role by contrasting international media‘s coverage of China 

with evidence found in Chinese media. One example is the verification of the New York 

Times story about the cyberattacks against Google. In this example, bridge blogs 

translated Chinese newspapers‘ investigative reporting as counter evidence against the 
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Times’ report on the military connection and business rivalries behind the cyberattacks. 

It not only brought more transparency to China‘s local affairs but also served to check 

the accuracy of international media‘s coverage of China‘s local affairs. 

Finally, using the reportage frame, bridge blogs offered thick descriptions of 

background and people in the news stories about in China. The firsthand experiences 

and first-person observation in Foxconn‘s factory helped to show the living and 

working conditions of the industrial workers in China. These reports provide a window 

on the lower end of the global production chain and illustrate the transnational side 

effects of the globalized economy. In Liu Xiaobo‘s case, the translation done on his 

written work and commentaries from his colleagues and friends provided firsthand 

materials for English-speaking readers to understand Liu‘s political positions and his 

role in the democratic movement in China. 

In conclusion, this chapter has shown the actual use of communicative frames 

in four news events ranging from domestic affairs to one involving universal values. 

Each communicative frame is shown in different manifestations in the four news events 

to exemplify these frames‘ application in cross-national communication. Bridge blogs 

were found to help mediate the conflicts and indigenous views from China for the 

English-speaking world, while they also broaden the scope of perspectives and 

information available to global deliberation of issues surrounding China.  
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Chapter 8 Summary and Discussion 

This study sought to examine the phenomenon of bridge blogs for its potential 

to extend the public sphere beyond national boundaries. Theoretically, bridge blogs 

add interconnectivity in the global news arena by facilitating mutual awareness and 

understanding across distant places. Empirically, this study investigates how bridge 

blogs‘ network characteristics inform their communication practices based on a 

sample of 446 blog posts and 1,026 links retrieved from 11 bridge blogs. In 

conjunction with a quantitative analysis of bridge blogs, this study used textual analysis 

to examine bridge blogs‘ actual practices adopted in communicating four news stories 

about China to the English-speaking world.  

Major Findings and Implications 

Network Overview 

The network analysis of bridge blogs reveals that the bridge blogosphere 

extends across national boundaries. The network generated by tracing the links from the 

11 bridge blogs about China shows a neighborhood of information resources that the 

bridge blogs depend on for information and perspectives about China. Although this 

network draws on the 11 selected bridge blogs, they do not represent the overall bridge 

blogosphere about China. It illustrates an area on the Web surrounding the most 

high-profile bridge blogs, thus, served as a gateway to the larger network. From the 87 
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sites in this networked bridge blogosphere, this study found a few major categories of 

information resources: additional bridge blogs about China (those not included in the 

original sample), Western as well as Chinese professional news organizations, English 

blogs written about special topics (e.g., law, information technology), foreigners‘ 

personal experiences in China, Chinese current events blogs, and online forums. 

Generally, the major components of the bridge blogosphere about China illustrate that it 

is not a communication space of a particular country, language, or professional affinity, 

but a cross-national news communication space that brings together professional and 

citizen voices from both Western countries and China. Furthermore, from a normative 

standpoint, this study argues that this cross-national communication space can promote 

public dialogue about China in the English-speaking world, which will eventually 

nurture a wider and deeper understanding of news events and issues pertaining to China. 

Network Characteristics  

To examine bridge blogs as a network-based medium, the network analysis 

provides a way to define the nature of bridge blogs based on the hyperlink relations they 

formed with each other and other information resources they link to. In the bridge 

blogosphere generated in the network analysis, this study examines three network 

characteristics: attentive cluster, betweenness, and in-degree centrality. 

The attentive cluster is used to identify the genres of bridge blogs based on their 

hyperlink connections with others in the network. In other words, like birds of a feather 

flocking together, bridge blogs with more common points of reference can be said to 
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belong to the same attentive cluster. Since this study begins with a definition of bridge 

blogs based on descriptions of their general functions, the attentive cluster can provide 

one of the most important contributions for future studies of bridge blogs, which is to 

distinguish different types of bridge blogs within a general blog genre.  

In the sample of 11 bridge blogs, this study found and labeled five attentive 

clusters, which have distinctive ―bridging‖ functions. ―Chinese media watchers‖ 

(ESWN, Danwei.org) and ―citizen media translators‖ (ChinaSmack, China Hush) have 

connections mainly to Chinese information resources on the Web. These two clusters 

best fit into the literal interpretation of cross-national ―bridging,‖ which is to bring news 

and perspectives taking place inside China to outsiders. ―Aggregators‖ (China Digital 

Times, Shanghaiist) mainly depend on English-language media for quantity and breadth 

of news surrounding China, and therefore serve as portal sites of China news. 

―Commentators‖ (Peking Duck, China Beat, Shanghaiscrap) tend to connect with a 

group of blogs maintained by individuals with professional experience or academic 

interest in China. Thus, they specialize in offering opinions on China‘s public affairs by 

drawing on their firsthand experiences or other people‘s academic studies in China. 

Community builders (China Geeks, CNReviews) focus on forming ties with other 

bridge blogs and bringing a sense of community among English blogs dedicated to 

covering China. Also, community builders share a local approach in their content: while 

China Geeks has direct exchanges with Chinese blogs, CNReviews publishes posts 

dealing with the practical needs of everyday life in China (e.g., housing, transportation). 
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In sum, although bridge blogs share the goal of communicating China to the 

outside world, they differ significantly in the ways they choose to fulfill this goal. Thus, 

―bridging‖ in the current study cannot be interpreted simply as channeling news 

information and perspectives from one nation to another. Here, the ―bridging‖ must be 

understood with greater complexity in its multifaceted meanings. Besides the flow of 

information traveling from China to the English-speaking world, bridge blogs also 

aggregate English-language media‘s coverage of China, provide original commentaries 

on public affairs of China, and build community among bridge blogs and with the 

Chinese community.  

Betweenness served as a direct measurement of bridge blogs‘ capacity to 

connect isolated information resources in the network surrounding bridge blogs. 

Overall, the betweenness scores of all the selected bridge blogs are higher than the 

average score of all sites in the network, indicating that bridge blogs are indeed bridging 

the isolated parts in the network more so than other sites. It is not surprising that bridge 

blogs in different attentive clusters have varying betweenness scores. A result worth 

highlighting is that the Chinese media watchers (Danwei.org, ESWN) score much 

higher in betweenness than the aggregator blogs (China Digital Times, Shanghaiist). It 

shows that bridge blogs devoted to covering Chinese media content play a crucial 

bridging role to close the gaps in cross-national communication.  

Furthermore, the betweenness score not only illustrates which bridge blog play 

the more important interconnecting role, it also points out where in a network the bridge 
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blogs are mainly needed. Chinese media watchers bridge the gap between the Chinese 

media coverage and what English media readers receive. On the surface, Chinese media 

watchers simply close the language barrier for English readers to have access to Chinese 

media content. However, what goes beyond the language difference is the quantity, 

breadth, and depth of the coverage offered by Chinese media content that is not 

available from English media. Thanks to the bridge blogs providing a window to 

Chinese media content, English readers can have access to broader, deeper, and 

alternative understandings of China‘s society. 

In-degree centrality 

Another important network characteristic of bridge blogs is in-degree 

centrality, namely, the number of links that a bridge blog receives from other bridge 

blogs and information resources in the bridge blogosphere. The number of links 

pointing to one bridge blog reflects its level of authority as an information source or an 

opinion provider. One must keep in mind that the in-degree centrality scores obtained in 

this study do not represent bridge blogs‘ popularity among all English blogs on the Web. 

In fact, compared with blogs from other content genres (e.g., U.S. politics, technology, 

sports), the linking references bridge blogs received are quite limited because of their 

specialization in providing only news and perspectives about China (see their 

Technorati ranking in Table 1). Thus, the in-degree centrality in this study only shows 

the authority of a bridge blog in the network generated for the study. 
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As shown in the results, Chinese media watchers score highest on the in-degree 

centrality. What puts these blogs at the central point of attention is the translation of 

Chinese media content. The English translations of Chinese media content often 

provide exclusive information or perspectives from China, valuable raw materials for 

other bridge blogs and online media sites to report, analyze, or discuss issues emerging 

in China. Aggregators ranked second in in-degree centrality. Different from Chinese 

media watchers delivering media content originating inside China, the aggregators 

served as the hubs for information and opinion about China in Western media. Based on 

these results, this study finds that the bridge blogs scoring high on in-degree centrality 

share the information-based blogging styles. Whether it is the exclusive English 

translations of Chinese media content or the collection of Western media‘s coverage of 

China, what attracts the hyperlink references is timely updates of information about 

China. Then, it is not hard to explain why the commentators receive the lowest score on 

in-degree centrality. Although commentary blogs have their unique contribution in 

providing outsiders‘ perspective on Chinese society, the information about China is still 

valued more in the bridge blogosphere in China.   

Network CharacteristicsCommunication Practices 

Beyond the network positions of bridge blogs, what concerns this study is how 

bridge blogs‘ network characteristics inform their actual blogging practices. Like the 

survey studies using individuals‘ demographic characteristics to predict their behaviors, 

this study designs the analytical framework to investigate how bridge blogs‘ three 
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network characteristics are associated with their practices of communication as 

reflected in their use of links and content structure.  

Geographical origins  

The geographical origins of the 1,026 links in the blog posts sample reveals the 

extent to which bridge blogs use Chinese or Western sites as sources for blogging. 

Examining the links in all 11 bridge blogs together, there are relatively equal amounts of 

links pointing to Western sites and Chinese sites. In other words, as a medium for 

cross-national communication, bridge blogs about China incorporate a similar amount 

of Chinese and Western voices in their content. Based on this result, this study argues 

that since bridge blogs weave together the two streams of media content, they can 

provide a pool of information, opinion, and analysis about China more broad-based than 

any single Chinese or Western medium can offer. Thus, the readers of bridge blogs can 

be better informed on the news and issues about China than those who depend on news 

organization from their home countries.  

Bridge blogs from different attentive clusters are divided on their linking 

preferences. The findings show that Chinese media watchers and citizen media 

translators linked predominately to the Chinese sites, whereas aggregators and 

commentators relied primarily on Western sites. The community builders have 

relatively equal proportions of links to Chinese and Western sites. These results confirm 

the rationale behind the theoretical framework: Bridge blogs‘ network characteristics 

affect their blogging practices. The affinity of bridge blogs to the Chinese or Western 
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side of the Internet is consistent with their choices between Chinese and Western 

sources in content. The consistency between a bridge blog‘s virtual geographical 

location on the Web and their preferences of sources from the same geographical origin 

suggests a tendency of polarization in bridge blogosphere. This phenomenon has 

already been reflected in the limited proportion of links (8.6%) pointing to other bridge 

blogs found in the blog post sample. Since bridge blogs specialize in finding 

information from sources on the Chinese or Western side of the Internet, they may 

present largely different images about China or engage in discussion of different issues. 

However, there are some hopeful signs pointing away from polarization in the bridge 

blogosphere. As seen in the results, although even some attentive clusters have clear 

preferences in linking to one type of sites, they do not ignore the other one completely. 

Also, the community builders in the bridge blogosphere have helped to provide 

connections between the attentive clusters with distinct network locations and linking 

preferences. 

Bridge blogs‘ betweenness is also examined for its relationship with linking 

preferences to Chinese and Western sites. The betweenness scores are positively 

associated with the proportion of links to Chinese sites in their content but negatively 

related to links to Western sites. This suggests that bridge blogs that play a crucial 

interconnecting role in the network are more likely to bring Chinese content to English 

readers than to recycle what is already available to English readers from Western media. 

In fact, for bridge blogs that are important ―bridges‖ in the cross-national 
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communication space, much of what they do is push English readers to Chinese 

information and perspectives that they would not have otherwise read. Consequently, 

these bridge blogs contribute to the global news arena by disseminating content 

generated by Chinese media for attention and discourse among a global audience.  

In-degree centrality is found to be a positive predictor for links to both Chinese 

and Western sites. This suggests that a bridge blog receiving more hyperlink references 

in the bridge blogosphere also attends to both Chinese and Western sources more often 

in their content. This finding confirms the core value of bridge blogs: to connect across 

national borders. For bridge blogs to gain the privileged positions as central points of 

attention in the bridge blogosphere, they must attend to both Chinese and Western sites 

more frequently in order to perform effectively in monitoring the overall cross-national 

communication environment.  

Institutional Affiliation 

This study also makes the distinction on bridge blogs‘ linking choices between 

professional and citizen media sites. The majority of bridge blogs in the sample relied 

primarily on professional sources for information about China. This finding is 

consistent with previous studies, which found that political blogs in the U.S. link mostly 

to professional media sites, leading them to argue that political blogs can help to 

promote the circulation of professional content on the Web (Reese et al, 2007). 

However, the scrutiny following the promotion may grant positive recognition to good 

stories or intensive criticism of practices not meeting professional standards. Since the 
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bridge blogs are devoted to write about current events, they too build their content by 

engaging with facts and issues reported by professional media. To do so, bridge blogs 

not only put Chinese media under global scrutiny, but also make Western media 

coverage of China subject to the critical examination of bridge blog readers, who can 

contrast the Western media content with the facts and perspective available from 

Chinese media. 

The only attentive cluster that does not depend heavily on the professional 

media sites is the citizen media translators, in which, as suggested by their label, the 

dominant number of links point to citizen media sites. The citizen media translators 

mainly serve to provide English readers with translations of information, opinion, and 

public discourse emerging on Chinese citizen media sites. As discussed earlier, the 

citizen media sites in China are largely inaccessible to English readers because the 

communication is entirely carried out in Chinese. However, without access to Chinese 

citizen media sites, English readers miss out on a dynamic media landscape in China 

that contains the underrepresented voices in China‘s society (e.g., low-income families, 

rural workers migrating to big cities), information being censored in the professional 

media in China (e.g., social riots, exposure of local government corruption), and public 

discussions of social problems (e.g., rising real estate prices, pollution). Therefore, the 

significance of citizen media translators lies in their ability to make the citizen media 

landscape in China available to the English-speaking world. Furthermore, the citizen 

media translators help to bridge not only the language or information barrier but also the 
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cultural barrier that prevents English readers from understanding Chinese Internet 

culture. For example, ChinaSmack publishes a glossary of popular Internet phrases in 

China to help English readers understand the inside language of the Chinese Internet. 

Many of the phrases included controversial social incidents such as the ―My Father is Li 

Gang‖ case selected for textual analysis in this study. Thus, the citizen media translators 

can deepen English readers‘ understanding of contemporary trends and discourse in 

China‘s society, and potentially help to engage the public discussion originating from 

inside and outside China in meaningful conversations. 

For the relationship between bridge blogs‘ betweenness and the linking 

preferences to professional and citizen media sources, this study finds that bridge blogs 

with higher betweenness scores have a lower proportion of links to professional media 

sites but a higher proportion of links to citizen media sites. In other words, bridge blogs 

playing a more important role in connecting between isolated parts in the bridge 

blogosphere rely more on citizen-based media but less on professional media content as 

a source for information and perspectives about China. It seems that the intermediary 

positions of bridge blogs lead them to view citizen media sites, especially those in China, 

as more desirable sources for exclusive news and local views from China compared 

with professional English-language media that is already available to the readers of 

bridge blogs.  

In-degree centrality is positively related to links to both professional and 

citizen media sites, meaning bridge blogs that are central points of references in the 
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network have put a larger proportion of links to both professional and citizen media 

sources in their content. This finding indicates that bridge blogs with higher 

authoritative status (as reflected in the number of hyperlink references they receive) in 

the bridge blogosphere relied more heavily on both professional media and citizen 

media sources. One possible reason behind this finding is that it is impossible to provide 

a comprehensive or even accurate account of news and discussions surrounding China 

by depending solely on information from either professional media or citizen media. In 

a censored domestic media environment in China, professional and citizen media 

constantly provide news accounts supplementing each other in reporting on sensitive 

issues. For example, as in the case of workers‘ suicides in Foxconn, while the Chinese 

citizen media can be the first to expose a story, it often takes a follow-up investigation 

conducted by professional Chinese journalists to verify the facts and reveal the 

institutional structure behind the issue. Thus, to be an authoritative source in the bridge 

blogosphere, bridge blogs must constantly survey both the professional and citizen 

media landscape to provide comprehensive and accurate accounts in news about China. 

Communicative frame 

Overall, the practices of translation and referral dominated the content sample 

of 11 bridge blogs. The communicative frames more relevant to bridging were not seen 

very often in the sample of the bridge blogs‘ content. However, it is not accurate to 

assume that bridge blogs have little democratic potential in facilitating meaningful 

public discourse. In fact, the cross-referencing across national boundaries and 
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translation of Chinese media content have already demonstrated their ability to offer 

sufficient information for a broad-based discussion on issues surrounding China. A 

content analysis of blogs alone would miss this critical network-based feature. Also, 

more nuances regarding bridge blogs‘ communication practices can be found by 

looking at the patterns of these practices in different attentive clusters of bridge blogs.  

Bridge blogs‘ choice of content structures reinforces the nature of the attentive 

cluster they belong to. Aggregators mainly use referral practices to perform information 

surveillance of English media‘s coverage of China. For aggregators, simply referring to 

other information sources help them to build an information hub for how China is 

covered in Western media. With almost half of the posts also adopting the referral frame, 

commentators differ from aggregators by using the contest and contention frame to spur 

discussions across the opinion spectrum. Commentators also write opinion pieces with 

analysis based on in-depth reporting (reportage frame) and cultural insights in China 

(cultural recognition). The content of Chinese media watchers and citizen media 

translators are both dominated by translation practices. However, aside from the 

translation work, Chinese media watchers simply refer readers to other information 

sources, whereas citizen media translators focus on presenting contrasting public 

opinions (contest and contention frame) and explaining China‘s Internet culture 

(cultural recognition). To do so, citizen media translators structure their content to allow 

diverse voices and provide cultural knowledge; therefore, they are more likely to 
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facilitate the in-depth understanding and dynamic discussion of issues surrounding 

China. 

When testing the relationship between bridge blogs‘ betweenness level and 

their choices of content structures, the findings show that bridge blogs with higher 

betweenness scores have a higher proportion of posts providing English translations of 

Chinese media content and a lower proportion of posts using referral practices. 

Apparently, the translation of Chinese content, which contributes more to the flow of 

information and views from China to the outside world, is valued more by bridge blogs 

that are important interconnecting actors in the network. On the contrary, simply 

referring readers to other information sources, especially the English language ones, 

appeared less in bridge blogs playing crucial interconnecting roles in the network. 

The in-degree centrality scores of bridge blogs are found to positively relate to 

the proportion of blog posts providing translation of Chinese content. This finding 

indicates that bridge blogs positioned as central points of attention in the network are 

also more likely to translate Chinese content into English. Since the translation work 

requires more knowledge of China‘s domestic issues and a higher level of Chinese 

language proficiency, it usually takes bridge blogs with authoritative status in the bridge 

blogosphere to conduct those difficult tasks. What seems to be counterintuitive is that 

bridge blogs which are central points of references are found to be less likely to use the 

reportage and cultural recognition frames, which offer exclusive information and 

perspectives from China to foreign readers. One explanation is that bridge blogs that 
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attract more links tend to provide timely translation of information on current events in 

China. Therefore, in-depth reports and cultural background are rarely displayed in those 

bridge blogs that focus on channeling the information flows rather than providing deep 

reflections on the issues behind the news stories.   

Textual analysis 

The textual analysis further enriches the understanding of how the 

communicative frames are practiced by the bridge blogs. The communicative frames 

developed by Cottle and Rai (2009) take a normative approach to illustrate a news 

medium‘s democratic potential. However, as they are applied to investigate the actual 

communicative practices of bridge blogs, the most revealing finding is that the unique 

goal of bridge blogging have added more dynamics to the original communicative 

frames developed based on television news content. For instance, the practices 

associated with the ―contest and contention‖ frame not only present polarized views, but 

also to look into the middle ground of opinions surrounding an issue. As shown in the 

case of Liu Xiaobo receiving the Nobel Peace Prize, bridge blogs offer views from 

Chinese people who were trying to understand the value of human rights and peace 

advanced by Western countries and offer their interpretations of those values based on 

the context of social reality in China. By doing so, bridge blogs facilitate mutual 

understanding between cultures rather than a clash of views from different civilizations. 

Thus, this practice helps to better illustrate the bridging function of bridge blogs to 

facilitate the reasoned deliberations that can extend the public spheres across national 
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boundaries. In the case of the Nobel Peace Prize, what better describes this 

communication structure is a ―forum‖ frame, which served to aggregate the reasoned 

deliberation of different perspectives, instead of contrasting the polarized views. 

Moreover, this study has suggested a new approach to apply the 

communicative frames developed on a traditional media platform to a new media 

environment. Taking the network approach to determine the structure of blog content, 

one must not only consider the original unit of analysis—one blog post, but also 

incorporate the content that is linked to by the blog post. When this study examines the 

―reportage‖, ―investigative‖ as well as ―cultural recognition‖ frames, the content 

analysis goes beyond the blog content to the content they linked to. This network 

approach is also applied in the textual analysis, in which most of the communicative 

frames found in bridge blogs are formed through the reference to other information 

sources, a triangulation of those information sources. Overall, for the bridge blogs, this 

study has argued that the democratic potential does not come from bridge blogs‘ 

first-hand reporting and original opinions, but their ability to bridge and triangulate 

perspectives around the world.  

Significance of the Study 

As globalization challenges the public sphere as a nationally anchored concept, 

news media systems as the backbone in supporting the public sphere also demand a 

theoretical expansion to address the global communication process. In this study, bridge 

blogs are seen as a newly emerged media format on the Web that contributes to the 
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global public sphere by facilitating deliberation across national borders. The network 

location of bridge blogs as ―bridges‖ to connect the national communication spaces on 

the Web has given them great potential in meeting the two normative expectations in the 

global public sphere.  

First, bridge blogs help to increase the openness and interconnections between 

national public spheres. By examining bridge blogs‘ network characteristics and 

communicative practices, this study found that bridge blogs not only provide access to 

news and perspectives from China but also create a cross-national communication space 

through cross-references between Chinese and Western media‘s coverage of China. The 

access bridge blogs provide to Chinese media content and public opinions makes the 

social reality and public discourses in China increasingly visible to a global audience. 

Therefore, bridge blogs help to generate and inform the deliberation of sociopolitical 

issues surrounding China among a transnational public, who engage in debate and 

critical analysis of China‘s domestic social problems as well as its role in the 

international community. Furthermore, bridge blogs connect Chinese and Western 

media, professional and citizen media in one networked communication space. In doing 

so, they break away from the national insularity and the boundary between professional 

and citizen media. As a result, they create a broader market of news and commentary 

with contending interests to compete for the attention of a global audience. Although the 

phenomenon and the influence of bridge blogs remain in its infancy, as bridge blogs 
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continue to mature and develop, they can eventually help to facilitate a transnational 

public sphere.  

Second, bridge blogs exemplify a media platform that has relative autonomy 

from political and economic constraints, which can benefit the public sphere by creating 

an independent space for global public discourse. Unlike transnational media 

organizations (e.g., CNN, BBC), bridge blogs are not subject to the influence of 

transnational corporate ownership on news production, which tends to produce 

standardized news content under global recognized brand names. Even in news content 

adapted for local and regional markets, the major transnational media organizations still 

present a Western journalistic perspective on the world events. Also, bridge blogs are 

not obligated to adhere to professional codes originating from national journalistic 

cultures, nor are they under pressure to serve specific national audiences. Thus, bridge 

blogs are not a media platform under the influence of a particular national interest but a 

platform for triangulating the information and perspectives from different national 

media organizations.   

However, bridge blogs are not free from the structural influence in the 

transnational communication environment. Compared with the other transnational 

media corporations and national media outlets, this study sees three constraints bridge 

blogs face that transcend one single ownership structure or unilateral national interest. 

Instead, like its bridging position in the global news arena, they were able to maintain 
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their role as an alternative source to the existing transnational media and national media 

coverage for the overseas audience to understand public issues in a foreign nation.  

First, as shown in the results of this study, bridge blogs about China depends 

heavily on referring to and translating content from other information sources. Bridge 

blogs‘ network of reference include the high-profile transnational media brands such as 

CNN, BBC, prestige foreign press (e.g. New York Times), the Chinese national media, 

as well as the citizen based media from both inside and outside of China. These 

information sources represent the media landscape that bridge blogs constantly monitor 

for information and opinions. Therefore, the content of those media sources, which are 

subjected to the influence of their one ownership and distinctive national interest, define 

the scope of the information and perspective that bridge blogs can provide to their 

readers.  

Second, though bridge blogs are English blogs targeted to the overseas 

audience, they are still under the surveillance of Chinese government censorship. The 

ones getting the direct impact from the censorship are those located within China and 

the ones with a political agenda that is deviant from China‘s Communist Party. For 

example, Danwei.org, the bridge blog based in China to translate local media content 

and conduct local reporting, was found to be banned from access within China in the 

year of 2009. Also, China Digital Times, a Chinese news aggregator blog, founded by a 

Chinese human right activist at University of California Berkley is also blocked in 

China since 2006.  
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Third, over the years, when bridge blogs become established media outlets with 

a stable amount of audience, they started to explore a viable business model, which can 

potentially affect their content decisions. The most common business model of bridge 

blogs still depends on advertising sales, which include publishing advertisements for 

transnational corporations‘ international job recruitment, luxury goods and local 

business. Other business adventures involves conducting media research for foreign 

companies in China as well as content syndication with other English Language media. 

As relatively small media businesses, those business relations can potentially influence 

the content decision of bridge blogs. For instance, if high-profile transnational 

businesses such as Apple become advertisers or clients of market research at 

Danwei.org, their business relations may affect how Danwei covers the possible 

scandals of these companies in the future.   

In sum, this study argues that bridge blogs contribute to the global public 

sphere by adding interconnectivities between national public spheres and providing a 

space for public discourse that is free from the influence of global media ownership and 

national interests. However, this study does not argue that the bridge blogosphere is 

equivalent to a global public sphere. What the bridge blogs do is simply contributing to 

a global communication process that helps to facilitate public discourse across national 

boundaries.  

Another important theoretical concept needing revisiting is the global news 

arena. Broadly speaking, the impact of bridge blogs lies in their location within a larger 
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communication network: the global news arena, a news gathering and distributing 

network marked by the quality of facilitating mutual awareness and understanding that 

transcends national boundaries (Reese, 2010). As one component of the global news 

arena, bridge blogs help to intensify its quality of interconnectivity in both spatial and 

temporal aspects. Since bridge blogs write about one national community for an 

overseas audience, they transmit the news and perspectives spatially across distance. 

When bridge blogs provide timely translation on news and voices into languages other 

than their original one, they help to promote the simultaneous access of the news and 

perspectives across the world. In sum, what bridge blogs helped to enable is the spatial 

reach and temporal simultaneous access of information in the global news arena.  

Moreover, bridge blogs largely adopt the gatewatching (Bruns, 2005) practices 

to fulfill their role as bridges in the global news arena. As shown in the result of bridge 

blogs‘ linking preferences, bridge blogs depends on a variety of other sources to provide 

a multitude of information and viewpoints from both inside and outside of China as well 

as to the professional and citizen-based media outlets. This cross-national gatewatching 

process can be further seen in the textual analysis of bridge blogs‘ actual 

communicative practices. As shown in the four case studies, bridge blogs identify 

different angles for evaluating the same issue, pointing to a variety of sources for facts 

and discussing their relevance. Further, through the triangulation of the information 

from different sources, they are even engaging in policing the practices of professional 

media‘s reporting activities. Different from traditional media, bridge blogs are not 
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gatekeepers who to filter the information about China for their readers, but rather they 

open them to a wider variety of information and options, which we may hope eventually 

contribute to a better informed deliberation of issues surrounding China. 

Finally, the bridge blogs about China have the potential to advance the 

democratic process in China. Bridge blogs are playing their part in raising awareness of 

social issues concerning China to a larger global audience. The increasing global 

awareness of China‘s domestic affairs increases the demand from the global public for 

the transparency of China government‘s conducts. Thus, it is increasingly more difficult 

for China‘s government to hide its wrongdoing or social riots from the outside world. 

When the government‘s legitimacy is brought under broader global scrutiny by bridge 

blogs, it creates opportunities for the international community to work together with 

China‘s citizens to demand policy changes in China. Moreover, bridge blogs help to 

engage Chinese public opinions with the global public discourse, while they also make 

Chinese political activists‘ view known to politically like-minded people around the 

world. Therefore, more connections and cooperation can be generated between China 

and the global civil society. In sum, as long as bridge blogs continue to actively use this 

cross-national communication space, they can contribute to the democratic 

development of China in the longer term.  

Limitations and Future Research 

The major challenge facing this study is to define the concept of bridge blog. 

As they are an emerging communication phenomenon, there is no comprehensive 
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understanding on the defining characteristics of bridge blogs. Based on the consensus 

description of bridge blogs‘ main attributes among media commentators and scholars, 

this study selects based on face validity 11 high-profile English language blogs devoted 

to writing about current events in China as the starting points for the network analysis. 

By tracing the links in the content of these 11 bridge blogs, this study generates a 

network of bridge blogs and information resources surrounding them. Of course, based 

on a limited number of bridge blogs to start with, this network only contains a subset of 

bridge blogs about China and also represents only part of the broader online community 

surrounding them. So the result in this study cannot be generalized to the overall bridge 

blogs, not even in the context of China. However, since the 11 selected bridge blogs 

represent a group of bridge blogs that have appeared in media coverage, scholarly 

essays, or blogrolls of other bridge blogs, this study sees them as a gateway to the 

overall bridge blogosphere about China. Therefore, the network does provide some 

empirical evidence for the preliminary understanding on the phenomenon of bridge 

blogs. 

The network analysis also helps this study to adjust its initial selection of bridge 

blogs by testing the connections they have within the networked bridge blogosphere. In 

this study, the 11 bridge blogs are first selected based on their attributes such as 

language choice, primary content topic, and nature as citizen-based online medium. 

However, as an exploratory study of bridge blogs about China, this attribute-based 

definition of bridge blog is derived from the limited existing knowledge of this 
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emerging phenomenon. Therefore, it does not provide a comprehensive description of 

the nature of bridge blogs. Here, the network analysis helps to verify the validity of the 

sample by examining whether these selected bridge blogs receive the minimum 

recognition (at least one link) from other bridge blogs or information resources 

surrounding them. Global Voice Online, as a multinational bridge blog with one 

channel dedicated to content of China, is the only one excluded from the network for not 

receiving any links from others in the same network. Thus, by directly examining the 

hyperlink relationships of bridge blogs, this study adjusted its sample by excluding 

Global Voice Online from the network and content analysis while adding two other 

bridge blogs identified through the network analysis.  

For the content analysis, the substantive communicative frames are not 

common in the bridge blogs‘ content. A possible reason is that these measures are 

developed for professional TV news content and therefore are not suitable to capture the 

practices of bridge blogs as an online citizen medium. By conducting a textual analysis 

on the communicative frames, this study offers some contextual understanding of the 

actual practices and content features associated with each communicative frame. Using 

those findings in textual analysis, a new measure can be developed to cater to the 

uniqueness of bridge blog content. 

This study has opened a few promising directions for future studies. A variety 

of types of bridge blogs identified through the attentive cluster analysis in this study 

suggests that bridge blogging is a complex phenomenon. Thus, future analysis of bridge 
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blogs requires focusing on specific genres of bridge blogs, which can inform the 

theoretical understanding on the implication of different bridging functions. This study 

is based on the online network of bridge blogs. In the future, the inquiry of bridge blogs 

needs to look into the offline network of bridge blogs. The offline network that shows 

bridge blogs‘ cooperation with other media organizations, activist groups, NGOs, etc. 

across national borders can further illustrate the potential of the social network behind 

bridge blogs to facilitate a global public sphere as well as their contribution to the 

democratic process in China.  
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Appendix II Sample of Textual Analysis 

 

Cases Number of Blog Posts 

Liu Xiaobo won Nobel Peace Prize 45 

Google withdraws from China 105 

Workers‘ suicides at Foxconn 61 

Local car incident (My Father is Li 

Gang) 

22 
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Appendix III Sites in the Social Network of Bridge Blogs 

1 - danwei.org - 3,117 

2 - zonaeuropa.com - 2,650 

3 - chinasmack.com - 2,618 

4 - granitestudio.org - 2,485 

5 - chinadigitaltimes.net - 2,171 

6 - shanghaiist.com - 1,958 

7 - blog.foolsmountain.com - 1,812 

8 - chinalawblog.com - 1,686 

9 - pekingduck.org - 1,591 

10 - shanghaiscrap.com - 1,566 

11 - chinageeks.org - 1,454 

12 - cmp.hku.hk - 1,290 

13 - insideoutchina.com - 1,248 

14 - imagethief.com - 1,232 

15 - cnreviews.com - 1,137 

16 - thechinabeat.org - 914 

17 - wangbo.blogtown.co.nz - 893 

18 - rconversation.blogs.com - 817 

19 - chinahush.com - 791 

20 - farwestchina.com - 768 

21 - foarp.blogspot.com - 734 

22 - blogs.forbes.com - 634 

23 - bokane.org - 573 

24 - foundinchina.com - 570 

25 - chinadivide.com - 542 

26 - blackandwhitecat.org - 504 

27 - chinahearsay.com - 491 

28 - sinocism.com - 482 

29 - blogs.wsj.com - 477 

30 - thebeijingnews.com - 458 

31 - nddaily.com - 454 

32 - chinadialogue.net - 403 

33 - jamesfallows.theatlantic.com - 

402 

34 - sinosplice.com - 396 

35 - newyorker.com - 350 

36 - bendilaowai.com - 288 

37 - chengduliving.com - 261 

38 - digicha.com - 195 

39 - aimeebarnes.com - 186 

40 - twitter.com - 151 

41 - blogs.mcclatchydc.com - 149 

42 - lovelovechina.com - 131 

43 - matthewsawtell.com - 126 

44 - chinayouren.com - 106 

45 - popupchinese.com - 99 

46 - 21tiger.com - 93 

47 - torisefromashes.blogspot.com - 65 

48 - baihaifeng.blogspot.com - 54 

49 - vimeo.com - 50 

50 - chinacartimes.com - 50 

51 - googleblog.blogspot.com - 45 

52 - maxiewawa.com - 38 

53 - adamcathcart.wordpress.com - 33 

54 - search.forbes.com - 29 

55 - anti-cnn.com - 21 

56 - online.wsj.com - 20 

57 - nytimes.com - 19 

58 - infzm.com - 17 

59 - chinadaily.com.cn - 15 

60 - drjosephrock.blogspot.com - 12 

61 - chinaeconomicreview.com - 11 

62 - mandmx.com - 11 

63 - adamdanielmezei.com - 11 

64 - youku.com - 11 

65 - opinion.globaltimes.cn - 10 

66 - 163.com - 10 

67 - wangxiaofeng.net - 9 

68 - liuzhou.blog-city.com - 9 

69 - en.wikipedia.org - 8 

70 - sohu.com - 8 

71 - froginawell.net - 7 

72 - forbes.com - 6 

73 - iisg.nl - 6 

74 - nma.tv - 6 

75 - nfcmag.com - 6 

76 - mop.com - 6 

77 - sun-zoo.com - 5 

78 - whitehouse.gov - 5 

79 - martaruco.wordpress.com - 5 

80 - stylites.net - 5 

81 - latimes.com - 4 
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82 - blogs.ft.com - 4 

83 - chinabounder.blogspot.com - 4 

84 - guardian.co.uk - 3 

85 - chinaboom.asiasociety.org - 3 

86 - bbs1.people.com.cn - 3 

87 - danielmendez.net – 2
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Appendix IV  

Different Interest Groups and Their Perspectives in Google‘s Withdrawal from China 

 

  

http://imagethief.com/wp-content/uploads/2010/03/Slide11.j
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